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THE IMPACT OF THE INTRODUCTORY YEAR PROGRAM
AT THE COLLEGE OF PACIFIC ON
STUDENTS' INTELLECTUAL ORIENTATION
Abstract of Dissertation
_--_-_--~-=-+------::o~,-;;-:;;:::-T;:":H~E=P'i'RO~B:-:L:':E"-"~1_._:--;;:;L~i~tftl:':'e~e'":im.r:Ji rica 1 data exJs_Lon_tbe_effeds_oJ_the:----college experience. The Introductory Year Program at the College of the
Pacific is based on the assumption that student development within the
freshman year is of vital importance. This study investigated the differential effectiveness of the Program in terms of individua·l student
expectancies, characteristics, and growth in intellectual disposition.
PROCEDURES: Initial data were collected from entering freshmen
as a part of the Orientation Program. Scores on the Omnibus Personality
Inventory (OPI) were trichotomized into high, middle and low Intellectual
Disposition Categories (IDC's). Student subculture orientations. (Academic, Vocational, Collegiate, or Non-conformist), as determined by the
Trow Subculture Index were also assessed at Orientation. Posttests on
·the OPI and on the Trow Index as well a·s student inte1·vie~1s were conducted
at the end of the school year.
The Fiedler Least Preferred Coworker Test (LPC) was administered
to the faculty members participating in the Introductory Year Program in
1972-1973. The professors were categorized in terms of the·i r 1 eadershi p
orientation as relationship-oriented or task-oriented as determined by
their high or 1ow scores, respectively, on the LPC Test. Student eva 1uations of their respective courses were collected in all freshman classes.
The data were analyzed using a Two-Hay Analysis of Variance and
Chi Square technique to determine (1) if gain in student IDC level were
related to teacher orientation and initial student roc level, (2) if
-class evaluation ratings were related to teacher orientation, (3) if
there were changes in student subculture membership between Orientation
and the end of the freshman year.
THE CONCLUSIONS: Student gain in intellectual disposition was
not shown to be related to either teacher orientation or student satisfaction with c·lasses. The Introductory Year Program appears to facilitate
gain in intellectual disposition for those students initially low on the
IDC measure. This effect in itself is worthwhile, but may be at the
expense of the students who are in need of greater challenge to gain in
intellectual disposition. Additionally, since the main area in which the
University was perceived by the students as unique was in the area of
community (small and friendly), it would appear that a lack of intellectual
motivation on the part of the students who matriculate could be one explanation for lack of significant gain in IDC level after one year of college.

\\
Significant differences were found between identified task-oriented and t'e l ati onship-ori en ted teachers in class eva l ua ti on ratings.
It would appear that the relationship-oriented teacher is able to provide a facilitative environment for students with a wide variance in
disposition toward learning.

l
1

-------.l•

Movement among Vocational, Collegiate, Academic, and Nonconformist subculture or·ientati ons was shown to take place during the
first year of college. It could be demonstrated however, that there
was a s i gnHi cant shift in the percentage of students chaos i ng the
various subcultures at Orientation and in spring. Thus the Collegiate

__. --·-·---j---~s.ub_c_u_Uut'e_ot'i.en.taLion-r-ema-i-ned-the-dom-i-nan-t-GhG-i-Ge-G-f-i'l"eshmen-a-Her~----
one year at the University.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
The freshman year in college can play an instrumental role in

-

-- - ]

the process of student growth and development.

Douglas Heath observed

in his 10 year study of student development at Haverford College that,
"The pattern of the freshman's growth in college is largely set in the
first few months of college; much of his later growth represents a
further stabilization and integration of that growth" (1968, p. 157).
He hypothesized that,
... the power of a college to mature'· to educate its students
liberally, depends upon three pl'imary characteristics: (l)
The educability of its students; that is, the con~:wuence of
their persona 1i ty organi za ti on with psycho 1ogi cal demands of
the college. (2) Its communal character; that is, tf1e extent
to which it elicits a pervasive identification of its students
with the college and its purposes. ( 3) The i nterna 1 coherence
of its purposes; that is, the degree of clarity and consistency
of its goals and expectations and of their implementation in
the lives of the faculty and all the activities of the community {pp. 236-237).
Thus, an impact of a college is measured in part by the "student-college
fit."

It is measured in part by the degree to which the personality

characteristics, goa 1s, and values of a student "match" the en vi ronmenta 1
demands of the college.
Feldman and Newcomb (1969) have pointed out, "Quite apart from
the student-college fit, the 'efficacy of a college' is determined in
part by the psychological readiness of the entering student to be i nfl uenced by new experiences" (p. 295).

1

They reasoned that since entering

·2

students differ in their openness to change, some co 11 ege environments
would have more ·impact on some students because of student persona 1ity
differences alone.

They reviewed the reseat·ch on this question.

They

defined two d·i fferent meanings of openness to change; openness to the new
and different, and openness to the influence of others.

The first type

of openness to change they described as a " ... readiness and willingness
to nondefensively explore and confront ideas, values, and attitudes dissimilar from one's own" (p. 295).

It is characterized by several inter-

connected dimensions, the accompanying hypothesis being that the greater
this dimension is present in the entering freshman, " ... the greater is
the potential impact of the college experience for him" (p. 296).

Some

of the dimensions mentioned are:
1.

F1 exi bil ity of persona 1 ity:

degree to which a person is

authoritarian, nondogmatic, and nonrigid.
2.

Readiness to express impulses:

degree to which inhibitory

and control mechanisms are not excessive and inflexible.
3.

Flexibility of cognitive style:

degree to which a person

shows complexity of thought, degree of thinking introversion and creativity, and so on.
4.

Awareness of self:

5.

Venturesomeness:

degree of intraceptiveness.
degree of orientation to new experiences,

openness to novelty, curiosity about the new and different.
6.

Openness of· college goals and life objectives:

degree to

which goals and objectives are not "bounded" or restricted
(Gurin and Newcomb, 1965; Newcomb; 1966; Dressel and Mayhew,
1958; as listed by Newcomb and Feldman, 1969, pp. 295-296).
Scales of the Omnibus Personality Inventory (OPI) measure many of these
--------

3
dimensions.

Samp 1es of freshmen entering three private co 11 eges and one

public college were studied by Webster .and others at the Center for
Research and Development ·in Higher Education.
obtai ned from sophomore interviews.

_-j

Self-reported change was

Changes in the direction of the

deve 1opmenta 1 goa 1s generally encouraged by 1 i bera l arts call eges were
those under consideration, for example, scholarly values and interests;

l

persona 1 independence; rea 1 ism; comp 1exi ty, fl exi bil ity .and adaptabi 1 ity;
and absence of ethnocentrism.

With only a few exceptions, students who

made some or much change scored higher on pertinent OPI scales when
entering college than those who reported no change after the freshman
year (Webster, Trow, and McConnell, 1962).
Levin (1968) suggested a "congruence hypothesis" which stated
that while the student with initially higher intellectual disposition is

I

1 ike ly to be receptive to influence from i nte 11 ectua 1 and esthetic co.,_
1egi ate activity, the 1ess i nte 11 ectua 1 student wi 11 tend to res ·j s t such
influence because of the initially low value he places on intel'lectual
activity.

He summarized:

Thus, the impact of college on different students varies with the
congr'uence or fit between the student's initial values and perspectives and those values evidenced by various components of the
college culture. You cannot easily fit students who have low
i nte 11 ectua 1 interest into an i ntell ectua 1 environment. More
·authoritarian students may prefer clear-cut structure, order, and
precision to ambiguity, vagueness, and relativism. When they find
congruent styles in the curriculum, they are more susceptible to
the influence of the content and values of these courses (p. 384).
While challenge is an effective way of educating and inducing change in
students, challenges which differ too much from the student's cognitive
set should not be used since they can prohibit or retard g·rowth.

In the

case of authoritarian students, well-organized and structured content and
course style is described ·by Levin as more effective in induCing change"
-------

I

4
than non-structured course content.

The authoritarian student is apt to

res·ist and violently reject the more general and more ambiguous course
approach.

"So long as their authoritarianism persists, the liberaliza-

tion and humanization of such students may more 1ike ly occur within more
highly structured college environments, disciplines, and instructional
approaches, rather than less highly structured ones" (pp. 384-385).
~~~~4-~~~---·Thus, as Chickering (1969) has pointed out, curriculum arrange-

ments, teaching practices, and eval uati ona 1 procedures are systematically
linked (p. 196).

Investigat·ions of teacher characteristics are not

extensive on the collegiate level, but the primary investigator
(McKeachie, 1971) has aligned his theoretical orientation with that of
Kerlinger and Pedhazur (1967) who attempted to empirically demonstrate a
continuum of teacher characteristics fro"m the task--oriented dimension to
the person-oriented dimension.

The Fiedler Least Preferred Co-vJOrker

scales (Fiedler, 1964, 1967, 1969) characterize a teacher along a taskoriented vs. person-oriented continuum.

The more task-oriented teacher· ·

may be thought of as more au tho rita ri an, more direct in approach, while
the person-oriented teacher is

described as more permissive, more

supportive, and more indirect in approach.
THE

PROBLEt~

Little empirical data exist on the effects of the college experience.

The Introductory Year Program at the College of the Pacific is

based on the assumption that student development within the freshman year
is .of vital importance.

Research is needed to determine the differential

effectiveness of the program in terms of i ndi vi dua 1 student expectancies,
characteristics, and growth in intellectual disposition.

5
- PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
Tlris study investigates the intellectual orientations and subsequent development of students enrolled in the Introductory Year Program
at the University of the Pacific with emphasis on diverse student
characteristics and experiences within the Introductory Year Program.
~~~~~~t-'~---'T"h,_e~s_tudy_t_es~te_d __:f_or_an_i_ntel"actj_on-e-fJ'ect-between-tho&El-tElaGhel"-s-deter-------

mi ned to be re 1ati onshi p-ori en ted or task-oriented and those students
determined to be high, middle, or low in intellectual orientation with
gain in Intellectual Disposition Category (IDC) as the dependent variable.
IDC gain was compared between students with classes taught by a majority
of relationship-oriented teachers and students taught by a majority of
task-oriented teachers.

Relationship between IDC gain and class evalua-

tion ratings .was examined.

The study also investig<tted the relationship

between teacher orientation and class evaluation ratings.
manner in

~1hich

Finally, the

students reported changes in subcuHure membership from

Orientation to the latter part of the Introductory Year was examined.
RATIONALE
Staff members of the Center for Research and Development of
Higher Education have stated:
All too little is known statistically or experimentally about the
relationship between the personality characteristics students bring
to college and their academic achievement, either in the conventional sense of grades and persistence, or in the more subtle sense
of independent, cri ti ca 1 , and creative i ntell ectua 1 competence
(which are seldom reflected in academic marks). Even less is known
about the attainment of persona 1 maturity and effectiveness. But
the first step in making these studies is to know the entering student, to know him as an actual or potential scholar, to know him as
a person and to see him against his background andagainst the college environment and its subcultures (McConnell and Heist, 1962,
pp. 248-249).
----

-~~
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The effects of the college experience on student personality
development have become a question of importance in the last two decades.
The Danforth Committee Report at the University of the Pacific stated
that the "explosion of knowledge" and improved high school education
called for a freshman year program designed to emphasize learning as

1

self-directive.

~~~~Jj'-~------TneCommfftee'STinal report emphasized that instruction is the
joint responsibility of faculty and students.

It concluded that an

academic climate of this sort at the University of the Pacific was not
a reality at the time of the report.

Rather, the Committee reported:

... there is not much reason to question that the student entering
the College of the Pacific is unlike that described in The Student
in Higher Education. According to the authors of this work, the
freshman comes .with 'a fragile hopefulness, with an expectation of
change, eager to work, and, willing to learn.' But, as the report
continues, 'impersonal and rr.echawical instruct·ion . . . seems tn
extinguish curios'ity and to lower ·intellectual dspirat'ions.;
The academic cl'imate of the College must be one in which instruction is, so far as possible, personal and individual, in which
student and teacher share in learning. Su,ch a climate would develop
in the student the ability to instruct himself, so that his education does not conclude with commencement, so that he becomes selfdirective and self-instructive, able not only to answer his
instructor's questions but to ask and answer his own (p. 4-5).
Accordingly, the Committee proposed as objectives for the College
of the Pacific's academic programs the following:
l.

To develop each student fully; to personalize his instruction
and his program; to encourage his independence; to invite him
to share in learning and the direction of learning; to make
him self-directive and self-instructive.

2.

To develop critical thinking; to encourage analysis and
synthesis; to emphasize inquiry.

3.
-------------

To foster international, intercultural perspectives.

j
l

7

4.

To develop in each student commitment and leadership,
evaluation and judgement ..

5. To offer each student a diversity of educational experiences,
philosophies, and teaching styles and, also, the freedom to
shape these into programs to meet his· needs.
The Danforth Committee further recognized that:
The attainment of these objectives will be dependent upon the development of an adequate introductory program. The student's experiences
during the first year are perhaps the most important since they
determine his response throughout his entire program. This is the
year that sets the tone, shapes the student's attitudes towards his
studies, his college, and himself (p. 5).
The general objectives of the Introductory Year Program have been
outlined in the I & I Handbook:
1.

A Guide for Students and Faculty ( 1972):

To 1oak at ques ti on3 from the point of view of more tha.n one
academic discipline.

2.

To apply the knowledge and the methods of study of each
discipline to ever changing problems (p. i).

According to the I & I Handbook,
Students synthesize the perspectives of two or more di scip 1i nes as
these disciplines are brought to bear upon a common theme or problem.
The multi-disciplinary perspective and the emphasis upon continual
and creative formulation of problems are central to thematic linking.
Students also confront problems in several areas of study by taking
courses in three of four areas of the curri cul urn. This experience
gives breadth to the multi-disciplinary perspectives (p. i).
Basic to this study is a question raised by Chickering (1969) in
the context of college student development:

How does development occur?

What determines whether or not an experience has an impact? Chickering
has observed, as others have, that the impact of any experience depends
upon the characteristics of the person who· encounters it (Chickering,
1969; Sanford, 1960; Sutherland, Holtzman, Koile, and Smith, 1962; Clark,

8
Heist, McConnell, Trow, and Yonge, 1972).
Heist concluded in 1960 that there continues to be a clear need
to study ". .

what kinds of situations and environments do what for

different types of people."

He said that far too little is known about

the development and education of the students at the college level,
~---;

beyond the acquiring of knowledge and skills.

Heist suggested that

~-~_]

questions such as these need the attention of many research persons in
a variety of environments:

What students change?

What are the factors related to change?

How do they change?

He pointed out that "A major

variable underlying the impact of certa·in institutions and any change
in students is the students who select and enroll in the institutions."
While changes in recruitment and selection procedures may quickly change
the student composition, this

i~;

impossible for most institutions.

Therefore, sped a l attent·i on to differentia 1 trea tm~mt of students within
institutions is advocated (Heist, 1960, p. 54).
This study investigates the intellectual orientations and subsequent deve 1opment of students enrolled in the Introductory Year Program
at the University of the Pacific with emphasis on their diverse characteristics and experiences within the Program.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
The following definitions of terms will be used throughout this
study:
Intellectual Disposition Categories (IDC):

The IDC of the OPI

compose a classification system having eight levels which are described
in Appendix C.

An I DC index is determined by scores on Thinking Intro-

version, Theoretical Orientation, Estheticism, Complexity, Autonomy, and
- --- ----

9
Religious Orientation scales reaching specified standard score levels as
described in Appendix D.
High IDC:

Those students scoring in the highest three levels of

the eight IDC categories.

Students labeled high IDC evidence intrinsic

interests in intellectual pursuits.
Middle IDC:
eight

roc

categories.

See Appendix C.

Those scoring in the fourth and fifth levels of the
Students labeledmiddle

roc

evidence neutral or

limited intellectual interest and involvement.
Low IDC:

Those scoring in the six, seventh, and eighth levels

of the eight IDC categories.

Students so labeled evidence very limited

and restricted orientations in the area of cognitive learning.
Relat-ionship-Oriented Teacher:

A teacher in the Introductory

Year Program whose i tern ave1·ages are high on Fiedler's Lea:;t l'!_ef~_l.:_ed
Coworker Test.

High LPC scores range from about 4.

·1

to !i.7.

This indi··

vi dua 1 tends to be concerned with establishing good i nterpersona 1
relations.

He also tends to be considerate, permissive, acquiescent, and

non-directive (Bass, Fiedler, and Krueger, 1964; Chemers, Lekhyananda,
Fiedler, and Sto 1 urow, 1966; Fiedler, 1967).
Task-Oriented Teacher:

A teacher in the Introductory Year

Program whose item averages are low on Fiedler's Least Preferred Coworker
Test.

Low LPG scores range from about 1.2 to 2.2.

Low LPC's tend to

derive basic satisfaction from completing assigned tasks and as a group
they are more authoritarian, punitive and anxious than high LPC' s (Bass
et

ill·,

1964; Chemers et

ill·,

1966; Fiedler, 1967).

Vocat·i on a 1 Subculture Orientation:

This philosophy is held by

the student who emphasizes education essentially as a preparation for an
occupational future •. Social or purely intellectual phases of campus life·
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are relatively less important, although certainly not ignored (Clark· and
Trow, 1966).
Academic Subculture Orientation:

This philosophy, while it does

not ignore career preparation, assigns greatest importance to scholarly
pursuit of knowledge and understanding wherever the pursuit may lead
(Clark and Trow, 1966) .
.Collegiate Subcultu1·e Orientation:

This philosophy holds that

besides occupational training and/or scholarly endeavor an important part
of college life exists outside the classroom, laboratory, and library.
Thus, whi 1e not exc 1udi ng academic activities, this philosophy emphasizes
the importance of the extra-curricular side of college life (Clark and
Trow, 1966).
Non-conformist SubcultuJ"e Orientation:

j
j

This is a philosophy held

by a student who either consciously rejects commonly he 1d va 1ue orientation in favor of his own, or who has not really decided what is to be
valued and is in a sense searching for meaning in life (Clark and Trow,

1966).
RESEARCH HYPOTHESES
H :
1

There will be a significant interaction in intellectual
Disposition Category (IDC) gain from Orientation to April
of the Freshman year among students in the Introductory
Program with high, middle, and low pretest scores who were
taught by a majority of identified relationship-oriented
and task-oriented teachers.

H :
2

There will be significant differences in IDC gain from
Orientation to April of the Freshman year between students

11
with classes taught by a majority of relationship-oriented
teachers and students taught by a majority of task-oriented
teachers.
H3 :

There will be significant differences in IDC gain from
Orientation to April of the Freshman year among students in
the Introductory Program who rate their classes as high and

- -· - j
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on.

There will be significant differences in IDC gain from
Orientation to April of the Freshman year among students in
the Introductory Program with high, m·i ddl e, and 1ow pretest
scores.
H5 :

There will be significant differences between students with
classes taught by a majority of relationship-oriented teachers
and students taught by a majority of tas kcol'i en ted teachers in
the manner in which they rate their Introductory Program
classes as high and

H6 :

lo1~

in general satisfaction.

There wi 11 be si gni fi cant differences between students with
classes taught by a majority of relationship-oriented teachers
and students taught by a majority of task-oriented teachers
in the manner in which they rate effectiveness of presentation
in their Introductory Program classes.

H7 :

There wi 11 be significant differences between students with
classes taught by a majority of relationship-oriented teachers
and students taught by a majority of task-oriented teachers

~~·.·
.

in the manner in which they rate student perceived understanding and value of thematic linking in their Introductory
Program classes.
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H8·:

There will be significant differences between students with
classes taught by a majority of relationship-oriented
teachers and students taught by a majority of task-oriented
teachers in the manner ·in which they rate development of
intellectual skills in their Introductory Program classes.

Hg:

There will be significant differences between students with
classes taught by a majority of relationship-oriented
teachers and students taught by a majority of task-oriented
teachers in the manner in which they rate faculty-student
interaction in their Introductory Program classes.

H10 : There wi 11 be significant differences between students in
the manner in which they report changes in subculture membership (Academic, Collegiate, Vocational, and Non ...
conformist) from Orientation to Apri"l of the Freshman year.
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
This study was limited to the population of freshman students
enrolled in the Introductory Year Program of the College of the Pacific.
Thus, the findings may be generalized only to populations enrolled in
introductory year programs of study at universities and colleges which are
also historically church-related, moderate in academic competitiveness,
and moderate in size.
STATISTICAL TREATMENT
Scores obtained from the Fiedler LPG Test were dichotomized into
upper and lower quartile scores with those teachers scoring in the upper
quartile designated as high LPG (relationship-oriented teachers) and those
---
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teachers scoring in the lower quartile designated as low LPC (task··
oriented teachers).
Student scores on the OPI were determined to be either in high,
middle, or low IDC categories according to the location of their scores
in the highest three levels, the middle two levels, or the lowest three

-----l

levels respectively of the eight IDC categories.
Student gain in IDC level between pre and posttest was determined
and was used as the dependent vari ab 1e in those two-way ana lyses of variance designed to test the relationship between teacher orientation and
student IDC level in hypotheses one through four.
Class evaluation ratings for the fall and for the spring semesters
were d·ivided into quart"ile scores.

The number of students giving class

evaluation ratings in the highest and lowest quart·iles to relationship. oriented and task-oriented teachers was tested as the dependent var·i ab 1e
in hypotheses f"ive through nine using a chi square test for significance.
Chi square was used in hypothesis 10 to test differences between
students in the manner in which they reported changes in subculture membership from Orientation to April of the Freshman year.
STATEf~ENT

OF PROCEDURE

The introductory chapter of the study presented a statement of
the problem to be investigated, the purpose and rationale of the study,
the definitions of terms used, hypotheses to be i nves ti gated, 1imitations
of the study, and the statistical treatment.
related to this investigation is reviewed.
the study are described in Chapter III.

In Chapter II the literature
The design and procedures of

Included is a description of the

population of the study, the instruments and the procedures used to gather
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data, the experimental design and the statistical analyses.
IV the r·esu.lts of the investigation are presented.

In Chapter

In the final chapter

conclusions and recommendations for further study are presented.
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Chapter II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This chapter is divided into five sections:

~·~·~·~··~·~J~~~__..C.._ol._l...e.,g.._e'--,_,(_..2L)_.C._.-o'-'-1-'-ege
""1

(1) The Impact of

Student Deve 1OJ:lment ,_(l) The Co 11 ege Environment

Beyond the Classroom, (4) Research Related to College Teaching, and
( 5) Summary.
THE IMPACT OF COLLEGE

-l
j

The review of 1iterature re 1a ted to the impact of co 11 ege is
divided into three sections:

( 1) An Overv·i ew, ( 2) Development in Non-

College Groups, and (3) Summary.
An Overview
Studies of college student characteristics initially appeared in
considerable quantity some 30 years ago with Learned and Wood (1938) and
Newcomb (1943) as two major contributors.

But extensive research on

students went through a dormant period with the exception of prediction
studies, until the studies of Sanford (1956), and Jacob (1957) were
published.
The fifties re-awakened interest in the effects of college.

In

1954 Dresse 1 reported changes In se 1ected Interests of co 11 ege students
between testing periods.

This was contrary to a general belief in post-

adolescent stability of interests.
Two years later the Vassar study was published (Sanford, 1956).
15
·-·~··-···-
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This was the initial report of a longitudinal, comprehensive study.
Women at Vassar were seen to change bet.ween their freshman and senior
years in the fo 11 owing ways:

Seniors were reported, among other char-

acteristics, as more mature and less authoritarian, more tolerant, and
truer to their impulses.

Further, Heist (1969) reported that the results

of studies of a generation of Vassar and Bennington women found (1)
significant differences between the students in the two schoo 1s, both as
freshmen and as seniors, indicating that women with different characteristics enro 11 ed in the two cell eges.

Bennington freshmen were found to

score higher than Vassar seniors on personality scales of the Minnesota
r~ultiphasic

Personality Inventory measuring social maturity, develop-

menta 1 status, and impulse expression.

( 2) Scores of women on both

campuses changed significantly toward positive development and greater
inatur·ity (probability level not given).

"Specifically, tl1e senior·s were

descd bed as 1ess conservat·ive in their approach to re 1i gi ous and
political matters, more tolerant of individual differences, and freer
to express impulses'' (p. 1324).
Over the past fifteen years the Center for Research and Development of Higher Education has conducted longitudinal studies of student
populations and of the divergent selection procedures of colleges. The
Center has attempted to investigate the hypotheses that general
institutional climate is not only determined by measured ability, but by
student characteristics, social and cultural background, interests and
goals.

These factors contribute to the peer culture and subcultures and

to the eventua 1 education a1 "product."
As recently as 1960 it was noted that of all research projects
and studies reported through questionnaire to the Western Interstate

I
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Commission for Higher Education, only about 140 of 600 studies dealt in
some way with students.

Of these, only .17 studies (2.8%) focused on

student characteristics other than 'J evel of ability or achievement.
Longitudinal research, considering student changes or development over
time, was reported by only four of 127 institutions (Heist, 1960, p. 37).

-J

By 1969 Feldman and Newcomb had compi 1ed approximately 1500 references on
the impact of college.

Many of the studies that they examined dealt

with student personality characteristics; most of the studies with ade.·

quate controls and instrumentation were pub 1i shed within the 1ast two
decades.
issue

But the question of the effects of college became a serious

\~ith

the pub 1 i cation of the Jacob report in 1957.

Jacob disturbed

college teachers and administrators by concluding that the college
experience seemed to barely influence student's standards of behavior,
judgment and social respons·ibil'ity.

In Iris rev·ievJ he found the pr·imary

effect of a co 11 ege education to be the soci a 1i zati on of students with
conformance to a set of acceptable collegiate attitudes and behaviors to
be the standard,rather than the liberalizing of values.

After reviewing

the existing literature on the influence of curriculum and the impact of
teachers on student values, Jacob concluded that ''basic values remain
1arge ly constant through college" (Jacob, 1957).

The only factor that

seemed to make any difference in student values was the "climate" of
certain small, private, liberal arts colleges.

While Jacob found studies

showing changes in students, he concluded that these changes were super.

ficial and did not represent changes in basic value orientations.

He

summarized:
The points presented here imply that no specific curricular
pattern of liberal education, no pedigree of instructor, and no
wizardry of instructional method should be patented for its impact
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on students 1 values. Indeed, the impact of American higher educa·"
tion as a whole upon the value patterns of college youth as a
whole seems negligible (Jacob, 1959, p. 4).
Jacob 1 s crHi ci sm is centra 1 to the 1i terature on the impact of higher
education.

The present investigation at the University of the Pacific

hypothesizes that the effects of co 11 ege differ with i ndi vi dua 1 students
and that these effects can be examined through multivariate analysis

~~--~·,-:JI--~~~-"'a~f=te~r~o~e_y.ear-'-s-gl"owth.
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David Riesman has observed that Jacob failed to differentiate
between studies of varying quality.

In effect, the same "weight" is

given to those studies that are poorly done as to those that are more
adequately done (Riesman, 1958).

Allen H. Barton criticized Jacob for

failing to clearly define and distinguish between "basic values" and
''superfi cia 1 attitudes" and fot' fa i 1i ng ·to cri ti ca lly eva 1ua te the
adequaey of the research he reviewed (Barton, 1959).
Rose (1968) strongly felt that Jacob has presented a gross oversimplification of the student scene and conducted his own study choosing
schools which dHfered markedly in size and character.

As a result,

Rose concluded that it was unnecessary to further indicate the heterogeneity of college student bodies.
different social milieux.

Individual students come from very

While he noted that" ... background

characteristics appear to be the most significant correlates of student
attitudes," he further stated that academic climates and experiences
have a part in shaping attitudes through exposure to new reference
groups.

"What is also evident is the differential nature of this effect

from college to college" (p. 206).
Rose further took issue with Eddy (1959) who conducted a yearlong study of student life on 20 college campuses.

Eddy stated that he
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had " ... encountered no substantial differences in basic attitudes from
one college to another ... " and further indicated. that his studies found
" ... no major deviations in collegiate form and structure among tyFes of
institutions, as for instance, the church-related college and the state
--l

,

··t

university" (p. 175.

Italics in original).

Rose argued that Eddy's

conclusions indicated more differences among institutions than Eddy

_._._l.-,--~---a-1-lowea since

. •.

"-;-:-;-what-is rearly signiTicant-rs-tJie raison cr'etre of

the particular institutions and the background and outlook of those v1ho
come to study there" (Rose, 1968, p. 198).

Even Jacob (1957) allowed

that institutions which have the potency to influence students' values

f

I

are certain small, highly select-ive liberal arts colleges.
~·

Clark et

(1972) noted that "Although Jacob recognized that potent colleges'

··attract students of high potency, so .to· speak, he fa"iled to take
differential recruitment ·into account in estimating the degree of
institutional impact" (p. 5).

About the time the Jacob study appear·ed,

psycholog·ists (Darley, 1956; Holland, 1957) had already begun to ask
whether the merit of certain institutions lay less in what they did to
students than in the students to whom they did it.

Clark et

~·

(1972)

noted that some colleges draw many students who are intrinsically
interested in ideas and who are motivated toward high academic achievement, who are capab 1e of pursuing their education with a great dea 1 of
independence, and who are intellectually motivated.

Other colleges,

however, matriculate a 1arge number of- students with pragmatic rather
than theoretical interests, and vocational rather than intellectual
interests (p. 8).

Feldman and Newcomb (1969) in their summary of the

1iterature have noted that non-authoritarianism and higher i ntell ectua 1
dispositions tend to characterize, in decreasing order those students

\

J,,
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enter-ing:.private universities, public universities, private degreeawarding colleges, public degree-awarding colleges, and junior colleges.
Emphasiz·ing differential recruitment, theauthors concluded, "The more
prestigious the institution, the more likely it is to attract and to

_J

admit those students who have already most nearly attained the
characteristics of 'an educated man"' (p. 144).

~-----~to t~e
····
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The literature related

aWferentTareffects of-tnelrrs-rnut"iona1 env1ronment upon t n = - - - - - -

development of college students w·ill be reviewed in a subsequent
section.
Development in Non-college Groups
One major difficulty with ascertain·ing college impact is that of
a lack of control populations accessible for study.

Two main sets of

investigations have provided what little research exists on personal"ity
changes among non-college groups:
1965) and Trent and Medsker (1968).

that of Plant (1958a, 1958b, 1962,
In Plant's pre-1960 study he

administered the California E Scale to 137 freshmen males and 134
freshmen females.

In a longitudinal study from spring 1953 through

spring 1957 Plant reported in his early study (1958a) that the college
persisters changed significantly toward increased liberalism over two
years on the California E Scale measuring ethnocentrism.

The control

group made up of those who did not complete the first two years of
co 11 ege did not change on this measure.

In Plant's second study (l958b)

significant differences were found between freshmen and senior scores
of ethnocentrism.
In Plant's 1962 and 1965 studies the entire freshman body at San
Jose State College was tested in 1958 upon. applying for admission.
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Plant utilized the Gough Revision of the California F Scale measuring
authori tad ani sm; Rokeach' s Dogmatism Sea 1e, Form E; and the Ca 1i forni a
E Scale measuring ethnocentrism.

Four years later Plant gave the same

scales to these individuals, whether or not they had attended the

·r

.. l

college.

Plant then compared the scores of students who attended

college for four years with the scores of those students who did not

]

attend San Jose State College, nor any otner coTlege.

~lanr-founa-tna

both groups of students had stati sti ca lly si gni fi cant decreases on a11
three measures.

It has been pointed out (Feldman and Newcomb, 1969;

Feldman, 1972) that one interpretation of these results is that the
college experience had no 1i bera 1i zing effect in itself.

These authors

point out, however, that Plant himself has indicated that male and
female students who attended college scored lower on these scales at
entrance than did those who applied but did not attend.

Hhile it might

be expected that this latter group would show greater decreases in
scores than the former group over time, the results

\~ere

the opposite ..

Thus Plant has interpreted the college experience as having a facilitative effect on changes; changes are accelerated due to experiences
in college (Feldman, 1972).

He has further noted that the non-college

group is not representative in that all of the individuals had not only
considered attending college but had indeed applied for admission.
Trent and Cohen (1973) also noted that problems exist in Plant's interpretation of his results:
For example, these researchers found statistically significant
t ratios across groups when comparing pretest and posttest scores
of students who attended college for varying lengths of time.
They concluded, therefore, that length of exposure is not related
to personality change of students. However, they ignored.the fact
that the differences in the magnitude of the t ratios suggested
differences in the rate of change among the groups (p. 1010).
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Trent and Medsker (1968} conducted a longitudinal study of
'I

10,000 high school seniors from 37 schools in 16 communities from

California to Pennsylvania.

Comparing those who remained consistently

in college for four years with the group who remained employed during
i"

that period, the authors found that the co 11 ege group were more non-

1

authoritarian than the employed group as seniors in high school.

uut----------~F~u-r~t~he-r~T~re-n~t~a-nd~M~e~d-s~ke_r__r_e-po-r~t-·e~d~tl-1a~t~th~e__r_e_s_ul~t~s--g-e-ne_r_a~l"ly
__r_e_m-a"in_e_d.----------

even when differences in intellectual ability and socioeconomic status
of the two groups were held constant.

Students who remained ·in college

more than one year but less than three years were reported to have
significantly less decrease in authoritarianism over a four year period
than d·id those who remained in school during those four years.

On

intellectual d·isposition measures of the OPI, college leavers eithel"
made 1ess increase than did co 11 ege persisters or the co 11 ege 1eavers
actually decreased while the persisters increased.
Summary
The research findings regarding the impact of college on students
presented has shown that there is no consistency or agreement as to this
effect on college students.

Jacob's conclusions were quite pessimistic

regarding the impact of the college experience on college students, and
Plant's study could be interpreted to mean that college experience per
se has a negl i gi b1e effect on student attitudes.

However, other writers

(Trent and Medsker, 1968; Rose, 1968) have interpreted the data to show
that positive changes have occurred in college students during their
stay.

Whether these changes occur because.of selection factors or for

other reasons, it is apparent that students who stay in college for four
---

J~-'"'
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years do demonstrate different characteristics than those who drop out.
This study has been designed to test whether a single year 1 s exposure
to an innovative program can effect changes in a college student 1 s
intellectual disposition and should provide more information regarding

__jl'----~--t-h_e_i-mp_a_c_t_of_t_h_e_co_l_l_e_g~e~er.x~p~e~rTie'n~c'-ero~n~m~e"aTsu-r~e-d-s-tu_d_e_n_t_b_e_h_a_v-io_r_._ _ _ _ _ ___
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STUDENT DEVELOPMENT
Introduction
Discussed in this section on Student Deve 1opment will be ( 1)
An Overview, (2) Individual Development as a Liberal Arts Goal, (3)
Changes in Late Adolescence, (4) Differences in Freshmen:

Two Laws

of Development, and (5) Summary.
An Overview
Most research on college students, even within the last 20 years,
has tended to concentrate on a few specific attitudes of youth.

Heist

reported that these findings were "chiefly reported as frequencies for
groups of students and limited attention was given to the intraindividual relationships among the numerous attitudes, interests and
characteristics of college students."

Noteworthy exceptions to the

general absence of worthwhile studies have been the investigations of
Newcomb (1967) who reported the Bennington studies over 25 years;
Sanford (1962) who reported longitudinal research at Vassar College;
Katz (1967) whose research followed Stanford and Berkeley students over
four years; and Chickering (1969) who directed the five year Project for
Student Development at Goddard College.

These researchers have concluded

that the collegiate institution can move the individual toward value
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change and have reported freshman-senior development toward greater
:_____ ---=r

autonomy tolerance, rationality and intellectual curiosity.

Trent and

Medsker (1968) have concluded that while basic values are understood to
be formed very early in life,

.

r
l

Nevertheless, attitudes can and do change in late adolescence and early adulthood ... the young adults (we) studied were
found to change considerably on reliable measures of i nte 11 ectua 1
disposition and especially on measures of autonomy ( p. 318).
They also pointed out that both the degree and the direction of change
varied greatly according to students' experiences after high school.
The studies noted above wi'll be reviewed in greater depth later in this
chapter.
The longitudinal research at Vassar College stands out because
the research empirically developed and cross-validated personality
scales which were based on demonstrable personality changes presumed to
be indicative of growth in maturation between freshman and senior yea1·
(Heath, 1968, p. 80). Those associated with Vassar research reported
these findings and generated other comprehensive studies (Webster,
Sanford and Freedman, 1955; Webster, Freedman, and Heist, 1962).
instruments developed

~1ithin

The

the Vassar study provided the embryonic

form of the Omnibus Personality Inventory (Heist and Yonge, 1968). This
instrument has played an important role in developing and integrating
personality and educational theory relevant to the posthigh school
student.

Comprehens·ive i nvesti gati ons toward this end have been con-

ducted over the last 15 years by the Center for Research and Development
in Higher Education utilizing the Omnibus Personality Inventory as its
principal evaluation instrument (Katz and associates, 1968; Trent and
Medsker, 1968;

t~artin,

l969a; Clark et

.?-.l·· 1972).
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Individual Development as a Liberal Arts Goal
The Committee on the Student in Higher Education, identified by
Mason Ci972) as spokesmen in the Deve lopmenta 1 Education Humanistic
Psychology tradition, argued that

f

The college must recognize that even its instructional goals
cannot be effectively achieved unless it assumes some responsi1
bility for facilitating the development of the total human
persona 1ity (The Committee, 1968, p. 6) . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
. l.!------'----"---'---------------------___._o_:___..__
~

The group identified the main goal of colleges and universities as
follows:

"... to train and develop the human intellect, extending the

power of independent and balanced thought and deepening the powers of
discrimination and critical expression'' (The Committee, 1968, pp. 7-8,
as quoted in
~evelopmental

~1ason,

p. 29).

The Committee further indicated three

tasks that should be begun in a classroom before other

tasks are undertaken:
(1)

Each student needs to acquire a positive and realistic
conception of his own abilities in the world of higher
1earning and . in the world at 1arge.

(2)

He needs to reach the point of being able to see the
structure and interrelations of knowledge so that he
may begin the process of forming judgments on his own.

(3)

He needs to see the relevance of higher learning to
the qua 1ity of his own 1ife and to see that 1ife in
relation to the new kinds of judgments he now makes
(pp. 10-11).

The implications are that if individual development is a primary aim of
the college, it must be nurtured in a consciously planned program with
appropriate objectives within the classroom.
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"Liberal education has as its aim the fullest possible development of the individual personality," indicated Sanford (1962, p. 3).

He

pointed out that education in the sense of acquiring knowledge and
skills can go on without any change whatsoever in the characteristics
of the individual.

Change that involves development-- expansion,

differentiation, and integration -- depends on the fundamental developmental principle of challenge and response, Sanford said.

He summarized

the concept as one where ''The individual develops when he is placed in
s i tuat·i ons that require the making of new responses, provided that these
situations are not so threatening as to cause the individual to fall
back upon earlier, primitive reactions" (p. 7).

Sanford (1957) had

earlier defined individual development as "a program consciously undertal<en to promote an identity based on such qualities as flexibility,
creat·i vity, openness to experience and res pons i bil Hy" ( p. 9).

He had

also noted that the concept is a contemporary restatement of humanistic
education that has "persisted in

l~es tern

ci vi 1i zati on ever si nee the

Greeks conceived the idea of paideia" (p. xv).
The Introductory Year Program was conceived as meet·ing this need
of entering freshmen -- to challenge the student but challenge him within
his capacity to respond (The Report of the Danforth Committee, n.d., p.
13).

This study has operationalized the individual personality charac-

teristics of entering freshmen through the administration of the OPI

... j
~

pretest and has measured student development in intellectual orientation
by posttesting at the end of the freshman year.
Changes in Late Adolescence
Theoretical foundations.

Sanford (1967) has said, ''Exponents of

early determination and fixity have in the past not so much denied the
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possibilities of later change as merely neglected to study them."

In a

review by Singer (1961) of chapters of developmental psychology in the
Annua 1 Review of Psycho 1ogy from 1950 through 1967 there was found
almost no discussion of development after adolescence.
.'[·.·.

Early childhood

development often was discussed in terms of its effects on adolescence
which v1as regarded as a sort of final state of affairs.

i------(1964-), a spoResman for tne recognition

But even Bloom

of-f~importance

of aevel'-;;oc::p;;;;me:;;cn"'tc-----

~~

in the first seven years of life, has noted that

"It is also likely

that the greatest changes may take place in the individual when he
enters a new level of school environment, that is, high school or
co 11 ege. . . " ( p. vii).

He added, however, "... if the new environment

is different from the previous one and if it is a powerful and consistent
·learning environment" (p. vii, emphasis ·added).

Specifically commenting

on growth of measured intelligence, Bloom (1964) has said:
It is pos sib 1e that the shape of the growth curve of i nte 1ngence after age 17 is more a function of the environment in which
individuals live and work than it is a consequence of biological
and maturational processes. This view is supported by longitudinal
studies of persons who receive varying amounts of education after
age 16. The effect of environment on general intelligence is also
demonstrated by the significant increases in measured intelligence
during the first year of college in contrast with the smaller
increments over the next three years of college, suggesting that
new and intensive learning experiences have a more powerful effect
than the continuation of these same experiences (pp. 89-90).
But Mason (1972) has pointed out that if the freshman year of college is
able to induce changes in the stable characteristics of freshmen, it
must be "developmentally powerful."

"Developmentally powerful environ-

ments have one practice in common, the use of challenge to precipitate
change" ( p. ll8, emphasis in ori gina 1) .

Heist has noted that

Few institutions are b1essed with enough challenging and con.structive teaching to sufficiently free the individual from his
past, to induce conflict gradually, and to prepare him, according
-------
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to his fears, needs and as pi rations, for meaningful psycho 1ogi ca 1
rebuilding and reexamination of guiding attitudes and values (1965).
--

..

Developmental areas of

cha~.

Personality refers not to

behavior itself, but to dispositions that underlie behavior (White,
1952; Chickering, 1969; and Sanford, 1966).

Intellectual disposition

will be measured within this study by the OPI.
~~f-~~~~~-"-t'-"ha"'t"----""'dl_,_,·s,~"posi

ti ons

Sanford (1967) indicated

o_f_pe_r_s_uoa]_i_ty_c_ons_t_i_tut_e_an_O_l"ganJzed_to_taLLty_,_a~----

..

more or less enduring structure that interacts with the environment."
Many studies of personality development in college students compare
freshmen and upper classmen on tests, or follow out freshmen through
their senior year on pre and posttest measures.

Most frequently found

changes in personality variables during college were reported declines
in authori tari ani sm, dogmatism, and ethnocentrism (Webster, 1956; Brown
and Bystryn, 1956; Plant, 1962; Lehman, 1964; Hassenger, 1965).

~Jithin

the Vassar study as reported by Webster, .Freedman and Heist ( 1962)
freshmen were retested dur·i ng their sophomore, junior, and senior years.
Their research shows that the greatest change is during the first year

in college.

In more recent years, some investigators in psychology

(Erikson, 1959; Sanford, 1966; and White, 1952) have investigated late
..

adolescence and young adulthood.

There is a great deal of agreement

among theorists in outlining the developmental processes of late
adolescence.

Mason's (1972) literature review has linked the following

contributors with re-spective developmental processes of late adolescence:

.
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Table 1
Developmental Processes Of Late Adolescence
Developmental Area

Contributors

I Establishing identity
Stabilizing of ego identity
Becoming autonomous
Genera-1-deve-lcpmen-t---and
strengthening of the ego

Chickering
White, Sanford
Chickering

II

III

Freeing of interpersonal
relationships
Managing of emotions

White, Chickering, Sanford
Chickering

Deepening of interests
Clarifying of purposes

White, Sanford
Chickering

IV Humanizing of values
Developing integrity

v

Sanford

Expansion of caring
Achieving competence

White, Sanford
Ch·i ckeri ng
White
Chic keri n~!

The tasks described above are commonly agreed upon; however, hypotheses
of developmental theorists have been frustrated by research which has
shown that although some students develop as expected, others go through
college with the same outlook on the world with which they began.

Theo-

ri sts have recognized the necessity for de a1i ng with differing
environmental conditions, kinds of"structures in the person, and
resultant changes (Sanford, 1967, pp. 46-47).
Differences in Freshmen:

Two Laws of Development

Basic to this study are two questions raised by Chickering (1969)
in the context of college student development:

How does development

occur? What determines whether or not an experience has an impact?
response to these two questions, Chickering reviewed two laws of

In
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development taken from the 1 iterature: '(1) development occurs through
cycles of differentiation and integration; (2) the impact of any experience depends upon the characteristics ·of the person who encounters it
(pp. 292-298).
Differentiation and integration.
l

Chickering (1969) has linked

his view to that of Dewey's fundamental process through which learning

... ,l_------,ma--aevelopment occur, nis"reconstruction of expenence:'
~~

Education is that reconstruction and reorganization of experience which adds to the meaning of experience, and which increases
ability to direct the course of subsequent experience. The
increment of meaning corresponds to the increased perception of
the connections and continuities of the activities in which we
are engaged (Dewey, 1938, p. 89).
Thus the major task of education is seen as one in which the learner
comes to see the interacting parts of something formerly seen as unitary
and when one di sti ngui shes among concepts, "In shor't [becoming] more
complex human beings'' (Chickering, 1969, p. 292).
Sanford described the entering freshman as facing a dtwelopmental crisis in Erikson's sense (1959).

He said, "Development of the

ego not only involves increasingly differentiated perceptions of the
world ... but it also involves increasing awareness of one's own
processes" (Sanford, 1962, p. 279).

Leaving home is in some ways highly

favorable to the development of the personality.

The student is almost

bound to encounter and to take seriously va 1 ues and roles that are
different from some that he has taken for granted; he is then forced to
make conscious choices, and to take the first step toward starting a
value system of his own (p. 267).
Feldman and Newcomb (1969) have viewed the first year of college
as a period of adjustment.

They indicated that it is reasonable to

expect impact to be greatest in the early months or first years of
-- -- -----
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college-' They further noted that researchers have hypothesi zed that the
major changes in college occur early in the student's experience and
that it is generally agreed that juniors and seniors are in a different
devel opmenta 1 phase, a period of 1evel i ng off, where little n10re happens
to them (Freedman, 1965; and Sanford; 1965).
Individual differences.

Heist has indicated that the objectives

of education are a smaller determinant of what nappens to stuaents tf1an
at·e the differences among students.
and Heist, et

~·

He further said that Holland ( 1957)

(1961) have shown evidence that those who show more

growth in college are those who enter with a greater readiness to grow
and achieve than do most other students.
et

~·

The recent findings of Clark

(1972) have further substantiated this position.

Student

readiness for inteilectual growth has been ind-icated within these investigator's studies by high scores on the intellectual disposit·ion mc:asu1·e
of the OPI.

Feldman and Newcomb (1969) further noted that the impact

of college is greatest on those students who are ready to change either
because they are psycho 1ogi ca lly open to new experiences or because
they are open to the influence ·of others.

They present the hypothesis

that the impact of college is greatest on students who are highly open
to change in both ways, and smallest on those who are 1ow on both
characteristics.

Thus students with a greater need for affi 1i ati on

have also been found to change in the direction of the general student
body.
Heath found that his data indicated that " ... change is mediated
primal'ily by the quality of one's personal relationships with others
and the expectations that others have of the type of person one should
become" (1968, p. 214).

Other studies (Sutherland

et

~.,

1962;
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Feldman and Newcomb, 1969) confirmed this finding.

-. l

that

student~ college

Levin (1967} felt<'

congruence is .a crucia 1 factor in faci 1i tati ng a

student's development.

He said, "Where major' aspects of a student's

goals or dispositions are initially congruent with those of the institution, he is more likely to be influenced and undergo changes in the

l

direction of the institution's values and norms" (p. 431).

Stated in a

~------------~~--~------~-------.~---.---,.-----~----------~~------------

different way, call ege impact '' ... depends upon the goodness-of-fit

,between student and institution" (Feldman and Newcomb, 1969, p. 335).
Further, Davis (1965) put forth a ''birds-of-a-feather" hypothesis.
indicating that freshmen Clark-Trow Subculture members will exhibit
personality traits similar to those of the viewpoint to which they move,
when tested at the end of a school year.
Feldman and Newcomb (1969) found in their review of many studies
from a variety of colleges that matriculating students anticipated more
emphasis on academic, i nte 11 ectua 1 , and aesthetic activities than were
described by students already enrolled in the colleges.

Feldman

reported "As a rule the emphasis on self-understanding, personal
involvement in the world's problems, and the search for personal
identity would be lower than the entering freshman expected" (1972, p.
20).

Paradoxically, freshmen a 1so expected " ..• an environment of

greater friendliness, cohesion, and group-orientation (with more opportunities for affi 1i ati on and nuturance and 1ess opportunities for
aggression) than enrolled students did" Feldman, 1972, p. 20).
The entering students expect more of their new environment than
it will offer Feldman surmized.

He also pointed out that students also

expect more of themselves than circumstances will allow.
included a quotation from Stern:

Feldman

l
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1

[The student] br·ings with him to college a naive, enthusiastic,
and boundless idealism concerning its ways and purposes. Although
he probably feels that he knows we"ll enough how his school differs
from other colleges, nevertheless, the particular patterns of
act"iv"ities that make for these differences are not nearly so evident to him as the common stereotype of college life that he
shares with other incoming freshmen (Stern, 1966, pp. 411-412).
It should be emphasized that this effect known as the "freshman myth"
(Stern, 1970, p. 173) is virtually universal with entering college
j

students and consistent with two characteristics common to entering
freshmen:

(1) freshmen tend to be ideologists rather than theorists,

and (2) they .tend toward authoritarianism (Committee on the Student in
Higher Education, 1968, p. 45; Sanford, 1967, p. 261;

~1ason,

1972, pp.

105-"106).
Summary
This section regard·ing student development has indicated that
college can move the i ndi vi dua 1 toward greater autonomy, to 1era nee,
rationality, and intellectual curiosity.

Individual development, while

a liberal arts goal, was shown to require a consciously planned program
with appropriate objectives within the college classroom.

Changes in

student characteristics have been shown to be dependent on the introducing of a learning environment sufficiently different from that of
the previous school level and one which can induce conflict and change
gradually.

The Introductory Year Program at the University of the

Pacific was intended to be such a learning environment and was a response
to the freshman year experience which can" ... extinguish curiosity and
lower intellectual aspirations" (Danforth Committee, n.d., p. 4).
While developmental tasks are generally agreed upon, theorists
have indicated a need for research to deal with differing environmental
conditions as well as differing personality characteristics.

Two laws
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of development were suggested which indicate the complexity of measuring
collect impact:

(1) development occurs through cycles of differentiation

and integration; and (2) the impact of any experience depends upon the
characteristics of the person who encounters it. ·It was also shown that
students who have demonstrated more growth in college are those who enter
l

with a greater readiness .to grow and achieve than do most other students.

~~. ~+l~----~"fhese-students-crre-i-dt!!Tt1fiea-rrltlfisstuay5y lfigli scores in the·
Intellectual Disposition Categories of the OPI.

It was also noted that

certain students can change over the college years because they are open
to the influence of others.

This social effect will be investigated

thro.ugh reports of change in subculture orientation
and the end of the freshman year.
students with

I

goal~

bet~1een

Orientation

Further, it was pointed out that

and values initially congruent with those· of the

college were shown to be like1y to undergo changes in the direction of
the institution's norms and values.
Entering freshmen were described as tending toward ideological
rather than theoretical interests and as having a strong tendency toward
authoritarianism.

Finally, entering freshmen were shown to be naive and

idealistic in .their expectations of the college experience and as such
highly susceptable to what has been described as the "freshman myth".
Based on this review, it has been hypothesized in this study
that students who are matched with professors having characteristics
determined to be facilitative will show more intellectual growth than
students matched with professors whose characteristics are less
facilitative.
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THE COLLEGE ENVIRONMENT BEYOND THE CLASSROOM
This section deals with the non-classroom aspects of the college
environment and includes:

(1) Influence of Peer Groups, (2) Measuring

the College Environment, (3) Differential Impact on Intellectual
1

-l

Development, and (4) Summary.
Influence of Peer Groups
The evidence for the power of the student peer group as a
social·izing agent is convincing.

Coleman (1961) has provided a summary

of peer group effects on the high school level; Newcomb and Wilson (1966)
have reported studies on the college level.

In Newcomb's comments on

peer group effects, he stated that peop 1e respond to a situation not

]

.

..

necessarily as it really is but as they perceive it to be.

He has

pointed out that. an ind·ividual needs to know in .advance .and wHh sorne

j

dependability what kinds of behavior will and will not be rewarded
(Newcomb, 1961, 1966).

Newcomb has noted several studies which have

shown under certain conditions that marked changes in attitude of a
consensua 1 nature have occurred during co 11 ege years (Jacob, 1957;
Newcomb, 1943; Sanford et

~ .•

1956).

He also indicated that a larger

set of studies seem to fail to show any such changes.
particular Jacob's review (1957).

He noted in

"Almost without exception, however,

these studies have made no attempt to study differentiated peer groups"
(Newcomb, 1966).

Further, Levin pointed out that "11here major aspects

of a student's goals or dispositions are initially congruent with those
of the institution, he is more 1i kely to be influenced and undergo
changes in the direction of the institution's values and norms" (1967,
p. 431).
-----
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Investigations into the college "environment" have one of two
general foci.· There were a number of stud·ies of change in college
students' attitudes which attempted to identify, usually in a post hoc
manner, those conditions which may have contributed to changed attitudes
( Dresse 1 and 111ayhew, 1954; Eddy, 1959; Jacob, 1957).

Secondly, there

were studies which began with the point of view that differences in
student bodies may exp 1ai n the differences in atmosphere among colleges.
These studies emphasized initial differences in characteristics among
college students (Darley, 1962; McConnell and Heist, 1963; Clark et

~.,

1972). This section has not attempted to distinguish between the two
approaches except to note that the review will emphasize the latter
approach because of the inherent superiority of longitudinal studies.
Measuring the

Coller~e

CCI and CUES.

Environment
The first major research on college environments

was that of Pace and Stern and led to the development of the College
Characteristics Index (CCI) (Pace and Stern, 1958; Pace, 1960; Stern,
1963). Their work was stimulated by Henry Murray's need-press theory
in which the functioning of the human organism is seen as an interaction
between the press of the environment and the needs of the individual
(Murray, 1938).
Within the CCI questionnaire students report the kinds of press
in their college (e.g., press for orderliness, press for achievement) by
responding to such questions as the strictness of its rules and regulations, the main kinds of nonacademic activities, and the degree to
which studies are taken seriously. The Co-llege and University
Environmental Scales (CUES) is Pace's later (1963) compressed and
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refined instrument for testing interaction between environmental
characteristics and personality types.

CUES is designed to characterize

a co 11 ege a1ong five dimensions according to student descriptions of the
perceived environment:
and scholarship.

practicality, community, awareness, propriety,

One finding of the CCI scale relevant to this study

is that some colleges, particularly small .liberal arts colleges, are
~_.~...~-.Jl-~~~~--,.haracterizea-oy

a strong press for "friendliness" or "community" in

the student body, while other colleges, particularly urban universities
with many commuting students, exhibit no such press at all (Stern, 1963).
Further, using the CCI in a study of National Merit finalists,
the climate of colleges that produce scientists was found to differ
from that of colleges that were known for undergraduate preparation in
the humanities and the social sciences (Thistlethwaite, 1959; Pace,
1960).

In another study using the same instrument, Thistl eth1•1aite (1962)

demonstrated that many faculty and student press scales were highly
related to changes in the level of aspiration of students who entered
co 11 ege with p1ans to work towards 1ess than a Ph. D. degree.

A1 so,

Thistlethwa"ite reported (1963) a panel study of 2,000 students pretested
at entrance with the CCI and posttested two and four years later.

He

found that students' decisions to seek advanced degrees were positively

I

related to:

(1) faculty and student press for intellectualism, (2)

teachers 11ho provided positive eva 1ua ti ons of the student's ability,
and (3) honors programs.

It was. further reported that press for

intellectualism was negatively related to:

(1) environments where

teachers required strict compliance with course requirements; and (2)
environments in which there was high student press for social conformity,
status, and play (1963).
-----
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Trow Subculture Index.

Gottlieb and Hodgkins (1963) sampled

977 students enrolled in a large public university in the spring of 1962
who had originally enrolled at the university in the fall of 1958.
Utilizing the subcultures of Clark and Trow as a starting point, they
developed and pretested descriptive statements for each of the sub-

l

cultures.

Their study did much to establish credence for the Clark-Trow

~~-1+-~~~~~·typo-loyy;--Tney

iaent-rrrecr;-for examp 1e, that of 1ower class students,

the largest proportion belonged to the vocational category (37%), while
the main category for the middle and upper classes was academic,
reaching 39% and 49% respectively.

The four subcultures were arranged

according to mean Grade Point Averages in the following descending
order:

Nonconformist, Academic, Vocational, and Collegiate.

The study

by Gottlieb and Hodgkins further revealed that Nonconformist students
reported the greatest amount of attitude change over the four

y<~ars

in

terms of peer dependence, rel ig·ious commitment, and respect for rules
and regulations; while Collegiate students reported the least amount
of recorded attitude changes.

It was further reported that Collegiate

subculture members emphasized materialistic career aspirations, and
Nonconformist members indicated a dominant interest in humanistic and
intellectual careers upon graduation.

The remaining two subcultures,

Academic and Vocational, fall in between the two .extremes.
Yamamoto and Wiersma (1971) indicated that the study by Gottlieb
and Hodgkins did not inquire whether students identifying with various
orientations actually differ in their perceptions of the college
community. Their investigation, therefore, was an attempt to study
college students' reactions to certain curricular areas and personnel.
A total of 274 undergraduate education students classified themselves
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as Vocational, Academic, Nonconformist, or Collegiate, and responded
to a semantic differential on curricula covering educational methods,
student teaching, social-behavioral sciences, and natural sciences.
There was a1so a semantic differentia 1 on personne 1 covering professor,
academic dean, dean of students, and parent.

The first instrument was

adapted from the Cornell Survey, and four brief descriptions of a
typical student within each subculture were presented.
were revised from the study by Go ttl i eb-Hodgki ns.
same statements has been used in the present study.

The statements

A version of these
The second

instrument was a 7-point differential scale adapted from previous
studies by Nunnally (1961} and Osgood (1957).

The findings by Yamamoto

and Hiersma suggested that education students who identified themselves
with different orientations to schooling revea 1ed di ffer·ent patterns
of pc1·ceptions of college-related personnel and ct:;·ricula.

One of. the

most important of the findings was that on every semantic-differential
dimension the Nonconformist member scored the most unfa.vor·able rating,
while the most favorable score was achieved by either the Collegiate
or Academic subculture members who, according to the Clark-Trow
typo 1ogy, strongly identify with the institution.

The authors concluded

that the Clark-Trow schema can be useful as a summary statement .in the
analyses of college students.
Hhile they feel that the scale fits students' perception of
curricula reasonably well, they have indicated that the. model appeared
to have some limitations in representing student perceptions of teachers
and administrators when cross-va 1i dated by a semantic differential.
They have suggested an added dimension to the typology:

a positive,

neutral, and negat"ive dimension to student identification with the
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formist subculture:

Random selection of 150 subjects was subsequently

made from each subculture (except the Nonconfornri s "i: group becau:;e of the
small number of subjects).

Of this sample of 470, 324 (74%) enrolled

and participated in the study with the following membership in each
subculture: Academic, 108; Collegiate, 97; Vocational, 103;
Nonconformist, 16.
The OPI was administered during freshmen orientation week.

The

main hypothesis tested was that various subcultures would exhibit upon
matri cul ati on the persona·! ity characteristics of their subcul tura 1 group
consistent with the Clark-Trow typology.

Significant differences were

found among the four subcultura 1 groups on 10 of the 14 sea 1es of the
OPI.

The Duncan New Multiple Range Test was utilized to extract

comparative mean data.
Significant differences were found in this validation study in
all six of the OPI subscales which make up the Intellectual Disposition
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Categories.:

Thinking Introversion (TI); Thinking Orientation (TO);

Estheticism (Es); Complexity (Co); Autonomy (Au); and Religious
Orientation (RO).

On the TI scale the mean score of the Nonconformist

group was significantly different from each of the other three subcultural group mean scores and the mean score of the academic subcultural
group differed significantly from the mean scores of the vocational and
coTTeghte groups Call at the .05 level of significance).

The

differ~

ence between the mean scores of the Vocational and Collegiate groups
was not statistically significant.

On the TO, Es, and Co scales the

Nonconformist and Academic group means differed significantly from the
means of the students in the Vocation a 1 and Collegiate subcultures.
The mean score on the Au and RO scales of the Nonconformist group was
significantly high~r than the means of the other three groupi.

The

authors concluded that the differential personality characteristics,
as measured by the OPI and as applied to students placing themselves
in the Vocational, Academic, Collegiate, and Nonconformist groups, tend
to confirm the existence of the student subcultures as described by
Clark and Trow.
McDowell (1967) compared fall and spring responses of 229 men
and 231 women ·in their choice of subculture orientation.

He showed

that snghtly over half repeated the same choice in the spring while
the other half moved to another first choice.

Percent of increase or

decrease in first choices for each role orientation were correlated
with Stern's CUES scores across twelve colleges.

However, his data,

as reported, indicates only which orientations gain or lose, and not
whether students who leave one orientation account for the increase in
another.

The table presented below shows Clark and Trow's Subculture
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Orientation as corre 1ated with CUES scores measur·i ng co 11 ege environment
on scales of practicality, community, awareness, propriety, and
scholarship.
Table 2
Per Cent Change In Primary Or·i entation
During Freshman Year Correlated With Cues Scores*

-----

-

CUES SCALES

- -

TYPOLOGY

Practicality

Community

Awareness

Propriety

Scholarship

F

12
-13

-76
-60

-40
-34

-9
-21

-55
-44

M
F

41
55

22
10

10
-36

2
36

10
-7

Collegiate M

4
34

7
26

-2
12

40

9

55

30

-49
-80

-38
--27

12
44

-57
-61

8

Vocation a1
Academic

f11

F

Nonconformist M
F

2

*from McDowell, 1967, p. 111.
Table 2 shows that when propriety is important on a campus the Nonconform·ist orientation decreases.

Strong scholarship emphasis is shown to

lead to decreasing membership in the Vocational subculture.

However,

McDowell's study asked more questions than it resolved, such as, "Does
a relative lack of warm social relationships on campus incline the
student to focus more toward tangible future goals?" (1967, p. 111).
McDowell's study is cited as one attempt to relate subculture orientation
to college environment.
Chickering (1969) reported that within the Project for Student
Development co 11 eges, the mean scores at entrance of students who shifted
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into each subculture orientation was consistentwith expectations.
main finding relating to the present research is that students

The

~1ho

shifted to Nonconformist and Academic 'orientation scored higher on
measures of Intellectual Interests, Complexity, and Autonomy at entrance
than did students who shifted to Vocational or Collegiate orientations
(pp. 310-311).
[Ji fferences in student goa 1s.

Gol dsen, Rosenberg, Wi 11 i ams and

Suchman (1960) reported an instrument for determining student goals which
was developed through previous investigations by Goldsen .. The instrument
asks students over four years to respond to each of the fallowing goals
that an ideal college or university ought to emphasize as of first
importance and as of high importance:
(1)

Provide vocational training, develop skills and techniques
directly applicable to the student's cureer.

(2)

Provide a basic general education and appreciation of
ide as.

(3)

Develop the ability to get along with dHferent kinds of
people.

(4)

Help develop moral capacity, ethical standards and values.

(5)

Develop knowledge and interest in community and world
problems.

(6)

Prepare for a happy marriage and family life.

In the Goldsen et 21_. (1960) study the most notable difference between
freshmen and senior years was that, whereas freshmen had ranked the goals
as they were enumerated above, seniors ranked general education as first
importance and vocational training as second importance with the remaining
goals in the same rank order.

Between the freshman and sophomore years,

.... .....'lit . ·'·'··
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and the sophomore and junior years, the rankings remained the same as the
freshman ranking.

The high senior emphasis on general education

~eems

to have been at the expense of a decrease in the number of seniors
placing the highest priority on those lower ranking goals.
Studies of student goals in college have generally shown that
students differ in i ndi cati ng which of two main goa 1s is of highest
importance:

''Providing vocational training, developing skills and tech-

niques applicable to a career;" and "Providing a basic general education
and application of ideas." Two generalizations have resulted from
previous research on student goa 1s:

( 1) in almost every case, there is a

gain in the percentage of students who indicate that the main goal of a
college education is to provide a basic general education between the
¥reshmen and senior years; and (2) the cioal of providing a basic general
education is held by a higher percentage of both freshmen a.nd sewiors
among the students at selective'; nberal arts colleges (Goldsen, 1951;
Goldsen et

~.,

1960; Birney, Coplin, and Grose, 1960; Rose, 1964;

DiRenzo, 1965; Gaff, 1965; Martin, 1969b; Clark et
Clark et

~-

~.,

1972; King, n.d.).

(1972) reported longitudinal research which followed

students over four years of undergraduate work.
were asked to participate in this study.

Eight diverse colleges

They were:

Antioch, Reed,

Swarthmore, University of the Pacific, University of Portland, St. Olaf,
the University of California at Berkeley, and San Francisco State.
of the data were collected between 1958 and 1964.

All

As can be seen in

Table 3, the UOP students stated that their primary goal in college was
to achieve a vocational education.

Fifty-nine percent of the freshmen

upon matriculat·ion indicated a preference for this orientation while 26%
named general education as their primary objective in college.
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Table 3
Educational Goals Considered Most Important, In Percentages*
Most important purpose
of college

Percentage of Students Electing
Response From Each Institution
Antioch

Reed

Swarthmore

S. F.
State

U.C.

U.O.P.

St. Olaf

U.P.

Vocational
Training

25

14

25

67

51

59

46

64

General
Educat·i on

50

70

54

22

35

26

30

17

* from

Clark~

2.1_., 1972, p. 128.

1ab'le 3 indicates that Antioch, Reed, aQd Swarthmore, identified as
"elite colleges" by Clark et ~.· (1972, p. 18), hac! a decisi·ve majority
of entering students choose general education as a primary goal.

The

other colleges chose vocational education more often as a primary goal.
The Clark study wi 11 be reviewed in greater detail in a 1ater section of
this chapter which also reviews the differential impact of the college
experience on student intellectual development.
Similarly Gaff (1965) reported a study involving a crosssection a 1 samp 1e of students at the University of Ca 1ifornia, Berkeley
and at the University of the Pacific.
In the summer of 1964, 49% of the freshmen and 62% of the seniors
at Berkeley indicated that to "provide a basic general education and
appreciation of ideas" was one of the two most important goals of a
co 11 ege education to them.

This response was ranked first by both

classes, though the senior endorsement is more pronounced.

Gaff also

asked a random sample of freshmen and seniors at the University of the
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Pacific to rank the same goals in terms _of which were most important to
them.

The students consistently ranked vocational training as first and

general education and appreciation of ideas second.
Martin (1969b) has reported the findings of the Institutional
Character Study which included eight colleges.

l

One college which was

included in the Martin study as wel"l as the Clark study noted above,

~~1------was--the-eo-1-1-ege-of-the-Pacifi-c-.-s-amp-h:d-in-sp-rtn-g-;-19()7,

were ootn tn"'e_ _ _ __

students at the liberal arts college (COP) and those enrolled in the
UOP cluster college - Raymond.

The data in the table below indicate

the responses to the question, nwhat is the most important objective
to be gained in college?n
Tab 1e 4
t~ost Important Objective To Be Gained In College
According To Freshmen At COP and Raymond, Spring 19G7*

OBJECTIVES

COP

RAYMOND

To master certain techniques applicable to my
vocation or field of special interest

50

24

To acquire and use the skills and habits involved
in critical and constructive thinking

21

49

5

1

19

26

4

0

To attain a satisfactory emotional and social
adjustment
To develop a broad general outlook and familiarity
with a variety of subjects
To acquire knowledge and attitudes basic to a
satisfying family life

* from Martin, l969b, p. viii-27.
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It was indicated that while only two Golleges in the study had higher
percentages of students who reported choosing the vocational item than
COP, all others had a lower percentage of students electing this item.
Raymond, UOP's cluster college, on the other hand, was least oriented
in this direction.

Only one college had more students than Raymond who

chose the "critical thinking" item.

Raymond freshmen will be given.

One additional comparison between

The data in Table 5 indicate differences

in the freshmen conceptions of ideal colleges.

This Table is presented

below.
Table 5
Freshmen Responses, Spring 1967
Regarding Character·istics Of An Ideal College*

Has fraternities
and sororities
"Big-time" intercollegiate
ath 1eti cs
-

'

College with a
"party-school"
reputation

COP
%

RAYMOND
%

COP
%

RAYNOND
%

70

17

28

81

Has no fraternities
or sororities

64

Intercollegiate
athletics not
emphasized

98

College with a
"scholarly'' academic
reputation

74

20

36

2

24

74

* from Martin, 1969b, p. viii-26.
Martin (1969a) concluded from the data in Tables 4 and 5 that the orientations of the freshmen at the College of the Pacific, as measured in
1967, i.ndicated a low intellectual disposition and primarily a collegiate
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orientation.

The Raymond students, however, showed relatively high

intellectual disposition and an academic orientation.

Martin's (l969a,

l969b) findings are consistent with the body of literature summarized
by Gaff (1970) and

~1ason

(1972), indicating that students of cluster

colleges of larger institutions tend to have more intellectuallycrt en ted goa 1s than other students, and enter college with a greater
~~+------"'re"'a"'diness

fol~e~a=rn~.---------------------------

The present investigation will provide information which will
indicate whether entering freshmen at the University of the Pacific,
1972-1973, will be similar in their responses regarding college goals
to those students tested in 1959, 1965 and 1967.
Differential Imoact on Intellectual Development
Initial Differences.

Darley (1956) studied thr" apt·itude of

entering students in a stratified sample of 200 of the 1,800 institutions
matriculating students of higher education in the fall of 1952.
freshmen were included in this national sample.
score was 104.45 with a standard deviation of 27.

60,000

The mean ACE total
Using the standard

deviation of the individual score distribution, the range of institutional means for the 200 institutions was four standard deviations.
The distribution of means was two and three-fourths standard deviations
for non-Black, four-year colleges and universities; excluding the
southern reg·ion and Black schools, there was still a variance of more
than two standard deviations for all regions.
Personality characteristics of call ege students can d"ifferenti ate
students typical of those attending colleges ranking high in the productivity of scholarship, according to criteria· of Knapp and Greenbaum,
1953, based on the proportions of graduates of these colleges continuing
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into graduate schools.

Studies in this area have been the subject of

investigations conducted by the Center for Research and Development in
Higher Education (Heist and Webster, 1960; Heist, l960a, l960b).

Heist

reported the findings of the Center related to the Darley report.

He

compared the mean scores on selected scales of the OPI for National
Merit Scholarship winners and for male students in several colleges in
California in the following table (Heist, 1960a, p. 47):
Table 6
Standard Scores on Some OPI Sea 1es ( or·i gi nal
instruments) fo\' the National Merit Scholarship
(Nt1S) Sample and Other College Freshman Groups (Males)*

,

Scale

NMS
Males

No.

Thinking Introversion

64.5

47.5

55.5

53.0

Complexity

57.0

46.0

54.5

62.0

Originality

59.0

46.5

54.5

57.0

Social Maturity

62.5

47.0

55.0

59.0

Authoritarianism

45.0

56.0

50.5

46.0

Socia 1 Introversion

51.5

57.5

54.5

54.0

The standard score

X=

50; SO

California Institution
No. 2'------No . 4

.

= 10.

*from Heist, 1960a, p. 47.
Heist explained-that in Institutions No. 1 and No. 4 in Table 6 the mean
ability (ACE) scores nearly equal to the national freshman mean.

He

stated that s i gni fi cant noni ntell ecti ve differences were found on the
TI, Co, Or (Originality-- an early subscale of the OPI), and Au scales.
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Although the probability 'level was not given students in Institution No.
1 were seen as fairly typical of a great many students -- not motivated
academica.lly and not interested in
their orientation as "applied.'.'

knowledge~~·

Heist summed up

In observing the scores of College No.

4, Heist indicated that these scores were more consistent with the

-1

scores of the NMS sample who were very different on abi 1ity measurement.

-----I

The motivational pattern of College No. 4 students, nowever,

"~oes

not necessarily correlate with grade getting'' (Heist, 1960a, p. 47).
The mean aptitude score for Institution No. 2 was three-fourths of a
standard deviation above the national mean.

According to Heist, the

low TI score, nearer the reference group, is an indication that the
student'' ... is likely not [to bel scholarly in the academic sense,
but, judging by the other scores, could be characterized as complex ·in

I

his orientation, as independent, free-thinking, somewhat rebellious, and
perhaps not a good candidate for colleges with 'restricted' student
life" (p. 48).
Heist in a later reference (1960b) compared the mean standard
scores on scales of the OPI for samples of male

NI~S

students attending

colleges ranked high and low on the productivity criterion developed by
Knapp and Greenbaum (1952).

.-----

Table 7 shows these comparisons.
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Table 7
Mean Standard Scores On Some Omnibus
Personality Inventory Scales For Male Students
In The National Merit Scholarship Sample Attending
Institutions Ranked High Or Low On Productivity Criterion**'~
Sample Equated For
SAT Scores
High (50) Low (5D)

Total Sample

Scale

High

Low

Thinking IntroversionExtroversion

71.5

68.5*

70

69

Social IntroversionExtroversion

45.0

45.0

43.5

46.0*

Complexity of Outlook

62.5

55.5*

60.5

55.5**

Originality

64.0

56.6**

63.0

56.5**

Social

67.0

6l.Q·H

66.5

63.0

36.0

43.0**

36.5

42.0*

~laturity

Authoritarian Sc.ale (F)

================--

*Differences significant at the .05 level.
**Differences significant at the .01 level.
***from Heist, 1960b, p. 290.
The total sample of students

~1as

compared according to their matricula-

tion at a "high or low productive" school.

"High productive" schools

were those which had a high number of graduates who entered post graduate
school as opposed to the low productive schools which had a small number
of their graduates continuing in advanced studies.

The second pair of

figures presents the comparison of 50 students selected from tbe total
sample who were equated on Scholastic Aptitude Test scores.

The data

showed that there were significant differences on measures of intellectual disposition between the students of these two groups of institutions.
Furthermore, these differences remained s fgnifi cant when the two groups
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were equated in terms of SAT scores.

These findings supported the

assertion .that " .. ~ most of these students of superiority [who were]
in the high group can be described as .having a different orientation
and very 1ike ly a different pattern of motivation than students of the
same ability in the less productive institutions" (1960b, p. 290).
later study (Clark et

~.,

A

1972) reconfirmed this earlier finding that

the IDC can di scrimi nate between students who have differing orientations
toward higher education.
It was concluded by Heist (1962) that factors which influence a
student's attendance at a college and which subsequently contribute to
the reputation of the college are not discovered by ability measures
alone.

The factors which do differentiate between students who elect

to attend high productive versus 1ow productive ins titut·i ons are the
·measures of intellectual disposition as indicated by OPI scores.
Basically, students who attend either of these groups of colleges are
the same in terms of academic ability and achievement.

Further, the

students who attend certain institutions are a major factor in determining its impact, a finding which Clark et
Over a period of four years,

~·

(1972) have reported.

Clark~!~·

(1972) investigated

the growth of intellectual disposition of students attending eight
colleges and universities.

Research on the students at the College of

the Pacific was collected between 1959 and 1963.

The data from all of

the institutions participating were collected between 1958 and 1964.
The other seven institutions studied were:

Antioch, Reed, Swarthmore,

St. Olaf, University of Portland, San Francisco State College, and the
University of California at Berkeley.

Antioch, Reed, and Swarthmore

were noted by the authors to be highly se 1ecti ve for academic ability
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and relatively small, residential institutions.

As such, the three

colleges were " ... presumably indicative of the kinds of institutions
whfch Jacob [1957] thought should have a decided impact on students"
(Clark et ~·, 1972, p. 17).

Three church-related institutions (St.

Olaf, University of Portland, and the University of the Pacific) were

. -l

chosen because they differed greatly both in student bodies and in
educational organization.

St. Olaf was noted to be among the top 50

colleges in the Knapp and Greenbaum (1953) index of product·ivity for
scholars in the sciences.

The two latter schools were characterized as

" ... somewhat complex organizations with a limited number of graduate
curricula and professional divisions" (Clark et

~·,

1972, p. 18).

The

last two schools were large public institutions, University of
California, Berkeley, and San Francisco State College.
The findings of the study were that ( l) the education a 1 goa 1s
held by entering freshmen differ according to the academic emphasis of
the college, (2) the Intellectual Disposition Categories were shmm to
distinguish characteristics of freshmen entering divergent colleges,
and (3) little evidence was shown for differential impact as measured
by IDC gain over four years.

The author's comparison of IDC 1eve 1s of

entering freshmen and their resultant gain over four years is presented
in Table 8 and Table 9.

Table 8 indicates that students at selective

liberal arts co"lleges (Antioch, Reed, and Swarthmore) had significally
higher IDC scores at entrance than those students enrolled at other
colleges.
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Table 8
Entering Students By Intellectual
Disposition Categories, In Percentages And By Sex*

Intellectual
Disposition
Categories

U. of
Portland
M

F

U. of the·
Pacific

S. F.
State
M F

F

~1

St. Olaf

U. of
Ca 1if.

il.nti

F

M F

M

M

o~h
I

1
1

2

2

10

8

8

6

7

5

15 13

23 34

Middle

19

13

31

25

25

31

31

28

39 39

51

41

Low

79

85

59 67

67

63

62

67

47 48

26

25

High

I

Reed

Swarthmore

M F

M F

50 68

27 42

39 26

41

I

11

7

42

32 16

j
*from Clark et !!.]_., 1972, p. 112.
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Table 9
Mean JDC Change Scores* By Freshman JDC Category And Significant F Values**

=--

-~

-

==~=--

Intellectual
Disposition
Categories

Antioch

Reed

S1·rarthmore

S. F.
State

u. c.

U.O.P.

St. Olaf

u.

Analysis of
p.

Variance

MEN

..

25
.20

3
-.33

?.6
.35

3
.33

8
.88

0

Middle---N--4
-.71

lo--32
-.84
-.90

-.83

-.53

10
.oo

39
-.64

5
-.80

ns

lol'l

21
-l.Jg

7
-.86

23
-1.17

12
-.83

72
-.92

31
-.77

77
•. g2

30
-.67

ns

86
-.4g

41
.12

80
- .61

21
-.76

174
-.56

44
-.52

124
-.71

35
'.6g

ns

24
··.04

10
,go

2g
.38

-.50

]g
.68

3
.67

10
.70

1.00

ns

31
-.45

-1.00

42
-.76

-.18

71
-.58

16
-.25

48
-.48

7
-.57

ns

45
-.6g

106
-.87

46
-.52

64
-.52

164
-.66

54
-.50

ns

High

20
.75

N

1

---1-l

x

N

x

Total

II

x

24
.83

ns

WO~lEII

High

N

x

fliddle

j

low

N

x

16

N

X -1.31
Total

N

x

ll
-.51

2

11

2
-1.00

14
-1.64

36
-.86

g2
-.67

13

85
-.52

49
-.69

182
-.49

+.46

r " 2.37
df • 7/349
p<,OS

TOTI.l
High

44

34

54

6

+,85

+.30

5
-.40

45

+.32

+.49

+.50

18
+. 78

+1.00

ns

76
-.61

11
-. g1

74
-. 79

17
-.41

147
-.55

26
-.15

87
-.55

12
-.67

ns

N

37
-1.24

9
-.sg

37
-1.35

48
-.85

164
-.78

76
-.72

183
-.89

76
-.58

N

157
-.so

54
+.20

165
-.56

70
-. 71

356
-.53

108
-.52

288
-.68

89
-.57

N

x

Middle

N

X
low

x

Total

---

l

•

••

x

F" 11.5?
df" 7!722
p<.Ol
F " 3.37
df • 7/1279
p<.Ol

In this table negative change scores represent an increase in intellectual interests, in that the
highest category has a value of one and the lowest a value of eight.

from Clark

!!!l··

1972, p. 159 .
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The data in Table 9 indicate that UOP students have IDC scores
which are more like those of the less selective schools.

As can be seen

in Table 9, IDC gain over four years was not found to be related to
differentia 1 · college effects.

Nonsignificant differences were -reported

among the colleges for IDC gain scores with the only exceptions ·found in

~

-j

the gain scores of women initially in the lowest IDC category.

~~+~~~~~swarthmore,

women.

Women at

1\ntiocn, anci-ReeClcllangea more tfian aTotfie total sample of

The women at Portland changed significantly less than the total

s alilp 1e of women.
Thus, Clark ~t ~· (1972) presented evidence of ability of the
IDC scores to demonstrate differential student characteristics among
colleges.

Significant differences, however, could not be demonstrated

regarding college impact or. IDC .gain over four years in this study.

The

present study will provide information regarding the relationship ·in
1972-73 between the vari ab 1es of academic .achievement and i nte 11 ectua 1
dis.position for UOP freshmen.

The results of this study will provide

information to determine whether Pacific's program has attracted a
different kind of student than the student described in previous studies.
Development of intellectualism.

In a study conducted by Rowe

(1964) entire student bodies in three women's colleges were .sampled crosssectionally in 1962.

In all three colleges seniors were judged to be more

interested in the humanities and the soci a 1 sciences than were freshmen,
sophomores or juniors (probability 1evel not given) as measured by Stern's
Activities Index subscale on Humanism.

Rowe reported similar differences

in the Stern Understanding, Scientism, and Reflecti.veness subscales, all
measures of intellectual disposition.
Differences found by Yuker and Block (1967) among freshmen through
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senior class students were nonsignificant, but demonstrated progressively.
higher intellectualism scores from freshmen through senior years.

The

study was cross-sectional and involved the sampling of students of Hofstra
University, utilizing an Intellectualism-Pragmatism (I-P) Scale of the
author's design.

_j

Flacks (1963) sampled the entire student body at

Bennington College in a cross-sectional study in the fall of 1959.

~~-··Jt--c--~~~-.,~a:les

Three

from tne OPrreratTng-fc>TnteTl ectua la1 sposiTi on were uti 1 i zed:

Theoretical Orientat·ion (TO); Originality (0), from an early form of the
OPI; and Estheticism (Es).

On each scale seniors were shown to be more

intellectually inclined than freshmen; on each scale the largest difference was seen to be between the freshman and the sophomore scores.

Other

cross-sectional studies reported freshmen and senior differences, and
lower division and upper division

diffe~ences

in intellectual orientation

as measured by subscales from Stern's Activities Index.labelcd Humanism,
Understanding, Sci enti sm, and Reflectiveness (Ster·n, 1966; vi ebb and
Crowder, 1961).
At five Project for Student Development colleges decreased
levels of intellectual ·interests in the sciences (TO) were found for
the commuters (N=45) when compared to residents (N=lOl) on first year
test-retest scores on the OPI (Stockwell, 1967).

Residents, however,

showed increased intellectual interest in the sciences (TO).

Further,

they showed increased autonomy (Au) and an increasingly liberal
re 1i gi ous orientation ( RO).

Commuters' scores, it was pointed out,

when combined with residents' scores suggest much less first year change
for the group as a whole.

Thus studies of subgroups may reveal change

and impact not seen when total populations are examined.

The present

study will analyze subgroups of students not only in terms of their
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intellectual disposition categories but also in terms of the type of
professor they elected.

If subgroup differ.ences do occur among the

freshmen at the University of the Pacific, they can be discovered by·
the analyses of data which will be conducted.

l
j

Chickering (1969) reported OPI gain scores for the students at
three Project for Student Development colleges.

He reported that in

each college students gained on measurements of intellectual disposition
on the OPI between the first testing (entrance 1965) and the second
testing (end of sophomore year).

He noted that, although there was an

overall gain in intellectual disposition, at one college 10% of the
students' change between the two testings was in the opposite direction.
At the second and third colleges 20% and 25% of the students, respectively, moved in the contrary direction.

In each instance, Chickering

pointed out, statistically significant mean score gctins v1ere nevertheless reached for the separate colleges studied within the Project for
Student Development.
A two-year study was conducted by Carter (1971) who investigated
patterns of personality scale change among six "widely differing" sniatl
liberal arts college settings.

Four OPI scales were used:

Autonomy, Impulse Expression, and Practi ca 1 Outlook.

Complexity,

His findings,

based on mean change. scores fol' homogeneous samp 1es, corroborated those
of Heist, Roe, and Chickering in showing that substantial differences
among colleges could be attributed to individual college effects on
student characteristics as measured by the OPI scales.
Astin and Panos (1969) reported two generalizations emerging
from the research on comparative college impact.

First, different

colleges have different impacts on the development of students, but the
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magnitude of these differences is relatively small.

Therefore, the way

that a student wi 11 progress during and after college depends more on
the student's characteristics at entrance than on the characteristics
of the college.

Secondly, the student's development and changes in

interests and values tend toward the direction of the dominant values
of the college he attends.
~~~-~~~~----.c"'o"'nformrty"_(_Ast:in

Ast·in referred to this as "progressive

ana-Panos,

r9o-~r).

It is described by Feldman and

Newcomb (1969) as "accentuation of initial differences."

This means

that a student will be more likely to have his values and interests
unchanged at an institution where most of the students hold similar
values and interests.
An important aspect regarding the diversity of college students

,l
l

was noted by r-1cConne ll and Heist:

"There is a gro1.vi ng interest in the

significance of congruence between the student's characteristics and
needs, on the one hand, and the nature and demands of the college
environment on the other" (1962, p. 250).

McConnell and Heist have

noted that a student with strong authoritarian attitudes might achieve
a higher grade po·int average at a college which valued student conformity
and dependency than in a college which rewarded intellectual independence.
They asked, "But should students and colleges be so paired?" (p. 250).
This study will test an hypothesis which states that there is a
relationship between student's choice of professor and his intellectual

di spos iti on, and that a facilitative match between student and teacher
will result in student growth in intellectual disposition during the
first year of college.
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Summary
This section de a1i ng with the co 11 ege environment beyond the
classroom has indicated that there is a great deal of power in the
student peer group as a socializing agent.

l

It was shown that changes

:~ea:::~::: :~p:r~:~::~su~~i:a~::~e:a:: :::u::::a:::rh::es::::s: ::ed

j

~~4-~----toinves'figatetfie

colleges.

effills of aifferentiated peer groups within

Three instruments for measuring the college environment

were reviewed:

The College Characteristics Index (CCI), The College

and University Environmental Scales (CUES), and The Trow Subculture
Index.

Studies using these instruments have found academic climates

and subcult.ura 1 memberships to differ among colleges.

Specifically,

those colleges identified as producing a high proportion of students
pursuing advanced degrees had a high press for intellectualism.
Membership in those subcultures identified with a concern for ideas,
the Academic and Non--Conformist subcultures, were also found to be ·
represented proportionally higher in small, selective liberal arts
colleges.

Investigations into differing student goals among colleges

were cited as an additional measure of college environments.

Students

of se 1ective 1i bera 1 arts colleges indicated, more than did the students
of other colleges, that their educational goals were primarily related
to getting a general education and developing an appreciation of ideas
rather than developing vocational skills.
In studying the differential impact of colleges on intellectual
disposition, the differing personality characteristics of entering
students were found to be important.

It was reported that personality

characteristics related to intellectual disposition can differentiate
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students typical of those attending coTleges ranking high in productivity
of scholarship from those in other colleges where abi 1ity criteria have
failed to show differences.
Studies have indicated that regardless of college attended,
college students demonstrate gain scores on measures of critical thinking
and on measures of intellectual disposition over four years.

In some

1nstances the gains over four years were curvilinear with sophomore
scores higher than senior scores.

These studies have shown that further

research should be done to determine the interactions between student
orientations and college environments.

This study has been designed to

test the effects of the Introductory Year Program on students with
differing intellectual orientations.

l

It should provide additional

information on the effects of diffet·ent learning env·ironments as they
·intet·act w'ith different student intellectual dispositions.

j
'
RESEARCH RELATED TO COLLEGE TEACHING
This section reviews the literature regarding research related
to colleg.e teaching and includes:
Criteria:

(1) Introduction; (2) Presage

Teacher Characteristics; {3) Process Criteria:

Environment; ( 4) Product Criteria

~1easuri

The Learning

ng Affect·i ve Objectives; and

(5) Summary.
Introduction
Mitzel (1960) has stated, "More than half a century of research
effort has not yielded meaningful, measurable criteria around which the
majority of the nation's educators can rally.

No standards exist whicf1

are commonly agreed upon as the criteria of teacher effectiveness."
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Educati ona 1 psychologists have indicated that no single instructional
process provides optimal learning for all students (Bloom, 1968;
Glaser, 1967; Gagne, 1967; Cronbach, 1957, 1967).

Glaser (1967) has

further pointed out that theorists have been too optimistic in their
expectation of formulating general laws of learning and have not
attended sufficiently to individual differences.
~~+~~~~~~~-,Gage

{T96s-)-i neli catea-tnat researcners continue to searcn for

rel ati onshi ps between teacher characteristics and pupil growth despite
unrewarding results of such studies to date.

He felt that this search

continues because of the great need for knowledge in this area.

Further,

he suggested that research on teaching since the mid-fifties may have
made prior research conclusions obsolete.

He concluded after a review

of literature that there were main components of effective teaching:
warmth, cogn"i"i:ive organization, ind·irectness and p1·oblern-solving abi1Hy.
Medley and Mitzel (1963) agreed with Gage that much research
focusing on teacher effectiveness is irrelevant either because the
criteria have been invalid or because of the absence of objective
measures of teacher behavior.

These authors further indicated that more

powerful statistical methods can tease out relationships between teaching
behaviors and their effects.
Reviews of the research on predictor criteria for effective
teaching (Fattu, 1962; Howsam, 1960) showed that research has not shown
correlations for such characteristics as intelligence, age, experience,
cultural background, socioeconomic background, sex, marital status,
scores on aptitude tests, job interest, voice quality, and special
aptitudes.
Mitzel (1960, p. 1482) distinguished between criteria in the
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evaluati.on of teaching which were primarily (1) presage, (2) process, or
(3) product variables.

The Fiedler Least Preferred Co-Worker (LPC) Test,

used in this study as an indicator of personality characteristics
related to teaching style, is a presage criterion.

It was outside the

limits of this study to evaluate corresponding process variables within
the teaching situation.
~~+~~-c-~------~~~necwaJcri sposiTi on

Student ratings of classes and student gain in
were usea--cin. this study as product criteria in .

distinguishing the relative effectiveness of differing teacher
characteristics.
Presage Criteria:

Teacher Characteristics

Katz (1962), an advocate for a developmental emphasis within
the college classroom, has indicated that the kinds of goals that the
teacher sets for himself and the way he views students are determined
by his personality characteristics.

Little research is avanable on

the personality traits of college teachers as related to teaching perform'ance.

Getze 1s and Jackson reviewed over 150 arti c 1es on persona 1ity

characteristics of teachers.
which

1~as

They mentioned one sma 11 study ( N=l6)

"worth noting because it deals with a relatively unstudied

population--college teachers" (1963, p. 549).
Bogardus (1946) reported that graduate students and alumni said
that the most desirable personal characteristics of their former teachers
were fairness, enthusiasm, and humor.

Knapp and Goodrich (1952) asked

former students about those teachers who were effective in motivating
the students to follow their field.

Warmth was mentioned most frequently

as an outstanding characteristic of these teachers.
One review noted that only recently have studies appeared which
have used more precise data gathering techniques (Costin, Greenough,
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and

~1enges,

1971).

Sorey (1968) found no difference in personality

traits on the Gai lford-Zimmerman temperament survey among the 15 most
inferior and 15 most superior teachers out of an original group of 50
teachers.

While student ratings of college teachers' performance is

assumed to be influenced by or corre 1a ted with teacher persona 1i ty
traits, very little evidence exists that this is so.
-~ . -

J

~~-f-~~~~~,o-Jogi-ca-1-procedares-a-nowe-d_i_n-teT]JY'Ftatl

Where method-

on, overa 11effecfi veness of

co 11 ege teachers, as perceived by students, seems to be re 1a ted to
teachers' "imaginative intelligence," emotional stability, agreeableness
and enthusiasm (Costin, Greenough, and Menges, 1971).
Issacson, rkKeachie and

~1iholland

(lg63) investigated personality

characteristics of 33 "teaching fellows" in introductory psychology.
Ratings were by peer group nominations, self-reports on adjective check
lists, and self-reports on Cattell's Sixteen Personality Factors test.
Teacher performance was evaluated by an "overall ability rating" and
ratings of five factors of teaching performance.

''Culture'' or the

degree to which the teacher was artistic, polished, imaginative, and
effectively intelligent were most consistent in showing high positive
re 1ati onshi p w"ith overall effectiveness.

Teacher-student rapport was

found to be positively correlated with what the authors called the

l

!

teachers "surgency."
While little is known about college instructor characteristics,
we do know that faculty members who are attentive to individual students
are more 1ike ly to be effective teachers than those who are 1ess
attentive to students (McKeachie, 1966).

Research is needed relating

effectiveness to such characteristics as: (1) ability of the teacher to
see his subject from the perspective of a student, {2) flexibility in
------~
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ways of conceptualiz·ing his subject matter, (3) committment to his
field, (4-) nurturance, and (5) willingness to listen and learn from
students

(~lcKeachie,

1969).

But Kerlinger has pointed out that "Agreement on 'good' charac-

c\

teristics, however, does not solve the criterion problem.

1

ll

The trait

list must be narrowed since no individual can possess all, or even most,

l
~~~~+-~~~"of-the

characteri st1cs.

Which traits are the crucial ones?"

(Kerl inger

and Pedhazur, 1967).
Ker1inger has devised an effective method of distinguishing
between so-called "Traditional" and "Progressive" teaching.

He

developed a Q Sort based on the prediction that progressivism attitude
measures wou·l d corre 1ate positively with person-orientation trait perception measures, and traditionalism att"itude measures would correlate
positively with task-orientat·ion measures.

\

The r·esultant Q Surt contains

90 cards on each of which is typed a single adject·ive.

The following are

the factor arrays derived from the teacher trait perception Q Sort
(Ker"linger, 1964).

1
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Table 10
Factor Arrays Derived From Teacher Trait Perception Q Sort*
Factor A

~ ~ ~-~

Factor B

Factor C

Intelligent
I magi native
Insightful

Conscientious
Mora 1
Religious

Enthusiastic
Inquisitive
Decisive

Open-minded
Flexible
Purposefu'l
En thus i asti c
Sympathetic
Sensitive
Fair
Patient
Sincere
Resourceful

Efficient
Just
Self-Contro 11 ed
Trustworthy
Refined
Firm
Learned
Industrious
Reliable
Healthy

Sincere
Practical
Respectab 1e
Resourceful
Imaginative
Just
Confident
Definite
Perservering
Forceful

1
~~~~1:-~~-Warm~~~~~~~~~-----cintel-1-igent:--~~~~~~-Purpo~efu-1----~

Factor A:

"Progressive Teacher"; Factor B:

Factor C:

"Unnamed".

"Traditiona·l Tecch?l'";

Only those traits with high positive valu2s are

given in Table 10.
*from Kerlinger, 1964, p. 676.
Thus, two re 1ati ve ly orthogona 1 factors, "Progressivism" and "Traditiona 1ism," were determ·i ned by Kerl i nger to underly attitudes toward
education.

I
---~-~--~--~=--===-=-j

The factor analysis of the Q sort that was designed to

measure perception of des.i rab 1e teacher behaviors showed that four
factors underlie the behaviors judged desirable for elementary and high
school teachers:
(l)

Concern for Students

(2)

Structure and Subject

_(3)

Stimulating Teaching

(4)

Self-contY'ol in Teaching

~latter

\
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Of these, the two that accounted for most of the variance were Concern
for Students and Structure and Subject Matter.

Most of the Progressives

1oaded on the first factor and most of the Tradition a 1is ts 1oaded on the

second factor.

In analyzing behaviors judged important specifically for

high school teachers, a general subject matter emerged.

This accounted

for 46% of the common factor variance among high school teachers.

. . .. l
------\

In

clattTol'f-;-Sontag (-19o8·)-has reportea-tnat separatenign sd1ool-factors

------------

emerged,

whe~

testing the Kerl i nger instrument with secondary teachers,

related specifically to Progressives and Traditionalists -on the high
.I

school level.

Kerlinger and Pedhazur (1967) said that the most pertinent

research to their study is that of Ryans.

Ryans (1960) derived from

factor analyses three patterns of teacher behavior after- extensive
observation in elementary and secondary class rooms:

X

0

,

friendly,

·understanding, vs. restricted, a 1oof, egocentric behav i or; Y

0

,

system-

atic, businesslike, responsible vs. unplanned behavior; 1 0 , stimulating,
imaginative vs. dull, routine behavior.

Ryans' findings in themselves,

however, do not lend themselves directly to application in that while
the three factors could be isolated and identiffed by factor analysis,
they were positively, and often substantially, correlated (Ryans, 1960,
pp. 124-125).

Thus, what was needed was a suitable instrument which

could be utili zed to discriminate among characteristics of teaching
style.
Bills (1965) designed and tested a teacher problems Q sort
was aimed primarily at elementary and secondary school teaching.

whi~h

Note-

worthy was his attempt at a "process-stasis" continuum to evaluate
teacher characteristics.

In his study three judges working independently

of each other rated teacher problems for
------- - - - - ---------

process~stasis

characteristics
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using five dimensions:

( 1)

Did the problem reflect a pos "iti ve or

negative att·i tude toward se 1f, others, or things?

Negative attitudes

were considered to be characteristic of prob 1ems and peop 1e nearer the
"stasis" end of the scale and positive attitudes were considered to be
characteristics of problems nearer the "process" end.
prob 1em of a se 1f or a non-se 1f nature?

\

( 3)

~~~~1.----responsibi-1-ity-for-th-e----s-o-J-uttun---u-f~l're---prol:fl

1

external to the teacher?
one?

(5)

(4)

(2)

Was the

Where was the 1ocus of
em, ilrtne-teacn"e"r'o"r.-------~--

Was the problem a central or a peripheral

What was the time orientation of the problem?

Problems

oriented only to the present or past were considered to be nearer the
"stasis" end of the continuum.

Problems directed toward the future or

implying change in the teacher were assumed to be nearer the "process"
~nd.

II

---~~

Bills indicated that these five dimensions do not appear to be

orthogona 1 .
The staff members of two elementary and one senior high school
were asked to sort the problems.

The 62 teachers within the schools

were divided by the superintendent and the principals into two groups
denoting more or less success in teaching.

Double dichotomous chi squares

were computed between ratings of stasis and process scores.

The process

scores of each teacher were divided at the median of the process scores
for each teaching group.

The resultant chi squares reached significance

at the .01, .001, and .02 levels.

Bills concluded that a significant

relationship existed between "process" as shown by the Q sort descriptions and ratings of success given the teachers by their admi ni strati ve
officers (Bills, 1965, p. 7).
Both the Kerl i nger and Bi 11 s instruments have been va 1ida ted on
the elementary and secondary school levels.
-------

Both investigators have
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indicated that-loadings of factors common to the identified "types" of
teachers. vary between the two school levels.

Thus, it was not considered

acceptable to use either of their resp·ecti ve instruments with co 11 ege
faculty members.
However, Turner (1971), in his review of the conceptual foundations of research on teacher education, noted that Fiedler's contingency
------J--------'theol"y-8-f-leader-sh-i·!'-eHeet-i-venes-s ".. . seems-te-eHer-sClme-hClpe-o+'--------bringing theoretical order out of the disarray which seems . . . to
characterize the leadership style studies in education" (p. 27) ..
One of the variables of Fiedler's (1964, 1967, 1969) Model characterizes
an individual along a task-oriented vs. person-oriented dimension.
Fiedler's characterization of leadership style yields a description of

1

the

~;ay

in wh·i ch the leader orients toward the group

11

•••

;[is-a-vi~

the

·task or tasks to be accomplished by the group" (Turr.er, 1971, p. 25).

\

Within the literature of teacher education, the teacher orientation
has been not only described as task-oriented vs. person-oriented, but
also as democratic vs. authoritarian, as child-centered vs.

subject~

(teacher) centered, as permissive vs. traditional or as direct vs ..
indirect (Turner, 1971, pp. 25-27).
Fiedler's method of identifying characteri s t.i cs of leadership
style was used i.n this study with teachers of college freshmen.

Brown

(1972) has previously used the Fiedler model at the University of the
Pacific, but it was outside of the limits of Brown's study to relate
teacher characteristics to classroom effectiveness.
Process Criteria:

The Learning Environment

-- --- ------------------------

Reviews of research on teaching methods have been provided by
Wallen and Jravers (1963) and by McKeachie (l967),who focused on higher
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education.. Wa 11 en and Travers ( 1963) cone 1 uded that teaching methods
do not seem to make a difference and indicated there is little evidence
to favor one method over another.

Siegel and Siegel (1967), as quoted

by Ebel (1969, p. 1447), said that research has" ... generally discovered that students learn about as much when exposed to one kind of
instructional environment as they do when exposed to another.

The

-------J----.abst'mGe-o-f-s-i-§n-i-i'-i-&an-t-d-i-1'4'epen&es-i-s-Fepol"-teEI-w-i-th-monoMn0usc---------regularity."
The literature reviews which follow have indicated that:

(1)

certain positive teaching behaviors are related to student achievement
and attitudinal change, (2) student perceptions of classroom environment differ, and ( 3) there is evidence of an i nteract·i on effect between
"teaching behaviors and student characte0istics.
Effective teaching behaviors.

\

Flanders reported that research

consistently has found a positive relationship between the degree to
which teachers' statements make use of learners' ideas and feelings
and positive class attitudes and student achievement (Flanders, 1969).
Ebel (1969) concluded in his review that,

"[the] percentage of teacher

statements that make use of ideas and opinions previously expressed by
P-upils is directly related to average class scores on attitude scales

-- 1

of teacher attractiveness, liking the class, etc., as well as to
average achievement scores adjusted for initial ability" (p. 1426,
Italics in original quotation).

Most of the studies reviewed (Ebel,

1969) provided either direct or indirect support of this statement; a

few failed to provide support; no study found significant negative
findings.

Similarly, this review reported earlier that Gage (1972) has

synthesized the literature of teacher effectiveness into four teacher
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variables -which he felt research on teaching can support through
tinued empirical testing:

COil'•'

(1) warmth, (2) indirectness, (3) cognitiye

organization, and (4) enthusiasm.

While it is outside of the

limit~

of this study to evaluate the effectiveness of process variables within
the teaching situation, it should be noted that there appears to be a
high degree of similarity between the positive teaching behaviors noted
-.-----t---.above-and-chara-cteri·sti-csufa-r-e-J-a~iun~ITi
.......

Student perceptions.

p-ori en tea teaching· s tyl'"e'.- - - - c - - - -

Brinkly (1952) noted that students

indicated that discussion classes keep them mentally more active.
Others reported that students said discussion classes help to stimulate
independent thinking (Jenkins, 1951; Eglash, 1954) and that it prepared
them to assume more of the responsibility for learning (Patton, 1955)
·and he'lped them in recognizing course concepts and in v.pplying course
principles to new problems (Barnard, 1942; Dawson, '1956; Cameron, 19G6),
It was shown that measures of student perception of classroom
environment can predict gains in cognitive, affective, and behavioral
1earning criteria even after differences in achievement, interest in
the subject and·intelligence quotient are extracted (Anderson and
Walberg, 1968).
···

Stern (1970) has pointed out that, while there may be

some disparity between the perceived classroom situation and the true
one, for the students themselves the perception is the reality.

In two

stud.ies, communication of subject matter was shown to be enhanced when
the instructor and the students shared values relevant to the topic at .
hand (Bills, 1952; Runkel, 1956).

Students' perceptions of teachers

was shown by Spraights (1967) to be related to their academic records.
................

Of those students with below-average first-term records 94% saw their
professors as aloof, indifferent and impersonal while only 17% of
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those with higher grades agreed.

Further, 79% of the below-average

students said that the faculty was di ctatori a 1 and authoritarian; 71 %_
said that the faculty lacked enthusiasm.

Only 25% of the above average

students agreed on the first point; 32% on the latter issue of
enthusiasm.
Interaction between teacher and student characteristics.
_ _ _ ___, ____ ,Jl.e_c_m·dJng_to_Sanfo~d_(J.962.)-a-ma,j.ot'-co.nc-l-us-i-o-n-f-l"om-numS-l"OU-£-S-X-pS-r-imen-t-s--~on the conditions of learning is that particular teaching methods or

--

arrangements (large or small classes, lecture versus discussion method)
are not as important as are the various psychological factors affecting
the teacher and the student.

An instructor of a class brings to the

classroom an array of psychological dispositions.

Sanford (1962)

·argued that it is the interaction of these dispositions of the instructor
with o. like array of dispositions in the student that makes up the
essence of teaching.

Biddle and Thomas (1966) pointed out that both

theo1·y and evidence from other fie 1ds suggest independence of the ro 1eperformance and role-expectation fields.

They further noted that they

could not find any study in which teacher-role expectations were
measured and corresponding teacher-role performances were observed
directly.

McKeachie has indicated that the fact that no single teaching

method succeeds with a 11 students probably accounts for many experimenta 1
comparisons with nonsignificant differences; " ... methods optimal for
some students are detrimental to the achievement of others.

When mean

scores are compared, one method thus seems to be no different in its
effect from any others" ( 1962, p. 351).
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -

The present investigation emphasized personality differences
of college students rather than differences in student achievement level.

-

-
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Heist ( 1962) is one spokesman who has po·i nted out the importance of
distinguishing between a student's disposition toward learning and his
level of scholastic achievement.

Nevertheless, two studies emphasizing

differences ·in student abi 1ity are considered relevant to the present
investigation:

the research of Calvin, Hoffman; and Harden (1957), and

that of Siegel and Siegel (1964).
----+--~~~--bes-s-inte~cl-igent-s-tudents-were-feund-in-Ga-1-v-in-, He~fman-, and------~

Harden's studies ( 1957) to do better in group prob 1em so 1vi ng s itua ti ons
conducted in an authoritarian manner, rather than in a permissive
manner.
Studies conducted by Siegel and Siegel (1964) with high and low
ability college students reported that those students of low ability
·performed better on an exam testing acquisition of concepts if they
had been tested previously with instruments emphasizing factual, rather
----

____

\

than conceptual learning.

Optimal method of approach 11•ith h·igh ability

students, however, was affected by the student's previous knowledge.
Those high ability students with high previous knowledge did better
with an emphasis on ·conceptua 1 1earning, whi 1e the more unsophisticated
high ability students performed better on tests of conceptual aquisition if previous emphasis had been on factual learning.

. -1

Stern (1962) investigated environments for learning in higher
education and their significance as an ecological setting for students
with different characteristics.

He felt that Lewi.n's (1939) studies

comparing democratic, autocratic, and laissez-faire group atmospheres,
and Rogers (1942) nondi.recti ve innovations in psychotherapy have 1ed
--------------------------- ------

educators to the conclusion that optional learning is brought about
through democratic, nondirective and student-centered classroom

I
l

- cl-
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en vi r·onments.
Stern indicated that Wispe (195"1) was the first to suggest an
explanation for mixed student reactions and ambiguous research findings

----~·-

investigating the relative success of various teaching approaches.
While most students in an elementary psychology course disliked the non-

l

~

eli recti ve sections, students who placed a high value on personal

----i---~i-ndependenee-pre-i'erl"'ed-the-s-tuden-t-een-tered-e-l-as-s-roomS:-and-were-ex-treme-1-y----

cri tical of the subject matter sections.

On the other hand those stu-

dents who indicated the strong need for direction and organization were
most intense in their criticism of the permissive teaching techniques.
Stern (1962) indicated that research in teaching environments has not
taken into consideration that in the aggregate various effects tend
to cancel out one another
the various effects.

~1here

segregated groups of students r'=ve:rl

He found research backing up the idea that

~tcreo-

pathic authoritarians are most critical of permissive teaching and
techniques (Wispe, 1951), least able to handle the responsibilities
involved in their classes (Patton, 1955), have study habits which are
ineffectual under nondirective conditions (Gladstein, 1957), and tend
to withdraw under these circumstances (Stern, Stein, and Bloom, 1956).
He found, however, that these same students may become over-achievers
when isolated in a special class (Stern, 1960).
Remmers reported research conducted by Hountras which showed a
relationship between students' personalities and their preference for
teaching methods and to their perception of the instructor.

fie found

that students preferring student-centered methods wer·e more flexible in
thinking, better able to cope with inconsistencies and more capable of
understanding themselves than students who preferred teacher-centered
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methods.> .These 1atter students· demanded "the definite, concrete, the
---

--

stereotyped and the ordered" (Remmers, 1959, p. 24).

-

In another study which dealt with interaction between student
preferences for teacher style and student traits, a section of nonauthoritarian students in a social science class taught by nondirective
methods performed significantly better than the rest of the student

-------11~-'-----,boG!y-enl"o~-le€1-in-the-eouPse-H:Jresse-1-,-1958-)-.-But-Mayh·ew-,-"who-part·i-ci"'-----pated in the research, reported that the same methods applied in a
section of authoritarian students ''elicited such violent reaction that

------1
--._
-

I

the instructor felt impelled to shift to formal lectures" (Stern, 1963,
p. 429).

Authoritarianism in this study was measured by Rokeach's D

scale and nondirective teaching was defined as that which actively
involved the students in determining the goals and objectives of the
course.

Yonge and Sassenrath (1968) investigated student ratings of
teachers, with each teacher using a di sti ncti ve teaching approach.

The

ratings were factored and nine factors were rota ted by the norma 1i zed
varimax technique:

------

(1)

Confident, fluent delivery

(2)

Clarity of course

(3)

Open, sympathetic attitude toward students

(4}

Interesting, stimulating teacher

(5)

Fairness of evaluation

(6)

Suitable class material and value of course

(7}

Frequency of evaluation

(8)

Interest in and knowledge of subject matter

(9)

Preparedness of lectures (p. 45).
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Three instructors of a course in introductory educational psychology
chose three different teaching approaches:

Instructor A emphasized

the classroom application of psychological facts; Instructor B emphasized
the psychological aspects of the subject matter, with some attempt to
discuss the educational implications of experimental results; Instructor

~

C emphasized a humanistic psychology focusing on educationally-relevant

----+---~top-i-e-~---,but-w-i-th-1-i-t-t-l-e-exp-l-i-ci-t-deve-lopment-of-the-imp-l-i-cati-ons-for·-----

the classroom (pp. 44-45).

Students were administered the OPI and the

authors reported that different personality scores correlated with a
given factor score, and in some instances the same personality variable
correlated with a given factor score in opposite directions from one
instructor to another.

Generally, as would be expected, students

whose scores indicated a dislike for ambiguities and uncertainties
cortelated most frequently with Instructor A; students whose scores

- _j

indicated a tendency to evaluate ideas and things in terms of immediate
· uti 1i ty tended to eva 1uate Instructor B most favorably; finally, the
student whose ratings of Instructor C tended to be favorable

demon~

strated diverse interests in artistic matters and activities.

Costin,

Greenough and Menges (1971) have pointed out that the Yonge and
Sassenrath study adequately identified student cha racteri s tics but

1

failed to sufficiently identify those of the teachers.

The present

research is designed to study both student and teacher personality

\

characteristics and allows for the discovery of possible interactive
effects between teacher and student characteristics.
Product Criteria:

Measuring Affective Objectives

The present investigation used student gain in intellectual disposition, as measured by the OPI, and classroom ratings of teachers by
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students as criteria by which to evaluate teacher effectiveness.
Research is reviewed below relevant to using student gain in intellectual
disposition and student ratings of teachers as criteria by which to
measure objectives.
·Gain in intellectual disposition. ·McKeachie (1969) reported
that many studies were consistent in the finding that students characterized as independent, flexible, or high in need for achievement
were most satisfied and most.successful in classrooms which gave them
opportunities for self-direction.

McKeachie suggested that character-

istics measured by the Omnibus Personality Inventory, such as thinking
introversion, complexity, and originality are similar to those
characteristics mentioned above.

Therefore, he said, the OPI could

yield helpful information in personalizing instruction.

.. _j

But

~1cl(eachie

has not been primarily concerned with individual differences among
teachers and students, and mainly has emphasized the, ident-ification of
effective teaching behaviors within a general psychology of learning.
As a result, his own investigations have not utilized the OPI as he has
previously suggested (1969).

This study has used the OPI, as McKeachie

has recommended, in order to compare student characteristics with
teacher effectiveness, as reported by student ratings of teachers, and
has hypothesized that student reports of teacher effectiveness are
related to student gain in intellectual disposition.
Austin (1970) has reported that gain in intellectual disposition
can show significant results in the accomplishment of class objectives,
even when other a tti tudi na 1 measures of class satisfaction do not show
significant differences.

He reported a successful training program

designed to provide faculty with skills to work within a developmentally
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oriented, techno 1ogy-supported program of instruction.
were assigned to one of three groups:

Faculty members

formal training sessions, self-

study activities of the so.me content information, or a control group
which received no training.

A random selection of students were

administered three pretest scales:

Omnibus Personality Inventory, a

teacher evaluation scale and an instrument designed to study attitudes
-----+---~toward-co-1-1-ege-cour~es-;----Aus-t-i-n-ind-ica-ted~eha-t-the-pretes-t-s-cores-of'------

the students receiving instruction from one of the three faculty groups
were statistically adjusted for equality with every group of scores to
which it was compared.
An analysis of covariance was performed on the posttest data.
No significant differences were found in the teacher evaluation data
or in the class attitudinal data.

But students who had been taught

by formally tra·ined faculty members scored significant"ly h·igher on
several scales of the OPI, including Thinking Introversion,

Theoretic.~l

Orientation, Estheticism, and Impulse Expression, when compared to students who had been taught by teachers trained by self-study or by
nontrained teachers.

Austin concluded that significant change was

brought about toward a greater interest in scholarship, rational thought,
independent study and through the effects of the faculty procedures
emphasized in the training program.
Student ratings of teachers.

McKeachie; Lin and ~!ann (1971)

found that six factors could be drawn from previous research in student
ratings of instructor and instruction:

skill , overload ( difficulty),

structure, feedback, group interaction and student-teacher rapport
(warmth).

The authors used several criteria· for teaching effectiveness,

including the Introductory Psychology Criteria Test (Milholland, 1964)
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and other tests of subject matter.

The·authors reported four main

findings from -five coord·inated investigations into student ratings:
(1)

In four of the five studies teachers rated high on
''Ski 11" tended to be effective with women students.

(2)

In all five studies teachers rated high In "Structure"
tended to be more effective with women than with men.

-------!1--------~---ci n-'fae-t--,--on-the-who-1-e-,the-more-s-true-tured-i-ns-truc-tors:~.--~

tend to be ineffective for male students.
(3)

Teachers who were high in "Rapport"

("~larmth")

tended

to be effective on measures of student thinking.
(4)

Teachers whom students rated as having an impact on
beliefs were effective in changing attitudes.

(pp.

1045~ 1046).

·The authors emphasized that these findings do not i nva I i date thE: use of
student ratings as one indicator of teacher effectiveness.

They did

conclude that "the major slippage in the validity studies" was due to
the differing goals of teachers and students.

Their recommendation is

that instead of asking which teachers are most effective, we need to
ask which teachers are most effective for which objectives and for
which students.

This researcher has followed McKeachie's earlier (1962)

suggest·ion that multivariate statistical techniques permit more exact
analysis of the complex interactions involved in the teaching process.
One hypothesis of this study tests for interaction effects between
teacher orientation and student IDC level with gain in intellectual
disposition and class evaluation ratings as dependent variables.
Trent and Cohen (1973) indicated in their review of research on
teaching in higher education that" ... the consensus of relatively
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plentiful -research" shows that student ratings can provide reliable
information about at least three aspects of college teaching:
(1) The skill of a teacher in terms of his personal effectiveness;
(2) The rapport between the teacher and his students;
(3) The organization and management of a particular course
- - - 1 - - - - - - - - ( p - .]()4-7)~.--------------------

Certain teacher characteristics have been consistently identified with
excellent teaching, according to Trent and Cohen (1973).
terist·ics are:

These charac-

(1) clarity of organization, interpretation and

explanation; (2) encouragement of class discussion and the presentation
of diverse points of view; (3) stimulation of students' interests,
motivation and interest in thinldng; (4) manifestation of attentiveness
to and interest in students; and (5) manifestation of enthus·iasm
(p. 1044).

Hildebrand and Wilson (1970) developed scales for student
ratings of effective teaching through factor analysis of 91 items
describing the teaching of 338 teachers identified as superior by
respondents to the authors' 1967 survey.

Five factors were selected

through varimax rotation as giving the maximum number of d·istinct cate-

I

gories identified with effective teaching.

The five scales are:

Scale 1, Analytic/Synthetic Approach:

scholarship, with empha-

sis on breadth, analytic ability, and conceptual understanding.
Scale 2, Organization/Clarity:

skill at presentation, but as

subject-related, not student-related, and not merely rhetorical skill.
Sea 1e 3, Instructor-Group Interaction:

rapport with the class

as a whole, sensitivity to class response, and skill at securing active
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class participation.
Scale 4, Instructor-Individual Student Interaction:

mutual

respect and rapport between the instructor and the. individual student.
Scale 5, Dynamism/Enthusiasm:

the flare and infectious enthu-

siasm that comes with confidence, excitement for the subject, and
pleasure in teaching.
----+----:r:he-authops-noted-tha-t-the---resu-1-ts-obt-a-ined-us-ing--thei-r--instrument-were----generally consistent with other studies in terms of measures using the
scales of knowledge, presentation, relationship with students, and
enthusiasm.

-----

Their results correlated with faculty nominations of excel-

lent teachers significantly (p< .0005).

The student ratings instrument

used in the present research was designed to include these characteristics of teachers since this review of the literature has indicated
that they are highly correlated with traits of excellent teachers.
_Summary
The literature related to college teaching has indicated that
research on the measurement of effective teacher characteristics is
still not fully mature, and it has been only in the very recent past
that concrete measures of teaching effectiveness have been developed.
Certain positive teacher characteristics have been identified with
excellent teaching but there is no agreement on the most crucial
characteristics of individual teachers; however; it has become evident
in the most recent research that no simple statement of teacher effectiveness can be made. All meaningful research in this area has been in
terms of the interaction between student and teacher characteristics.
Characteristics of teaching style fall into two main clusters:
oriented and relationship-oriented.

task-

While an instructor has been shown
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to bring into a classroom various personality characteristics, so
students vary in the degree to which they are disposed toward learning.

----

Literature was cited indicating that certain types of students who were
authoritarian and interested in pragmatic concerns preferred teachers
whose teaching style accommodated their orientation.

Student ratings

were shown to provide reliable information in the skill of a teacher
----+----i-n-terms-0f~h-i-s-persona-l-ei'1'e&t-i-venes-s-w-i-th-s-tuEients--,----the-rarrort~-----

between the teacher and his students, and the organization and management of a particular course.

The present research is related to the

1iterature reviewed in this section in that this study has been designed
to test for interaction effects between teacher orientation and the
degree to which the student is intellectually disposed with gain in

.

..

intellectual disposition and class evaluation ratings as dependent

vari ab 1es. The pr.esent l'esearch further hypothesizes that students of
relationship-oriented teachers will rate their teachers higher in class
satisfaction than will those students of task-oriented teachers.

SUMMARY

This review of literature has demonstrated that a college can
move a student toward growth in intellectual disposition and this growth

·1

can be measured after one year's co 11 ege attendance.

Secondly, the

impact of a college has been shown to depend a great deal on the individual student's readiness to learn upon entering college.

Thirdly,

college environments differentially support a student's growth in_
intellectual concerns.

Fourthly, characteristics of college teaching

style which are primarily relationship-oriented provide a facilitative
classroom environment for student growth.

Finally, not all students
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agree on the characteristics of effective teachers, and this differe11ce
--~-

has best been accounted for by studies which have shown that different
types of students like and learn best under teachers whose style is·
most facilitative to their own orientation.

The fallowing chapter wi 11

outline in detail the procedures for testing the hypotheses presented
in Chapter I.

----

Chapter II I
DESIGN AND PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY
Within this chapter the design and procedures of the study are
specified under five major headings:

Population of the Study, the

Instruments, Data-gathering and Processing Procedures, the Experimental
Design, and Statistical Procedures.
POPULATION OF THE STUDY
All first year students enrolled in the Introductory Year Program

at the College of the Pacific and taking at least four Introductory Year
courses during the 1972-1973 school year were inc·!uded in this study.
There was an i n·i ti al freshman enrollment of 468, accord·i ng to the
Orientation roll sheet.

This included students from the professiona·l

schools of music, engineering, and pharmacy, as well as those enrolled in
the health, physical and natural sciences.

The entering freshmen had a

Scholastic Aptitude Test weighted mean score of 515 in mathematics and
485 in verbal skills and a mean high school grade point average of 3.18
(Student Personnel Office, University of the Pacific, n.d.).
A total of 19 students, other than those students enrolled in
the professional schools, did not register for classes either fall or

- - - - - -- - -- - - - -- - -

spring semester.

Five of these students were enrolled in a health

science or a science program.

Only six of the 19, however, were known

to have officially withdrawn from the College of the Pacific (COP) at
midsemester.

Of the remaining 449 students entering the freshman year
84
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-at COP, 89 were enrolled in professional programs.

Because the ·enrollees

of the professional schools are scheduled to participate in the Introductory Year Program of COP (I & I) to only a limited degree, they were
not considered part of the population.

The limited involvement of

those students in the Introductory Program is reflected in the fact that,
while all engineering students participated, 54 out of 77 pharmacy and
----+----m,us_i_e_s_tudents_(_ZD%_)_dtcLno_Ltak.e-any_classes-at-aJJ_i_n_J_&_I_dul"-i-ng-----the entire school year (Student Personnel Office, University of the
Pacific, n.d.).
Excluding the professional school enrolleesi the population of
the. study was 360 freshmen, with an entering grade point average of 3. 14.
Of the figure, however, 91 students were enrolled in the health sciences
(premedicine, predental) and in the physical and natural sciences.
These students participated in th·is study but have been treatecl sepat·ately
not only because of their specific goal orientat·ions decided long before
college entrance (Snelling and Boruch, 1972), but also because their
-program is not designed to have them participate in the full I & I com•
plement of six courses in their freshman year.

l~usic

students were·not

included because they do not participate in the orientation program.

\

Thus, the number of those fully enrolled in the Introductory Year
Program at the beginning of the year was determined to be 269; 91 were
men and 178 were women.

The combined grade point average was 3.11 .with

a standard deviation of .48 (Student Personnel Office, University of
the Pacific, n.d.).
THE INSTRUMENTS
Three sets of instruments for data collection were used:

J.
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(1) teacher.·and student categorization instruments, (2) a class evalua-

tion instrument, and (3) a set of attitude instruments, including a
student questionnaire schedule (pl'etest), a student interview schedule
J

l

(posttest), and a subculture index (pre and posttest).
Teacher Categorization Instrument

1

1

Description of the LPC Scale.

Teachers were categorized by the

Least Preferred Co-Worker Test (LPC) in terms of their leadership style.
A copy of the LPC is included as Appendix A.

Leadership style, as

defined by F·iedler, describes the underlying need structure of the
individual which motivates his behavior in various leadership situations
(Fiedler, 1967).
Each subject was asked to think of the one person with whom he
has had the most difficulty work·ing, that is, his least preferred coworker.

The subject was asked to rate this person on each of 16 bipolar

adjectives.

His score was the average of the 16 responses, rated one

through eight.

The subject's LPC status was determined by how high or

1ow he rated his 1east preferred coworker.

Low LPC scores tended to

range from about 1.2 to 2.2, while high LPC scores ranged from about
4.1 to 5.7 (Fiedler, 1967).
It has been noted that University of the Pacific faculty members
tended to be underrepresented within the 1.2 to 2.2 low LPG range (Brown,
1972), but nowhere in the literature on leadership style is there an
indication that there is any need to limit the "low LPC" category to
this range (Fiedler, 1967, 1971; Mitchell, 1970; Thomas and Seeman, 1972;
Foa,

~1itchell

and Fiedler, 1971). Therefore the low LPC category of

professors in th·is study included those with scores ranging from 2.08 to
2.99 with a mean score of 2.54, while the high LPC category of professors

'I
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included those with scores ranging from 4.11 to 5.82 with a mean scor.e
of 4.96.

The low and high categories were determined by teacher scores

falling in either the lowest or highest quartile, respectively, among
all I

&I

professors participating in the study.

Reliability.
''
-

Fiedler (1967) noted the split-half correlation as

an estimate of reliability to be from .85 to .95.

He further noted a

test-retest corre 1ati on of . 68 for mature a i rforce~offi-c-ers-in-a~t-r-a-in-ing---
situation.

The most consistent LPC scores came from experienced leaders

and the least consistent scores from men who wer.e inexperienced and wh:o ' ,,
had not been given leadership positions previous to their training.

This

training was provided during the eight weeks between the LPC test and
retest (Fiedler, 1967, p. 48).

Thus the stability of the LPC scores

depended to some degree on the intel·vening experience of the men in
leadership situations.
-----~

Validity.

Bass et ~· (1964) administered 81 measures to 163

male college students including instruments designed to collect biograph; cal data, personality characteristics, and i nterpersona 1 perception
indices.

None of the independent measures were found to correlate above

.30 with LPC scores.

r~ost

tical]~

This sample of 163 subjects was split into high

significant.

of the measures were found to be not_ statis-

and low LPC groups an¢ the test responses refactored by varimax rotation.
The factors found unique for each group indicated that interpersonal and
interaction orientation are important dimensions for persons with high
LPC scores.
LPC subject.

Task orientation appeared the more important for the low
The factors found unique to the low LPC subject were

defined by items concerning work situations and task activities, suggesting that this individual is critical of others in a work situation.
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One factor found unique in the sample of high LPC individuals was an ·
interpersonal ol'ientation factor which consists of items indicating
avoidance of disagreements.

A number of studies have shovm that the

high LPC leader tends to provide a quasi-therapeutic environment for
his group members and is concerned with establishing and maintaining
good i nterpersona 1 re 1ati ons ( Fiedler, 1967; Hutchins and Fiedler, 1960;
Fiedler, Meuwese and Conk, 1961).

Chemers et al-:--(19oo)---tound-tha-tc-------

high LPC leaders tend to have group members which have low anxiety
scores.

Other studies have also shown high LPC subjects to have more

complex cognitions (p< .01) in their perceptions of actual behavior and
of other coworkers (Schroeder, Driver and Streufert, 1967, p. 134;
Mitchell, 1970; Foa, Mitchell, Fiedler, 1971).

j

Student Categorization Instrument
Description of the Omnibus Personality Inventory.

Students were

given the Omnibus Persona 1i ty Inventory ( OPI) which had been normed on
colleges across the country (see Appendix B).

It is composed of 14

scales which have been constructed to assess selected attitudes, values,
and interests. The six scales which contribute to the Intellectual
Disposition Categories distinguish among persons of varying degrees of
scholastic interest according to standard score criteria as described in

1

Appendix D.
The eight categories which make up an intellectual disposition
continuum have been summarized by Wilson (1972) of the Center for
Reseat·ch and Development in Higher Education in the fo 11 owing way:
Category

Definition

1.

Broad intrinsic interests with strong
literary and esthetic perspectives.
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2 •.

Intrinsic .inter.ests oriented _toward
dealing with concepts and abstractions.

3.

IntellectualHy emphasizing problem-·
solving and rational thinking.

4.

Intellectuality tempered by an achievement
. orientation and a disciplinary focus.

5.

Interest in academic matters and achievement,
but as a means toward an end.

6.

Attenuatecn earrrtng-ori-ent-at-ien-w-i-th-voca=-------'---tional and practical emphases.

7.

Nonintellectual with no interest in ideas
or literary and esthetic matters.

8.

Anti-intellectual, but not uninterested in
tangib"les and learning the "practical."

The average entering college student falls at category five on the continuum (Heist and Yonge, 1968, p. 25).

-------l

l

Heist and Webster have noted that

OPI scores have been found to differentiate successfully students typical
of those attending colleges ranking high in the prodttctivity of scholarship, according to the criteria of Knapp and Greenbaum (1953), while
grade point average is held as a constant (Heist-and Webster, 1959;
Heist, 1959).
Reliability.
1972, p. 281).

The OPI reliability figures are adequate (Buros,

The Kuder-Richardson Formula 21 (KR2l) and split-half

estimates range from .73 to .94 (Heist and Yonge, 1968). The reliability
of the Intellectual Disposition Category (IDC) classification was determined by two test administrations over a one month period to a small
sample (67 women).

The manual reported that 55% remained in ·the same

!DC category from the first to the second testing, and 94% remained
either in the same category or within one category of the pretest classification.

A test-retest coefficient of .88 was determined by treating

each category as a score on an eight point scale (Heist and Yonge, 1968).
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Val·idity.

Validation has been established mainly through corre-

1ati ons, sea 1e by seale, with other inventories i ncl udi ng the Study of
Values scales, the Strong Vocational Interest Blank for

t~en,

the

Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey, the California Psychological
Inventory, the mathematical port·ion of the CEEB Scholastic Aptitude Test
and the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule.

1

on a national sample of-fresnmen

Standard score norms based

stuciBTts-•-responses-(-N-~7-,-~83-)-have:-----

been established (Heist and Yonge, 1968).
Class Evaluations
In the latter half of the fa 11 and spring semesters a11 the 269
students in the I

& I program evaluated their individual courses within

.the I & I program using an instrument or·iginally dEsigned by a member of
the psychology department of the College of the Par:ific (COP) and which

------l\

I
1

has been used with little revision by COP for three years.

A copy is

included as Appendix F.
Courses were evaluated according to the students' general estimate of the course in terms of their interest in the subject matter,
their percept·ions of the effectiveness of presentation, their understanding of thematic link, their perception of their development of
intellectual skills in the course, and their estimate of faculty-student
interaction in the course.

Students were also asked to provide free

responses regarding possible beneficial or nonbeneficial aspects of the
program.

In almost every case the evaluation sheets were distributed to

the class and collected personally by the author.
-

It was emphasized that

the teacher would receive only group scores evaluating the class and that

-~---

the student responses would remain anonymous . . It was also emphasized
that the class evaluation scores were returned to the COP Deans' office
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as grouped data and as such did not link a particular professor with a
particular class score.
While the class evaluation instrument is not standardized, Eble
has pointed out that extensive research on student questionnaires has
been conducted, and that most of the instruments are so similar that
findings from other studies can be used as evidence of validation for
these kinds of instruments (T970, p. 9l:--nr--crva-li-dati-on-study-o-f-an----instrument developed through student surveys of teacher effectiveness
at the University of California at Davis, Hildebrand and Wilson (1970)
noted that the results obtained using their instrument

~tere

generally

consistent with other studies in terms of measures using the scales of
knowledge, presentation, relationship with students, and enthusiasm.
·Their results correlated with faculty nominations of excellent teachers
significantly (p<.0005).

j

Since thematic linking was a unique feature of the Introductory
Yea.r Program, five items were developed to measure this concept.

Sepa-

rate subscales were also used to evaluate student interest in subject
matter, perceived effectiveness of presentation, development Of
intellectual skills, and faculty-student interaction.
Other Sources of Data
A questionnaire, a copy of which is included as Appendix E, was

\

designed to assess student expectations of the University at the time of
entrance.

Four questions were asked of students regarding:

(1) their

educational plans for the next few years, (2) the objectives that they
hoped to gain in college, (3) their view of this college as having some
unique or distinguishing quality, and (4) their belief in the freedom
that they should have in choosing their subjects of study. These

\

\
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questions .were adapted from pretest instruments used by the Center for
Research and Development in Higher Education in the collection of data
from freshmen at the University of the Pacific,as well as other colleges
in a nationwide sample (Martin, 1969b).
Also administered at orientation was the Trow Subculture Index,
a method developed by Clark and Trow to investigate student attitudes
-----l-----tovtal"d-thS-i-1'-GGl-lege-ed ucat-ien-.-1"-l"eshmen-wel"e-a-sked-te-l"ead-feur-on e--~--

paragraph descriptions used in the College Student Questionnaire and to
choose the one which most closely fit their attitudes.

These statements

were designed to assess four major orientations toward college:
Acad_emic, Vocational, Collegiate, and Nonconformist.
While Clark and Trow have not established the validity and
reliability ratings of their instrument, there is a growing body of
literature which is based on results using this Index.

-·· - j

Peterson sur-

veyed a national sample of colleges and reported noms, or· average
percentages, of each subculture:

Vocational, 25.2%; Academic, 21.8%;

Co 11 egi ate, 46.6%, and Nonconformist, 5. 6%.

Twenty-three co 11 eges and

universities were included in Peterson's (1965) sample.

The Educational

Testing Service has included the Index in their standardized instrument
for measuring the attitudes and expectations of incoming freshmen, the
College Student Quest·i onna ire (Center for the Study of Higher Education
Staff, 1966).
Kees and McDougall (1971) conducted a validation study of the
Index and found significantly different (p<.05) personality characteristics among the various members of the Trow subcultures, using OPI
subscales as indicators of personality variables.

Yamamoto and Wiersma

(1971) indicated that subculture members responded differently on a
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semantic differential on college curricula; Gottlieb and Hodgkins (1963)
reported that the Collegiate subculture members emphasized materialistic
career as pi rations; and the Nonconformist subculture members emphasized
humanist and intellectual career aspirations {p <.05).
two subcultures, Academic and Vocational , fell

bet1~een

The remaining
these extremes.

In-depth interviews were conducted in April of the second
----+----:semes-ter-w-i-th-a-1-l-fl'eshmen-who-were-fu-l-l-y-enro-Hed-in-the-I-ntroductory----Program.

The interview schedule, a copy of which is included as Appendix

G, was designed to provide as much latitude as possible in the students'
responses to questions regarding (l) whether or not they were satisfied
with their experiences in the Program, (2) whether or not their expectations had been met by the University, and (3) whether or not they had
.

.

changed their collegiate subculture orientations from Freshman Orientation (in suminer- or fall, 1972) to April, 1g73.

Th(" ·interview

~chedule

was constructed and field-tested by the author specifically for th·is
study.

Several of the questions were adapted from past studies, particu-

...

larly those conducted by the Center for Research and Development in
Higher Education involving the University of the Pacific (Martin, l969b).
One of the questions was developed by the author from student pretest
-

responses to the question, "Do you see the College as having some special
·

quality that distinguishes it from other colleges and universities?"
The interview schedule contained as a post measure, a question regarding
how the co 11 ege did or did not meet the students' expectations.

While

the students' responses on this question were not forced-choice, the
student interviewer used_ a grid . of possible responses based on those
-

--- ------- ---------<;

-1

'

distinguishing qualities students reported at Orientation.

The instru-

ment was field-tested with three freshmen students for ease of
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understanding and for possible ambiguities.

Three training sessions were

conducted with 10 student interviewers, all of whom were non-COP students.
The training sessions emphasized ro 1 e-p 1ayi ng and procedures to encourage,
in an unbiased manner, responses to all items from the students interviewed.

All of the interviewers were highly consistent in the use of

these procedures by the end of the training session.
DATA GATHERING AND PROCESSING PROCEDURES
Initial data were collected as a part of the Orientation Program
which is required of all freshmen and which takes place primarily during
two periods of time: the first week of June, three months before the beginning of the actual school year, and the first week of September before the
beginning of the school year.

By September 5, 1972, the

from each of the Orientation sessions had been collected:

fo11c~1in9

data

student r:ate-

gori zati on data from the OPI and the Trow Subculture Index, and responses
from the student questionnaire relating to college expectations.

The

data collection schedule is outlined in Table 11.
Students were categorized as either high, middle or low in intellectual disposition according to the OPI manual (Heist and Yonge, 1968).
The authors of the manual indicate that !DC levels 1 - 3 should be categorized as high; levels 4 - 5, middle; and levels 6 - 8
1ectua 1 di spas i ti on.

as low in intel-

Students were categorized by the Trow Subcultut·e

Index by naming the subculture with which they primarily identified among
Vocation a 1 , Academic,. Co 11 egi ate, and Nonconformist phi 1osophi es of
higher education.

The questionnaire relating to college expectations was

used in this study to provide additional information on the characteristics and expectations of entering freshmen.
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Table 11
Interview And Testing Schedule
Orientation
June and Sept., 1972

STUDENTS

Nov. and Dec.
1972

March and Apri 1
1973

OPI

OPI

Trow
Subculture
Index

Trow
Subcul tut"e
Index

Student
Questionnaire
Fall Class
Evaluations

Spring Class
Evaluations
Interviews

FACULTY

Fiedler Least Preferred Co-·v!Orker Test
administered during 1972- f973 schocfYear

-·-·-----------·------The Fiedler LPC Test was administered on an individual basis to
the faculty members participating in the Introductory Year Program during
the 1972-73 year.

Data collection from faculty members continued from

Septembet", 1972, through April, 1973.

The general aims of this research

were explained individually to each professor at the beginning of each
administration; however, the specific teacher leadership styles related
to the Fiedler Test were not discussed.

The faculty members were told

that an attempt would be made to analyze group scores in terms of
characteristics of teaching style.

They were further told that the

general purposes of the investigation were related to learning style
~-

preferences of freshmen in the Program.

The professors were categorized

in terms of their leadership style as determined by high or low scores,
respectively, ·on the LPC Test.

Scores identified as high were those
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falling in the highest quartile among the scores of all I
participating in this study.

& I professors

Those scores identified as low fell in the

lowest quartile.
Introductory Program students are required to take at least six
I & I courses in the freshman year.

Students with at least three

professors identified as either relationship or task-oriented were consi-dered-as-stm:lents-wi·trr-c-J-a-s-s-e-s-taugh~-cy-a-ma·lcrrttyo-f-~n~type

teacher.

At least 65% of these students had two more classes with either

relationship or task-oriented teachers, respectively.

The majority of

students had a better than three to one ratio of one type of teacher to
the .other.
In the latter half of the fall and spring semesters, class
evaluations were distributed in each of the classrooms.

An introductol'Y

During the spring evaluation period, the OPI post measure was
also administered in two large classes and on an individual student
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basis during the month of April by the researcher.

Post OPI .data were

also collected in one large class by another researcher during the month
of March, who followed the same admi ni strati ve procedures.
During the first week of April interviews were conducted on an
individual basis

1~ith

freshmen who responded to a written invitation

from the Dean of the College of the Pacific inviting all enrolled fresh----+---lmen-to-pal"t-iG-i-pa-te-in-a-1-B-minute-i-ntel"v-i-ew-.-"Fhe ~e-i-nterv-i-ews-were·-----conducted by the 10 students who had been trained to conduct these
interviews and followed the format of the interview in Appendix G.

At

this time the Trow Subculture post measure was also administered.
THE EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The research design of this study \vas basically patterned after
-campbell and Stanley's Design 5, .described as a Nonrandomized Control ..
Group Pretest-Posttest Design (Campbell and Stan·ley, 1963).

This des·ign

allows maximum internal and external validity where treatment and control
randomization is not possible.

In this study students with classes

taught by a majority of task-oriented teachers were dist·inguished from
those students with classes taught by a majority of re 1a ti onshi p-ori en ted
teachers.

Thus teacher orientation, or leadership style, was considered

the independent variable or treatment.

Pre and posttest scores on the

OPI, and nominal data on the Trow Subculture Index constituted pre and
post measurements of the dependent variables for statistical analyses.
Class evaluations also served as a dependent variable for other statistical analyses.

--

--- -
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STATISTICAL PROCEDURES
The research hypotheses made in Chapter One were restated in
the null form and tested by appropriate stati s ti ca 1 tests as shown in
each paradigm below.

Two-tailed tests were applied in each hypothesis.

The level of significance for rejecting the null hypotheses was set at
.05.

Separate analyses were carried out for gain in IDC (H,-H 4) and
class evaluation ratings (Hs-Hg) and change in Collegiate Subculture

H1: There will be no significant interaction in Intellectual
Disposition Category (IDC) gain from Orientation to April
of the Freshman year among students in the Introductory
Program with high, middle, and low pretest scores who were
taught by a majority of identified relationship-oriented
and task-oriented teachers.
Hz:

There will be no significant differences in IDC gain from
Orientation to April of the Freshman year between students
with classes taught by a majority of relationship-oriented
teachers and students taught by a majority of task-oriented
teachers.

The paradigm for H1 and Hz follows:
TEACHER ORIENTATION
INTELLECTUAL
DISPOSITION
CATEGORIES

high
middle
low

Re1at•1 ons h.lP

Tas k
I

I DC
I
GAIN

I
Two-way ANOVA
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H3 :

There will be no significant differences in IDC gain from
Orientation to April of the Freshman year among students in

••

-

.C••••

the Introductory Program who rate their cl()sses as high and
low in general satisfaction.
H:
4

There will be no significant differences in IDC gain from
Orientation to April of the Freshman year among students in

----+---------th@-I-ntl"odu&tOl"y-P.ro§Pam-wi-th-h-igh-,midd-1-e-,---and-low-pretest:---scores .
...

The paradigm for

J-1 3-H4

follows:
GENERAL SATISFACTION
High

INTELLECTUAL
DISPOSITION
CATEGORIES

high
middle
low

Low
I

r------ I D
C---1
I
1-----

GAIN ___ _

,L__,____--

L._ _ _ _ _

Two-way .ANOVA
There wi 11 be no s i gni fi cant differences between students
with classes taught by a majority of relationship-oriented
teachers and students taught by a majority of taskor·i en ted teachers in the manner in which they rate their
Introductory Program classes as high and low in general
satisfaction.
H:
6

There will be no significant differences between students
with classes taught by a majority of relationshipcoriented
teachers and students taught by a majority of task-oriented
teachers in the manner in which they rate effectiveness of
presentation in their Introductory Program classes.
There will be no significant differences between students
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with classes taught by a majority of relationship-oriented
teachers and students taught by a majority of task-oriented
teachers in the manner in which they rate student perceived
understanding and value of thematic linking in their
Introductory Program classes.
H : There will be no significant differences between students
8
----+---------'w-i-th-e-1-aYYes---taught-by-a-major-i-ty-of-rela-t:ionsh-ip-or-iented----teachers and students taught by a majority of task-oriented
teachers in the manner in which they rate development of
intellectual skills in their Introductory Program classes.
H9 :

There will be no significant differences between students
with classes taught by a majority of re 1ati onship-ori en ted
teachers and students taught by a majority of task-oriented
teachers ·in the manner in which they r-v.te faculty--student
intera.ction in their Introductory Program classes.

The paradigm for H5-Hg follows:
TEACHER ORIENTATION
Relationship
CLASS
EVALUATION
RATINGS

Low

Task

I

High

f - - - - - Nut1BER OF - - - - 1

STUDENTS
I

Chi square
H :
10

There will be no significant differences between students
in the manner in which they report changes in subculture
membership (Academic, Collegiate, Vocational, and NonConformist) from Orientation to April of the Freshman year.

The paradigm for H10 follows:

-- - -
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CHANGE OF SUBCULTURE
Academic
Posttest

Vocational , Collegiate
Posttest/ Posttest

NonConformist
Posttest

PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS
Pretest

retest

Pretest

Pretest
Chi square

In Chapter Four the results of the statistical analyses are

reported.

Other data descriptive in nature are also presented.

Chapter IV
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
This chapter presents the findings of the study and is organized
into four sections:

(1) Description of the Sample, (2) Results Obtained

from Tests of Significance, (3) Descriptive Data Obtained from Student
Questionnaire and Interviews, (4) Sul1ll1lary.
DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLE
Teacher Samp 1e
The data presented in Table 12 shows that there were 40 Fiedler
.Least Pl'eferred Co-Worker scores co 11 ected from tilt: 46 f acul ty
teaching in the Introductory Year Program.

membel'S

Three decisions were made

early in the study in determining which teachers within the sample were
to be considered task-oriented and relationship-oriented, respectively:
(1) to merge the fall and spring class evaluations of those four teachers
who taught in the program both semesters, (2) to set the number of
teachers within a quartile at 11, since there were 46 faculty members
within the Program, (3) to consider those faculty members whose LPC
scores were in the highest quartile as "relationship-oriented teachers,"
and to consider those whose LPC scores were in the lowest quartile as
"task-oriented teachers."
Table 13 shows the frequency distribution of the class evaluation
scores.

The data in Table 13 ·indicates that evaluations were collected
102
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Table 12
Grouped Frequency Di stri buti on of LPC
Scores of Teachers in I & I, 1972-1973

...

•

CLASS INTERVAL

ALL
TEACHERS
f

6.70 6.40 6.10 5.80 5.505.20 4.90 4.60 4.30 4.11 4.00 3. 70 3.40 3.10 3.00 2.80 2.50 2.20 1. 90 1.60 -

6.99
6.69
6.39
6.09
5.79
5.49
5.19
4.89
4.59
4. 29
4.10
3. 99
3.69
3. 39
3.09
2.99
2.79
2.49
2.19
1. 89

1

THOSE LPC SCORES IN HIGHEST AND LOHEST
QUARTILES-AND AS SUCH DESIGNATED.
ACCORDING TO RESPECTIVE ORIENTATION
Relationsh·ipTask Oriented
Oriented
f
f
1

0
0
1
1
0
0
2
5
1
5
3
8
2
0
4
3

1

1
2
5
1

4
3
1
1

1

1
2

N = 40
X= 3. 66
so = .47

2
X = 4. 96

N = 11
X = 2. 54

Range 4.11-

Range 2.08-

N = 11

5.82

-- ----------- ---- ------ ----- ------

-----

2.99
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Table 13
Grouped Frequency Distribution
of Class Evaluation Scores of Teachers
in the Introductory Year Program, 1972 - 1973
-

- ---- --

l

CLASS
INTERVAL

TEACHERS
RelationshipOriented

.

Total
T

I

f

-

- -

-

---

----

-----

---- ------

j
-- ------

-- - - -

Task
Oriented

4.00 - 4.29

12

6

1

3.70 - 3.99

8

1

2

3.40 - 3.69

15

2

3

3.10 - 3.39

7

1

4

2.80 - 3.09

-

-

-

- 2.79

1

-

-

2.20 - 2.49

-

-

-

1. 90 - 2.19

1

-

-

N = 44

N = 11

N = 10

x=

x=

x = 3.57

2.50

SD

=

3.66
.47

SD

3.74

= .65

SD ,;

.35
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from 44 of the 46 teachers in the program;

Two teachers had class

evaluations which were considered· invalid because of the small number
samp 1ed.

Because one of the i nva 1i d class eva 1uati ons was from a teacher

designated as task-oriented, the data in Table 13 shows that only 10
teachers rather than 11 were included in the task-oriented sample in
the hypotheses regarding class evaluations.
Student Sample for Hypotheses 1, 2, and 5 through 9
A total of 269 students were involved in the pretesting and are
cons·idered to be. the total population from which the following samples
were drawn to test the various hypotheses.
There were a total of only 71 students who had either a majority
9f re 1ati onshi p or tas k-ori en ted teachers.

These students comprised the

total sample tested in Hl-Hz, related to gain in ·j·0te1lectual disposition,
and H5-Hg, related to comparative class satisfaction ratings under the
two teacher sections.
determining IDC level.

Of the samp 1e of 71 there were 62 va 1i d pretests
Of the .62, 38 (61%). had valid posttests and thus

became the subsample used to test for IDC gain in H1-H 2 .

Table 14

presents the distribution of IDC levels for the total sample and the
subsample.

Table 15 presents the chi square statistic testing whether

the distribution of IDC levels for the subsample was representative of
the total sample.

The chi square value of 4.35 failed to reach signif-

icance, thus the subsample was considered to be representative of the
total sample.
Student Sample Used to Test Hypotheses 3 and 4
Gain in intellectual disposition was also tested for all students
enrolled in the I

&I

Program (H 3-H 4 ).

Where the hypotheses listed in
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Table 14
Comparison of Pretest Inte ll ectua 1 Di spes iti on
Category Levels Reached by Subsample and Total Sample
Relative to H1-H 2 and H5-H 9 in Fall of 1972 by Number Reporting

SOURCE

INTELLECTUAL DISPOSITION CATEGORY LEVELS
High
Middle
Low

TOTAL

--'

Subsample

6

16

16

38

Total Sample

6

29

27

62

Table 15
Comparison of Pretest Intellectual Disposition
Category Levels Reached by Subsample and Total Sample
Relative to H1-H2 and H5-H 9 in Fall of 1972 by Percentage

INTELLECTUAL DISPOSITION CATEGORY LEVELS
SOURCE

High

Middle

Low

Subsample

15.78

42. ll

42.11

Total Sample

(9.68)

(46.77)

(43.55)

Numbers in parentheses are expected frequencies determined by the percentage of students in the population who fell in particular IDC levels in
Fall of 1972.
x2
-~

--~-=~-:cc-_=~

= 4.35

p >.05

df = 2
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the previous section referred only to those students who had a majority
of re'l ati onshi p or task-oriented teachers, these hypotheses were tested
on all students with both valid pretests and posttests.

The data

presented in Table 16 shows that valid pretests determining !DC level
were obtained from 237 students.

Of the 237, 75 (28%) had valid post-

tests and thus became the subsample tested for IDC gain in H3-H 4 . Table
----.----=----+----1-7-pre-sent-s-the-Gh-i-square--tes-t-te-detenn4-ne-i-f-the-pl"epert-iens-0f-I-9G~---
categories in the subsample and the total sample could be considered
equal.

The chi square value of 0 indicated that the two groups could

be considered equally represented.
Student Sample Used to Test Hypothesis 10
Change in subculture orientatiot) over the freshman year was
tested in the last hypothesis (l-110).

Out of the populnt·ion of 269,

there were 225 valid pretests to determine subculture orientation.

Of

the 225, 71 (32%) had valid posttests and thus became the subsample used
to test for change in subculture orientation in H10·

Table 18 shows the

results of the chi square test to determine if the distribution of the
subculture orientations declared by the subsample and the total sample
in the fall were equal.

The chi square value of .392 failed to reach

significance, thus the proportions of subculture orientations declared
by the subsample were considered representative of those declared by
the total group.
RESULTS OBTAINED FROM TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE

-----

Gain in Intellectual Disposition
------

Teacher orientation. Two null hypotheses were stated in Chapter
III regarding !DC gain with student IDC level and teacher orientation
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Table 16
Comparison of Pretest Intellectual
Disposition Category Levels Reached by Subsample
and Total Sample Relative to H3-H4 in Fall of 1972 by Number Reporting
'
----

-- -----

INTELLECTUAL DISPOSITION CATEGORY LEVELS
Middle
Low
High

-------------- -----

SOURCE

!

Subs ample

......

Total Sample
-

TOTAL

6

40

29

75

18

127

92

237

- ----

------- ---------

Table 17
Comparison of Pretest Intellectua·l
Disposition Category Levels Reached by Subsample
and Total Sample Relative to H3-H4 in Fall of 1972 by Percentage

INTELLECTUAL DISPOSITION CATEGORY LEVELS
SOURCE

High

Subs ample
Total Sample

Middle

Low

8

53

39

(8)

(53)

( 39)

Numbers in parentheses are expected frequencies determined by the percentage of students in the population who fell in particular IDC levels in
----------------------- - -- ----------

Fall of 1972.
x2 "

--- -=---===j

o

p >.05

df = 2
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Tab"le 18
Comparison of Pretest Subculture
Orientations Declared by Subsample and
Total Sample in Fall of 1972 by Percentage

----------

SUBCULTURE ORIENTATIONS REPORTED BY PERCENTAGE

SOURCE

Vocational

Academic

Collegiate

Non-Conformist

9.86

21 . 13

59.15

9.86

(10.22)

(19.55)

(58.66)

(11.55)

-~-

Subsampl e

....

---

-

---- --- -----

---

Total Sample

----------- -----

Numbers in parentheses are expected frequencies determined by the percentage of students in the population who indicated a particular subculture
·membership in Fall of 1972.
p >.05

x2 " . 392
- .. ----- ------c

Subs ample

N

= 71

Total Sample N = 225

df

=

3
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as the independent variables.
H1:

The two- hypotheses were:

There-will be no significant interaction in Intellectual
Disposition Category (IDC) gain from Orientation to April
of the Freshman year among students in the Introductory
Pt'Ogram with high, medium, and 1ow pretest scores who were
taught by a majority of identified relationship-oriented

~---4----------and-t-ask=ori-ented-teachers.

There will be no significant differences in IDC gain from
--

- ------

Orientation to April of the Freshman year between students
with classes taught by a majority of relationship-oriented
teachers and students taught by a majority of task-oriented
teachers.
Table 19 presents the Two Hay Analysis of Variance test·ing H1 and
H2.

The r·esul ts of th·is test ·ind·icate that H] must be accepted in that

no significant interaction effect could be demonstrated between IDC level
and Teacher Orientation.

However, the data reported in Table 19 supports

rejection of H2 in that sign"ificant differences were seen among students
with h·igh, middle, and low IDC gain scores.

It can be seen from the

means and the Newman Keuls statistic presented in Table 19 that each IDC
gain score is significantly different from the other:

the high IDC gain

scores are significantly different from the middle and the low IDC gain
scores; and the middle and low IDC gain scores are significantly
different from each other.
Genera 1 satisfaction.

Two null hypotheses were stated in

Chapter III regarding IDC gain with student IDC level and class satisfaction ratings as the independent variables.

The two hypotheses were:

lll

Table 19
Analysis of Variance Results with Teacher
Orientation and IDC Level as the Independent
Variables and Student IDC Gain as the Dependent Variable

ss

SOURCE

df

MS

p

F

Teacher
--I----~.
----~-----=--=--1-------o-'"-r':'i~e"'n":'t~.-----I--~2.Zro----l
2.4-o- l----~~-l------------------1.82
n.s.
IDC Pretest
Level

---------------

47.36

2

23.68

17.54

<.001

4.17

2

2.08

1.54

n.s.

Error

43.09

32

1.35

Total

97.08

37

Teacher
Orient.
X IDC
Level

l

=-=··=--=-====='====:..!::·'·-=--·=·=-·::..!=::=--=·==0:::=:-·o·.:==-:::-;-=-==-=---=···=-=--=-=-=-·
Newman Keuls Test for Differences Among Means
Means:

High IDC Leve 1
- 3.17

High
Middle

I

Middle IDC Level

Low IDC Leve 1
+ 1.02

- 0.96

High

Middle

Low

--

--*

*
**

I
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H3:

There will be no significant differences in IDC gain from
Orientation to April of the Freshman year among students
in the Introductory Program who rate their classes as high
and low in general satisfaction.

. . . . -1

H4:

There will be no significant differences in IDC gain from
Orientation to April of the Freshman year among students
in the Introductory Program wilJinign, me<fium,

anct-1-uw-i·oe~---

pretest scores.
Because no high !DC student gave low evaluations, it was
necessary to change the analysis from a 3 x 2 ANOVA to a 2 x 2 ANOVA
in which only middle and low !DC students' evaluations were compared.
The total number of students included in the evaluation was therefore

j

limited to 58.

Table 20 presents the Two Way Analysis of Variance

testing H3 and H4.

1

The results of this test ind·ic;;ted that H3 must be

accepted in that no significant difference could be seen between those
students who rated their classes as high in general satisfaction and
those who rated their classes low.

However, the data reported in Table

20 supports rejection of H4 in that significant differences were seen
in IDC gain among students with middle and low intellectual disposition
pretest scores.

The results of this analysis show that middle IDC

students had a lower IDC score after exposure to the I

&I

that low !DC students had higher scores on the posttest.

Program and
The differences

between these groups were significant.
Class Evaluation Ratings
Five null hypotheses were stated in Chapter III regarding class
evaluation ratings with teacher orientation as the independent variable.
The hypotheses were:
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Table 20
Analysis of Variance Results With
Class General Satisfaction and roc Level as
the Independent Variables Measured by Student IDC Gain
SOURCE
High--Low
Ra-ter-s

roc

Level

ss

df

MS

0 - --1

1

14

X IOC

1

1

1

Error

66

54

1.22

Total

81

57

Level

0-. --n-;-s.

0

14

Eva 1.

11 .47

Middle IOC Level
- 0.60

.820

-

-

-----

-·

Means:

p

F

Low IDC Level

+ 0.53

<.05

n. s.

-
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H5:

There will be no significant differences between students
with classes taught by a majority 'Of relationship-oriented
teachers and students taught by a majority of taskoriented teachers in the manner in which they rate their

3

Introductory Program classes as high and low in general
satisfaction.

6

---------- j-------,H:o--::~T"'h=-=e:-::rc::ce---cwc::l"'l"l----.:-b-::-e--=n:-::o:-;;-sTig::;-;n"i-:cf"i-::-ca::cn"t~dil'ferences

5etween students

with classes taught by a majority of relationship-oriented
teachers and students taught by a majority of taskoriented teachers in the manner in which they rate
effectiveness of presentation in their Introductory
Program classes.
H7 :

There wi 11 be no significant differences between students
with c"lasses taught by a majority of re-lationship-oriented
teachers and students taught by a major·i ty of taskoriented teachers in the manner in

~1hich

they rate student

perceived understanding and value of thematic linking in
their Introductory Program classes.
Hs:

There wi 11 be no si gn"ifi cant d-ifferences between students
with classes taught by a majority of relationship-oriented
teachers and students taught by a majority of taskoriented teachers in the manner in which they rate deve·l opment of intellectual skills in their Introductory Program
classes.

Hg:

There will be no significant differences between students

---------------- - - - - - - - - - -

with classes taught by a majority of relationship-oriented
teachers and students taught by a majority of task-oriented
---

--

---

---
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teachers in the manner in which they rate faculty-student
interaction in the·i r Introductory Program classes.
General satisfaction.

The general satisfaction dependent variable

is the sum of all the subscores of the class evaluation rating, that is,.
this score represented the summation of scores from each of the subtests.
The subscale tests which comprise this score are tested in hypotheses six
through nine.

The tests for significance for H6 - Hg are presented in
Tab 1es 22, 23, 24, and 25 respectively. Each tab 1e tests for differences
between class evaluation ratings on subscales of the overall instrument
for students of the two groups of teachers.
Table 21 presents the chi square statistic for testing H5. The
data reported in Table 21 supports the rejection of H5. The number of students with a majority of relationship-oriented teachers who rated their
teachers high in general satisfaction was significantly different from the
number of students having a majority of task-oriented teache\'S who rated
their teachers high in genera 1 satisfaction.

Thus, those teachers

i~ho

had

been determined to be relationship-oriented received significantly more
positive eva 1uati ons than did those teachers designated as task-oriented.
Effectiveness of presentation.

The data in Table 22 present the

chi square statistic testing H6 . The results of the analysis demonstrated
significant differences between identified task- and relationship-oriented
teachers on the subscale measuring effectiveness of presentation.

That

is, those teachers who had been designated as relationship-oriented
received significantly more positive evaluations than those who were
designated task-oriented.
Thematic linkin_g_.
---

-

-

The data in Table 23 present the chi square
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Table 21
Number of Students
Rating Their Teachers as
High or Low in General Satisfaction

EVALUATIONS

ORIENTATION OF TEACHERS

TOTAL

Relationship-Oriented

Task-Oriented

High in
Satisfaction

32
(20,5)

(11.5)

Low in
Satisfaction

9

(20.5)

3

(32)

20
(11.5)

(32)

-----------·- '----------------'---------'---N

=

41

==============·c--Numbers in parentheses are expected frequencies.

i

.

- --

-

--

--

= 25.56

p <.001

23

--- ----------- . . . -
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Table 22
Number of Students Rating
Their Teachers as High or Low
In Effectiveness of Presentation
----

~

-~

~

-

~

~

~

...

ORIENTATION OF TEACHERS

EVALUATIONS

.

Relationship-Oriented

--

TOTAL

Task-Oriented

--

-

--

~--

:

-

--

--

High in Effect

~-

31

{20.5)
10

(20.5)

41

N=

--

.

--

--

-~-

--··
- Numbers in parentheses are expected frequencies.

i
--

-

--

-~

-

-

----

-

~

_:.

--------------

-

-

---

-~~

-~

'
----------------

(32)

18
(11.5)

( 32)

- --

LOVI in Effect

-

5
(11.5)

-

--

= 18.17

p <.001

23
-~.~···

-----

64
---~---

--·~---------
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Table 23
Number of Students Rating
Their Teachers as High or Low in
Student Perceived Understanding of Thematic Linking

EVALUATIONS

ORIENTATION OF TEACHERS
Relationship-Oriented

High in
Thematic Linking

(20.5)

Low in
Thematic Linking

(20.5)

27

14

TOTAL

Task-Oriented

5
(11.5)

(32)

18
(11.5)

(32)

------------------L-~---------------~----------L-------

41

Numbers in parentheses are expected frequencies.

i

-

-

-

-

.....

-

= 11.54

p <.001

23

64
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statistic· testing H7.

The results of the analysis showed significant

differences betv1een the two groups on the subsea 1e measuring student
perceived understanding of thematic linking.

Thus, those teachers who

had been designated as relationship-oriented received significantly more
positive evaluations than those who had been designated as task-oriented.
Development of intellectual skills.

The data in Table.24 present

----!-------+.he-ch-i-square-s-ta-t-i-s-t-ie--tes-t-i-n§-Hs~The-l"@SU-1-ts-of_the_anal,y_s_is_ctemon,-=----

strated significant differences between identified task- and relationshiporiented teachers on the subscale measuring development of intellectual
skills.

That is, those teachers who had been designated as relationship-

oriented l"ecei ved significantly more positive eva 1 uati ons than those who
were designated task-oriented.
Faculty-student interaction.
chi square statistic testing Hg.

The data in Tab 1e 25 present the

The results of t(,e analysis demonstrated

significant differences between identified task- and relationship-oriented
teachers on the subscale measuring faculty-student interaction.

That is,

those teachers who had been designated as relationship-oriented received
significantly more positive evaluations than those who were designated
task-oriented.
Change in College Subculture
One null hypothesis was stated in Chapter III regarding change in
college subculture.
H1o:

The hypothesis was:

There will be no significant differences between students
in the manner in which they report changes in subculture

---_-_-

membership (Academic, Collegiate, Vocational, and NonConformist) from Orientation to April of the Freshman year.
Table 26 presents the chi square statistic used to test H1o·

The
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Table 24
Number of Students Rating
Their Teachers as High or Low
in Development of Intellectual Skills

-------

EVALUATIONS

ORIENTATION OF TEACHERS

TOTAL

Rel ati onshi p-Ori en ted

Tas k-Ori en ted

High in Development of
Intellectual Skills

28
(20.5)

(11.5)

Low in Development of
Intellectual Skills

13
(20.5)

(11.~)

4

19

41

--·-------------------------·-·=·=·

==-

=·

Numbers in parentheses are expected frequenc·i es.
x2 = 15.34

p <. 001

(32)
-·

·-·---

N=

(32)

23

64

=··:.:::::·=-=-·:::·-·----------·--·-=-·-··
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Table 25

-

-

-

- -

-

-

Number of Students Rating
Their Teachers as High or Low
in Faculty - Student Interaction

-----

--

-- ---

.

'

EVALUATIONS
-

--

---

-

ORIENTATION OF TEACHERS

TOTAL

Relationship-Oriented

Task-Oriented

High in FacultyStudent Interaction

30
(20.5}

3
(11.5)

(32)

Low in FacultyStudent Interaction

(20.5}

20
(11.5)

( 32)

-- --- - - -

11

-

N=

----------~

23

41
--

Numbers in parentheses are expected frequencies.
x2 = 21.44

p <.001

64
-

·-

-
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Table 26
Comparison of Change in
Subculture Orientations Between
Fall 1972 and Spring 1973 by Percentage
- --

--

- -

-

CHANGE OF SUBCULTURE BY PERCENTAGE

SOURCE
Vocational

Academic

Collegiate

Non-Conformist

Spring

14.09

25.35

53.52

7.04

Fall

(9.86)

(21.13)

(59. 15)

(9.86)

J

Numbers in parentheses are expected frequencies based on the percentage
of students choosing each subculture in the Fall.
x2

= 3.996

N = 71

------------- --- - - - -

-

-

p >.05

df - 3
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results of this analysis indicate that H10 must be accepted in that no
significant differences could be demonstrated among changes in college
subculture.

However, Tables 27 and 28 present additional data which

relate to this hypothesis which provide some insight into the students
responses on the Trow Subculture Index.

Table 27 shows how the sub-

cultures chosen in the pretest were distributed at the posttest.

The

- - - - 1 -_ _ __:.SllhLifu:tull_or_i_en_t_ccti_o_o_w_iJ_Lb_e_di_s_e_us_s_ed_in_the_fo_UowJng_chap_te.r_._IabJ_e,~---

28 shows the subculture orientation declared at posttest of those students who had declared a Collegiate subculture membership on the pretest
and also shows the mean IDC pretest scores for each group.

These shifts

in orientation as related to IDC scores will be discussed in the
following chapter.
DESCRIPTIVE DATA OBTAINED FR\Xft
STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE AND INTERVIEW
Students were asked to respond to questions regarding their
expectations and opinions during the freshman orientation period.

Inter-

views were also conducted in the spring at which time freshmen were asked
how well their expectations had been met and how well the Program accomplished its objectives.

Table 29 presents data comparing the freshmen

responses in the fall , 1972, to those of the spring, 1973.

68% of the

entering freshmen indicated upon entrance that the college had a special
distinguishing quality.

Also shown in Table 29 are student responses to

the question, "How did or did not the College meet your expectations?"
The responses to this question are contrasted to those distinguishing
qualities perceived by entering freshmen upon orientation.

The data in

Table 29 show a high incidence of perceptions characterizing the
University as small and friendly, personal and individual.

Data in

,

I,

,

i I

I
I

I

'

I

I

I

I

I
'IIi

,_,,,, ..

,.,,.~
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Table 27
C1ark-Trm'l VieNpoints at the Beginning and End of the Freshman Year by Sex*

l

V!El-:POl NTS AT

V!EtiPO!NTS AT THE END OF

FRESH~1AN

YEAR (SPRING, 1973)

BEGINNING OF
I

FRESHt':AN YEAR

Vocational

Academic

Coli egi ate

Non.-conformi st

Total
by Sexl

Grand Total

Percent

(FALL, 1972)

t1

F

M

F

~~

F

M

F

M

F

Vocational

1

1

0

2

1

2

0

0

2

5

7

9.86

0

1

.L__§.

3

3

0

0

6

9

15

21.13

Collegiate

3

4

0

6

6

20

2

1

11

31

42

59.15

Non-conformist

0

0

0

2

2

1

1

1

3

4

7

9.86

Total by Sex

4

6

3

15

12

26

3

2

22

49

71

I

Academic

Grand Total
Percent

10

18

33

5

14.09

25.35

53.52

7.04

*Table adapted from Williams (1972).

Note:

not change their vienpoints between the beginning and
freshmen

~'lho

I

The undernned (d~ason~1) numbers in the table refer fo the freshmen \•tho did
~nd

of the fre:;hman year.

Numbers in the off-diagona1 are the

changed their vieNpoints, and to which groups.
~

N

"""
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Table 28
-

...

--

......

.

..

-

- ------ -- ---------------------

-- - -

Subculture Orientation Posttests
and ~Jean I DC Scores of Those Who
Declared Collegiate Orientation in Pretest

126

Table 29
Rank Order· Of Distinguishing Qua 1it i es Of The College
Perceived By Entering Freshrm:n f\t Orientation, 1972, And Percentaaes
Of Students ~·lho Reported Th.ot Expectations Had Been l·let In Spring 1973 Interviews
-

-

------------------------------------------------------------------------ - - - - - - --------

--

DISTINGUISH! NG QUALITY PERCEIVED
BY ENTERING FRESHfiEN UPON ORIENTAT! ON, 1972, IN RANK ORDER

l

1

l

-

RESPONSES TO TilE QUEST!Oil ASKED IN
SPRING 1973, "1101·1 DID OR DID NOT
HIE COLLEGE HEET YOUR EXPECTATIONS?"
Did Not

Did

-

-

---------

--

Small, Friendly

41

( 41 %)

3 (11%)

Personal, Individual

23

(23%)

2 ( 7%)

Speci a 1 Programs
(I & I, 4-l-4)

5 ( 5%)

3

(11 %)

---------------

Acad(>mi c Exec 11 ence
and I nnova ti on

(16%)

4 ( 15%)

Diversity of Oppertunities

1 ( 1%)

2 ( 7%)

Casual, Liberal
Atmosphere

5 ( 5%)

0

Specia1ities
(Phannacy, Engineering)

1 ( 1%)

0

Diversity of Students

1 ( 1%)

0

3

( 3%)

3

(11%)

4 ( 4%)

10

(37%)

16

-

J
-- ------- -------

.

Opportunity for
--

Involvement

-

Other

-

Total Responses

164

Total Responses,
11
Not Diffe\·cntu

75

100

27

3

10

43

240*

70*

70

.

No Response

1

Total Respondents

*In the Orientation data collection, scm:e respondents indicated more than one
distinguishing quality. In the spring data collection, ·some resrondents gave
several characteristics of the colleges \<Jhich \'/ere reported as meeting their
expectations.
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Tab 1e 30 show that few ( 21%) entering freshmen endorse a "body of knowledge" philosophy of education and that only 13% endorse this philosophy
in the spring, while 40% believe that this philosophy is the dominant
view of the I

& I faculty members.

Data regarding college goals and objectives are included in
Tables 31, 32, 33, and 34.

Table 31 presents data showing college goals

~~~-j-~~---'chosen_b,y_fl"esllmen-upon-0!'-ientat'ion,-l9i'2-.-Voca-t~-ona-l-i-nt<:>l"@-S-t-s-wel"e------

declared to be the primary goal of 49% of the entering freshmen, while
only 22% emphasized the development of a broad, general outlook and few
students (13%) declared that their principal goal was to develop skills
in critical and constructive thinking.

Table 32 presents data showing

the degree to which the college objectives of the Introductory Year
.Program are endorsed as important by freshmen in spring, 1973.

These

data show that freshmen endorse the primary object·ives of the Program.
The data in Table 33 indicate hov1ever, that the teachers within the I & I
ProGram are not seen by the freshmen as emphasizing these objectives.
The data in Table 34 show the degree of emphasis which teachers characterized by freshmen as outstanding or poor respectively, place on
instructional objectives.

Effectiveness of presentation and faculty-

student relations are seen as discriminators of outstanding and poor
teachers:

31% of the responses indicated that a teacher was considered

outstanding in the student's estimate because of effective presentation;
31% of the responses said that a teacher was outstanding because of

excellent faculty-student relations.

Poor teachers were characterized

in 33% of the responses as ineffective in their presentation, and in
--------------------- ------ - --- --

15% of the responses as poor in faculty-student relations.

The data regarding aspects of campus life and the degrees to
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Table 30
-------- - - - - ---

Number of Students Choosing
One Of Two Statements Of Educational
Philosophy At Orientation, 1972, And Spring, 1973
-----

----

EDUCATIONAL
PHILOSOPHY
_- .

.,_'
. ,,

..

ORIENTATION

SPRING

Freshmen Perceptions
Freshmen
Freshmen
of Dominant Philosophy
Re-spQnse-s- -·-R@Sponses- __ HeJ_d_b,y_EacuJ_t,y

--- --

---

-

----------- -

j
j
-

- ----- --- - -

There is a body
of knowledge to
be 1ean1ed, and
the faculty is
more competent
than the student
to direct the
student's course
of study through
required courses, ·
prerequisites,
and the 1ike
Students should
be given very
great freedom in
choosing their
subjects of
study and in
choos ·j ng their
own areas of
interest within
those subjects
No Response

N=

-------------- --

50(21%)

9( 13%)

28(40%}

186(77%)

60(86%)

38(54%}

4( 2%)
240

1(0.7%)
70

4( 6%}
70
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Table 31
College Goals Chosen by
Freshmen Upon Orientation, 1972-1973*

--- - - ---

~-

-

--- ----- -

- - -- -

---- ---

-----

~

-

GOALS

1st
Choice

Per
Cent

2nd
Choice

Per
Cent

To Mastel" Certain Techniques
Applicable to My Vocation or
Field of Special Interest

118

(49%)

50

(ill)

To Acquire and Use the
Ski-1-1-s---and Habits Involved
in Critical and Cons tr·ucti ve
Thinking

31

( 13%) .

56

(23%)

To Attain a Satisfactory
Emotional and Social
Adjustment

24

(1 0%)

50

( 21 %)

To Develop a Broad General
Outlook and Familiarity with
a Variety of Subjects

53

(22%)

59

(25%)

To Acquire Knowledge and
Attitudes Basic to a Satisfying Family Life

5

( 2%)

12

( 5%)

No Response

9

( 4%)

13

( 5%)

--~

~'N

~

--

--------

.

= 240

--

.. ;

.

~

.

'1'11111
I
i

I'

I

I

I ~
··········"'.,·~···--~'!'

'

I

'

l~

'i,'

!

I

-·-

Table 32

-

Objectives Endorsed As
Important By Freshmen, Spring 1973*

IBJECTIVES

VERY
Ir1PORTANT

NOT~

SOMEHHAT
IMPORTANT

IMPORTANT

Ir1PORT .NT

NO
RESPONSE

I

I

40 (57%)

II

32 (46%)

III

25 (36%)

I

15 (21%)

33 (47%)
37 (53%)

I

2 ( 3%)

1 ( 1%)

2 (3%)

4 ( 6%)

1 ( 1%)

0 (0%)

'
17 (24%)

I

IV

12 (17%)

v

29 (41%)

.

I,

1 ( Z%)
I

I

36 (51%)

18 (26%)

4 (~%)

30 ( 43%)

8 (12%)

3 (4%)

I

I

I:
II:
III:
IV:
V:

0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
.

To develop each student fully; to personalize his instruction and his/program; to encourage
his independence; to invite him to share in learning and the directio~ of learning; to make
him self-directive and self-instructive.
To develop critical thinking; to encourage analysis and synthesis; to I emphasize inquiry.
To foster international, intercultural pets;J<octives.
To deve 1op in each student commitment and 1-2adershi p, evaluation and Jjudgement.
To offer each student a diversity of educa.ti on a1 experiences, philosophies, and teaching
styles and, also, the freedom to shape these into programs to meet his needs.

*N = 70

~

w

0

, I"
!

'
!

I

I
!

!
i

i

:.~

I
I

;' i

'

'

I

"__l

'.

Table 33
Faculty

OBJECTIVES
I

I

Degree To. Which The I & I
~1embers Emphasized Objectives*

VERY MUCH

SOMEWHAT

NOT AT ALL

3 ( 4%)

22 (31%)

43 ( 62%)

I

NO RESPONSE
2 (3%)
.

II

4 ( 6%)

14 (20%)

50 (71%)

2 (3%)

III

28 (40%)

31 (44%)

8 ( 12%)

3 ( 4%)

IV

16 (23%)

37 (53%)

14 (20%)

3 (4%)

4 ( 6%)

28 (40%)

37 (53%)

1 ( 1%)

v
I:
II:
II I:
IV:
V:
*N

To. devetop each student fully; to persorali:ce his instruction and his /program; to encourage
his independence; to invite him to shc,re in learning and the directiol') of learning; to make
him self-directive and self-instruct·ive.
To develop critical thinking; to encourage analysis and synthesis; tojemphasize inquiry.
To foster i nternati on a 1 , i ntercul tura 1 perspectives.
To develop in each student commitment and 1eade;·ship, evaluation and judgement.
To offer each student a diversity of educational experiences, phi1oso!>hies, and teaching
styles and, also, the freedom to shape these into programs to. meet hi~ needs.

= 70
~

w

~
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Table 34
Class room Objectives ~lenti oned By Freshmen As
Characterizing Either Outstanding Or Poor Teachers, Spring, 1973

OUTSTANDING
Interesting Subject
Ma-Her

24 (22%)

7 ( 11 %)

Effective Presentation

31 (28%)

33 (51%)

Integration of Thematic
Linking

1 ( 1%)

4 ( 6%)

Nonintegration of
Thematic Linking

6 ( 9%)

Nondevelopment of
Intellectual Skills

Development of Intellectual Skills
Development of
..Faculty-Student
Relations
-- -------------

POOR

TOTAL NUMBER OF
MENTIONED*

*t~ore

N = 70

23 ( 21 %)

31 (28%)

15 ( 23%)

Uninteresting Subject
Matter
Ineffective Presenta-·
tion

Nondevelopment of
Facul ty-Stuclent
Relations

TII~ES

110

65

than one objective was mentioned by a respondent in some instances.
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which freshmen found more or less what they expected are presented in
Table 35.

Data in Table 35 show:

freshmen found more diversity among

students, more warmth and friendliness of students, more to 1erance for
openmindedness, and more access to cultural offerings than they expected;
freshmen found less seriousness with which studies are taken, less
intellectual commitment of most students, less availability of qu·iet for
stuay,

ana-les-s-i-rrterest-i-n-1-earn-i-ng-i'or-i-t-s-Gwn---&ake-than_they_exp_e_c~t~ed~.~---

SUMMARY

Chaptel' IV presented a statistical and descriptive analysis of
the data relevant to this study.

Results \'Jere reported of analyses

testing hypotheses related to gain in inte"llectual disposition, class
evaluation ratings, and change in college subculture.

The data presented

did not demonstrate an i nteract·i on effect between IDC 'l eve 1 ar,d teacher
orientation, however significant differences were found among IDC gain
scores, irrespective of teacher effect.

No significant differences were

found in IDC gain between IDC pretest level and student ratings of
classes, although significant differences were found among IDC gain
scores, irrespective of student ratings of teachers.
Teachers who were designated as relationship-oriented received
significantly more positive evaluations than those who were designated
task-oriented on the total class ratings scores, as well as on each subscale within the class evaluations.

The results of the analyses

demonstrated significant differences between identified relationship
-

and task-oriented teachers on subsea 1es measuring effectiveness of
presentation, student perceived understanding of thematic linking,
development of intellectual skills, and faculty-student interaction.
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Table 35
Freshmen Responses, Spring 1973, By Percentage*
To The Question, ''On Ttl"is Campus, Did You Find
More Or Less Than You Expected In The Follm,ing Areas?"

AREA
Amount of studying required

-l

Intell ectua 1 commitment
of most students

Genuine interest in learning fot' its own sake

Involvement in or concern

>Jith social/political

L~S

S~E

~~

~2%- ~~

[

27%

56%

~--:

~"""""'""~"~""-~~-::-1

~~-____j~~&~

L

issues

50%_ _

-.Jm~

Academic standards

j

-j

~~~~~;"H~IE"~~~:m~~~~~t

[ 2 ~1~~~]_==~~~----~

~~~~~~n~~

c~~,~~~r---~~-1

cultural

Diversity among students
in views, attitudes

;~~~~~~":~! ~!~:nwhich

I

~\\\\\~\W0J
24% ~~\\\'\\!

c

60 %

40%

I

_____j

~~]

Memory work required in

classes

28%

J

Warmth and friendliness
of students

E~~~~

Availability of quiet or
privacy for study

I __ s~% ~-·----~~\SE

*N

= 70

34%~
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Changes in college subculture over the introductory year were
not found to be statistically significant, but certain patterns of change
were seen as important in terms of recent research indicating that subgroup members exhibit distinct personality traits.
Descriptive data obtained from a student questionnaire and interview provide further evidence of the impact of the Introductory Year
Program.

These findings are Bas eo upon-observa-H-on-ef-th€-da-ta-l"e-lated,_ _ _ __

to the student ques ti onna ire and interviews, and have not been confirmed
through statistical analysis.
The final chapter of this study presents the investigator's
findings reported in this chapter and the recommendations for further
study based on the findings of this research.

· __ ··-·

-- - - - --

Chapter V
CONCLUSIONS AND

REC0~1t1ENDA TI ONS

This concluding chapter is divided into two main sections:
Conclusions, and (2) Recommendations.

(1)

The first section consists of

conclusions regarding the results obtained from tests of significance,
descriptive data obtained from student questionnaire and interviews,
and a summary.

Recommendations for further study make up the second

section.
CONCLUSIONS
Results of Tests of Significance
In this subsection the conclusions are

di~;cussed

relevant to

tests of significance for (1) gain in intellectual disposition, (2)
class evaluation ratings, and (3) change in college subculture.
Gain in intellectual disposition.

Two sets of hypotheses tested

for relationship between gain in intellectual disposition and teacher
orientation and class satisfaction.

Null hypotheses one and two stated

that there is no relationship between gain in intellectual disposition
and teacher orientation and IDC level, respectively.

Null hypothesis

one was accepted; thus it would appear that there is no significant
interaction between IDC level and teacher orientation.

This finding

can be accounted for by the fact that low IDC students demonstrated
growth in intellectual disposition under relationship-oriented teachers
136
--

---

-
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and task-oriented teachers-while high IDC students showed a loss on this
measure under. both types of teachers.

This finding seems to be contrary

to the imp"lications of the research find·ings reporting that students who
were more authoritarian than others are dissatisfied with non-directive
teaching approaches and tend to do badly in such classes (Wispe, 1951;

-l

Patton, 1955; Stern, Stein, and Bloom, 1956; Gladstein, 1957; Dressel,

---~--"~~~---~l958;-Remmers-,-l959-t-5tel'n-,----1~6Q-,-1-963-)-.-· S-tern_(_l~fi2)

has LJ~a~rt~i~c=u~la.._.r_.l"-------

noted that educators are incorrect in their assumption that optimal
1earning is brought about through nondi.rective classroom environments.
Further, according to Levin (1968), well-organized and structured content
and course style is more effective in inducing change than nonstructured
course content for authoritarian students.
One explanation for the differences in the resuHs of this study
and previous research could be that authoritarianism is or.ly one char--·
acteristicof low IDC students;
considered authoritarian.

Not every low IDC student can be

However this explanation is inadequate in

accounting for the fact that there is little variance in the low IDC
student post scores in that they were consistently in the positive
di rect·i on.
Another explanation for the discrepancy between this study and
previous research may be that this study emphasized teacher presage
characteristics rather than classroom methods in testing for an interaction effect between characteristics of teaching style and student
intellectual disposition.

It is possible that the LPC Test lacks power

to predict the degree of structure or nonstructure emphasized within
the semester by an instructor within the introductory program.

Fiedler

(1967) identified a situation variable in leadership orientation which
-----
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was not separated out in this study.

Testing for situational differences

among teachers may demonstrate an interaction effect among students with
different

roc levels and teacher methodology, and should be studied.

Additionally, a number of studies have shown that the high LPC
leader tends to provide a quasi-therapeutic environment for his group
membership and is concerned with establishing and maintaining good
interpersonal relations (Hutchl ns an a-n ecll~r-;-1%0;-F-iedler,-Meuwe-s.,.__ _ _ __
and Oonk, 1961, and Fiedler, 1967).

Chemers et

~1_.

(1966) found that

high LPC leaders tend to have a group membership with low anxiety scores.
This researcher 1 s findings regarding the Introductory Year Program at
the ·University of the Pacific seems to indicate that the high LPC teacher,
identified as relationship-oriented, is able to provide a facilitative
environment for students with a wide variance in di spas i ti ons

tow;:~rd

learning.
Null hypothesis two was rejected indicating that there were
significant differences among students with high, middle, and low IOC
pretest scores.

Each group 1 s

roc

gain score was shown to be s i gnifi-

cantly different from the other, with the low

roc student having the

only post scores which reflected a gain, rather than a decrease, in
i ntell ectua 1 di spas i ti on.
move a student toward

roc

Therefore the expectancy that college can
gain in the first year

tiated by the growth in the lower IDC group.

is partially substan-

But because null hypothesis

one was accepted, it cannot be inferred that this result can be
attr·i buted to teacher effect.
The findings of this study relating to increase in IDC scores
are inconsistent with previous research which has demonstrated that the
level of student intellectual disposition tends to gain over each year
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of co 11 ege and that students who have a greater capacity for inte 11 ectua 1
growth are identified by high IDC scores (Sanford, 1956; Heist, 1959,

1969; Webster, Tr011 and McConnell, 1962; Heath, 1968; Heist and Yonge,
1968; Chickering, 1969; Feldman and Newcomb, 1969).

The opposite was

discovered in that students low in intellectual disposition had signif..:
i cantly greater gain stores than high and middle I DC students after one
year in the Introductory Year Program.
But Feldman and NevJComb (1969) have said that there are no
grounds to expect, as an invariable occurrence, that college effects are
greater during the freshman year.

The authors pointed out that in some

cases the chal"lenges of the lower division student may be greater than
those of the upper d·ivision student, while at other colleges greater

l

-~

1

pressures for change may be on upper division students.

Further com··

plicating predkt·ion is the fact that the timing of changes in intellectual d·isposition during college also depends upon individual rhythms
of adaption (Feldman and Newcomb, 1969).
Consistent with the findings of th"is study are the results of
the research of Clark et ~· (1972).

The authors reported that the·only

IDC gain scores in their four year study were those of students Vlith
initially low IDC scores.

These gains were only from students enrolled

in select liberal arts colleges, wh·ile students enrolled in other colleges showed no significant differences between freshmen and senior scores
when examined by individual college and by IDC level.

Thus freshmen gain

scores for 1 ow IDC 1 evel students may indicate that the Co 11 ege of the
Pacific's lntroductory Year Program pro vi des an environment which faci 1itates growth in intellectual disposition for those initially low in this
dimension.

In this regard, the fjndings reported by this investigator
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are consistent with the findings of Clark et il_}_. (1972).

Inconsistent

with all previous research cited is the genera 1 decline of I DC scores of
those students initially high and average in this dimension.
One possible explanation for a general decline in IDC scores can
be what Stern (1966) has called "the freshman myth."

That is, decreases

in scores on measures of intellectual disposition could be the result of
a modification of the idealistic and naive view that most freshmen bring
to college regarding the nature of the intellectual inquiry to be pursued.

Stern emphasized that this experience is virtually universal.

Nevertheless, other research showed that by year's-end students have
adjusted sufficiently to the realities of college to demonstrate gains

I

in IDC scores over one year of college (Flacks, 1963; Rowe, 1964; and
Yuker and Block, 1967).
Another factor which may have contr·ibuted to the dif"i'erences in
results between this study and previous research is that in only one
study reviewed did the authors distinguish between overall IDC gain and
gain by IDC levels (Clark et il_}_., 1972).
above that the Clark

~ill·

This investigator has reported

research is consistent with the findings of

this study in that only those students with low IDC scores gained in
intellectual disposition between the two test periods.
Null hypothesis three was accepted indicating that student
satisfaction v1as not related to IDC gain.

It cannot be assumed there-

fore, that a classroom environment which meets with student satisfaction
has a relationship with growth in student intellectual disposition.
While significant differences in class ratings between students with a
majority of relationship and task-oriented teachers, respectively, are
reported in the next subsection of this chapter, nevertheless IDC gain
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has not been shown to be affected by differences in class satisfaction.
The results of this study relating to IDC gain with a facilitative
environment appear to be inconsistent with studies which report that
student intellectual development takes place within a powerful and consistent learning environment (Bloom, 1964; Heist, 1965; Sanford, 1967;
r~ason,

1972).
One pass 1 o1e-Exp-la:na:ti-on-for-the-discrepancy-between-the-f-i-nd-i-ngs----

of this study and that of previous research may be the identification of
a faci 1i tati ve environment.

The authors of the research cited above have

noted that a facilitative environment must also be consistent and challenging to be considered developmentally powerful.

The descriptive data

to be reported in the next main section indicate that the classroom

I

·environment reported by a majority of students is not one that can be
considered challenging and, as such, developmentally powerful.
Null hypothesis four was rejected indicating tho.t s·ignHicant
differences exist between IDC gain scores among students with middle and
low pretest scores who rate their. classes as high or low in general
satisfaction.

High IDC pretest scores could not be analyzed in that no

·high IDC student gave low class evaluations.

This hypothesis tested for

the same effect reported under hypothesis two but examined the effect in

j

terms of class satisfaction.

J

way stud_ents rated classes in satisfaction was not related to IDC gain.

Results of this analysis showed that the

However, the particular IDC level which identified the students showed
significant differences among groups of those who rated the teachers as
high or low.
---

--

- - -------

In other words, those students who were considered low in

IDC consistently made higher gain scores on the posttest than those with
middle or high IDC level scores.

The findings of- this research are
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consistent with those findings of Clark et

~·

(1972) who reported that

only those students with initially low IDC scores demonstrated growth
in intellectual disposition over four years of college.

The results of

the findings of this study are inconsistent with previous research which
has demonstrated that the level of student intellectual disposition

l
-

l

--~j

tends to gain over each year of college and that students who have a
greater capacity for intellectual growth are identified by higi1I!JC.------scores (Sanford, 1956; Heist, 1959, 1969; Webster, Trow and

r~cConnell,

1962; Heath, 1968; Heist and Yonge, 1968; Chickering, 1969; Feldman and

Newcomb, 1969).

Since the gain scores of the students with low IDC

scor.es in the Clark study came only from those students enrolled in
select liberal arts colleges, it would appear that the Introductory Year
Program, at least for low IDC students, has iln impaccs-·i-ITI·ilar to that of
a select, liberal arts college.
It is interesting to note that no hi9h IDC student gavt: 1m·; class
evaluations.

This finding is related to that of Spraights (1967)

~1ho

related students' perceptions of teachers to their academic l"ecords.
The more academically ab 1e students were determined to perceive teachers
more positively than other students.

It would appear that students with

high IDC scores also tend to perceive teachers more positively.

It

should be noted, however, that this is probably not true of the highest
IDC student within the high IDC level.

This individual is a rarity.

He

tends to be nonconformist and negative toward many traditional academic
areas (Heist, 1968).

No students in this study had IDC scores at

entrance which placed them in this category.
Class evaluation ratings.

Null hypotheses five, six, seven,

eight, and nine were rejected indicating that significant differences
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. were found between identified task and. rel ati onshi p-ori en ted teachers in
terms of general satisfaction of students with their teaching.

This was

true not only on the general satisfaction dependent variable representing
the summation of scores on each subtest, but also on each of the subtests:

sat·isfaction with effectiveness of presentation, thematic linking,

development of intellectual skills, and faculty-student interaction.
There are three stranclsOf rel evanrliterature-wh-i·eh-ar'e-Gon------si stent with the finding of si gni fi cant differences betv1een task and
relati onshi p-ori en ted teachers on each of the sub tests:

1 i tera ture

related to (1) class ratings, (2) positive teacher characteristics, and
(3) characterist·ics of the high LPC, or relationship-oriented, leader.
Trent and Cohen (1973) summarized the literature regarding class
ratings as indicating that ratings can provide reliable information
about at 1east three aspects of co 11 ege teaching:

the skill of a teacher

in terms of his personal effectiveness, the rapport between the teacher
and his students, and the organization and management of a particular
course.

I

Thus student ratings are seen to primarily contribute infor-

mation regarding effectiveness of presentation, faculty-student interaction, and possibly, the development of intellectual skills.

The

findings of this study support the first and second concepts and show
that student perception of effectiveness of presentation as mea.sured by
their satisfaction with teaching is related to specific teacher characteristics, specifically those that distinguish relationship and taskoriented teachers.
Significant differences in class ratings can be attributed to
the positive teacher traits which are generally. recognized as character; sti c of effective teaching.

The findings of this study are consistent
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with those of Ebel (1969), Flanders (1969), and Gage (1972).

The first

two authors have emphasized the strong relationship between the degree
to which teachers' statements make use of learners' ideas and feelings
and positive class attitudes and student achievement.

Gage synthesized

the literature of teacher effectiveness into four positive teacher
variables:

warmth, indirectness, cognitive organization and enthusiasm.

Thus the positive teacher characteristics associ a te·d-wi-th-eHee-t-i-ve-·-----teaching can be seen to relate primarily to faculty-student interaction,
effectiveness of presentation, and the development of intellectual
skills.

The cognitive organization emphasis may also relate to thematic

linking, but no previous research has been conducted on this dimension
si nee the 1inking of one co 11 ege class with another is an aspect unique
to the Introductory Year Program.
In this study the char·acteristics reported above lien: id<c.ntified
by the Fiedler (1967) Test and significant differences were found to
exist in the general satisfaction expressed by students between teachers
possessing these characteristics and those teachers who did not possess
these characteristics.

A number of studies have shown that the high LPC

leader tends to provide a quasi-therapeutic environment for his group
_j

members and is concerned with establishing and maintaining good interpersona 1 relations (Hutchins and Fiedler, 1960; Fiedler, Meuwese and
Oonk, 1961; and Fiedler, 1967).

These characteristics relate to those

subscales on the class ratings which emphasize effectiveness of presentation and faculty-student relations.

Other studies have shown the

relationship-oriented individual to have more complex cognitions in his
perceptions of the behaviors of others (Schroeder, Driver, and Streufert,
1967; Mitchell, 1970; Foa, Mitchell, and Fiedler, 1971).

This
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characteristic may relate to the high ratings given relationship-oriented
teachers on the subscale measuring development of intellectual skills.
The results of this study have demonstrated that the characteristics of a relationship-oriented teacher as defined by the LPC are
positively related to good teaching as perceived by students.

Thus this

study has demonstrated that Fiedler's instrument can be a useful tool in
future research on college teaching.
Change in college subculture.

Null hypothesis ten was accepted

indicating that there were no significant differences between student
change in subculture membership over the freshman year.

The findings

of this study are inconsistent with research reported by Sutherland et
~l·

1

(1962), Levin (1967), and Feldman and Newcomb (1969).

One explana-

li on for the discrepancy between this study and the findings of other
researchers caul d be that the chc.nge hypothesi zed •das greater· than could
be expected within the first year of college since previous research has
concentra.ted on change over four years of co 11 ege.
In addition to the test of significance for percentage of change
in subculture orientation, the changes within each subculture were
examined more closely.

The data in Table 27 showed that

1~hile

the

propor·tions of each subculture remained approx·irnately the same during
the year, almost half of the freshmen changed their subculture orientation between the fall and the spring.

Thus, it can be seen that there

was subculture movement within the one year, but that no one subculture
was chosen more often than the others at the time of posttesting.
The data in Table 28 show the subculture orientation posttests
and the mean IDC scores of those who declared a Collegiate orientation
in the fall.

That is, the data demonstrate the differences in IDC mean
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scores of those Collegiate subculture members who subsequently chose the
Vocational, Academic, and Nonconformist subcultures.

The mean scores of

the members of the two latter subcultures are h·igher than those who
chose the Vocational subculture, or who remained in the Collegiate subculture in the fall.

This finding is consistent with that of Davis

(1965) , who put forth a "birds-of-a-feather" hypothesis which indica ted
tna t suB curture me moe rs-e-xht!Jtrpersona-1-ity-tra-i-ts--s-imi+al"-to-those-oi'----the viewpoint to which they move when tested at the end of the school
year.

It is also consistent with the finding of Chickering (1969) that

students who shift to the Nonconfol'mi st and Academic orientations, score
higher on measures of intellectual disposition than do those students
who shift to the Vocational and Collegiate orientations.
Thus it was demonstrated that movement arr:ong subculture orienta-·
tions took place within one year of college, but H could not be
demonstrated that there was a s·ignificant shift in the pe1·centage of
students choosing the various subcultures between fall and spring.

The

Collegiate subculture orientation remained the choice of over half of
the respondents in spring as well as in fall.
.Descriptive

Data Obtained from Student Questionnaire and Interviews

In this subsection the conclusions are discussed relevant to
descriptive data about the University of the Pacific regarding (1) distinguishing quality, (2) educational philosophy; (3) college goals, (4)
college objectives, (5) classroom objectives, and (6) expectations
regarding campus life.

Within the literature reviewed, the question had

.. ·

been raised whether the merit of certain institutions lay in what they
did to students rather than in the students to whom they did it (Darley,
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1956; Holland, 1957; Clark et ~·, 1972).

Additionally, Feldman and--

Newcomb ( 1969) have indicated that, "The more pres ti gi ous the ins ti tuti on,
the more likely it is to attract and to admit those students who have
already most nearly attained the characteristics of an educated man."

It

was in this regard that this study concentrated on the characteristics of

~

entering freshmen:

their perceptions of the co 11 ege upon entrance; their

1ater views on ftsa1st-inguisning qua 11tl'-esall<l-goo.-l-s-and-obj-e·ctives-;-----and the students' subsequent development of intellectual 'dispos·ition
within the Introductory Year Program.
Distinguishing quality.

More than two thirds of the entering

freshmen felt that this institution had a special distinguishing quality.
Half of these students noted that the school was small and friendly; one

I
------- 1

quarter expected to receive personal and individual attention here.

Only

5% perceived the University's distinctive quality to be academic exce·llence and innovation.

Thus the University was perceived at entrance

primarily as distinctive in its strong sense of community.
In the spring two out of every five freshmen indicated that the
University had met their expectations of smallness and friendliness.

One

fourth as many (11%) said that their expectations had not been met in
this regard.

The expectancy of personal and individual attention was met

for one quarter of the respondents, whi"le only 7% volunteered that this
expectancy had not been met.

One out of six of the respondents indicated

that expectations of academic excellence and innovation had been met;
nearly the same percentage of students reported their expectations had
not been met.

Thus it can be seen that the main area in which the

University is both perceived as unique and in which expectations are met,
is in the area of community.

These results may partially account for
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the lack of significant growth in IDC on the part of students enrolled
in the Introductory Year Program.

It is apparent that the entering

freshmen did not select the college for its qualities relating to
intellectual stimulation, but rather as a place which could provide
them the comfort of confirming them as they are.

This latter condition

is one which Sanford (1967} has noted to be directly opposed to the chal1enge of a Cleve I opmen ta 11y

powerfu-1-envi-ronmen-t-neee~s-arj'~for-§a-i-n-i-n;-----

student intellectual disposition.
Educational philosophy.

Freshmen were asked in both the fall and

the spring to choose one of two philosophies of education:

one emphasized

a great deal of latitude and choice for the students' program; the other
emphasized that there was a specific body of knowledge to be learned in

I

l

college.

Fifty-four per cent of the students perceived the faculty 2,s

having educational beliefs consistent with the philosophy of the I
Program.

&I

Whi'le few freshmen felt that there is a body of knov1ledge to

be 1earned, two-fifths of them viewed the faculty as emphasizing a philosophy of education which is contrary to the spirit of the Introductory
Year Program.

Given these perceptions of a large number of students

detecting a d·lscrepancy between the philosophy of the Program and that
of the faculty members, it would appear that the hypotheses relating to
IDC gain were unrealistic in testing for the existence of a developmentally powerfu"l and consistent learning environment.
College goals.

Studies of student goals in college have shown

that students differ in indicating which of two main goals is of highest
importance:

"Providing vocational training, developing skills and tech-

niques applicable to a career;" and "Providing a basic general education
and application of ideas."

Two generalizations have resulted from
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previous research on student goals:

(1) in almost every case there is a

gain in the percentage of students who indicate that the main goal of a
college education is to provide a -basic general education between the
freshmen and senior years; and (2) the goal of providing a basic general
education is held by a higher percentage of freshmen and seniors among
the students at select-ive, liberal arts colleges (Goldsen, 1951; Goldsen
et

~-,

1960; Birney, Coplin, ana-Grose,

1965; Gaff, 1965; Martin, l969b; Clark et

1950-;--Ruwe-;-1~6-4-;-Bi-Renzo-;;-,----

~-,

1972; King, n.d.).

Half of the entering freshmen at Pacific reported that the-ir primary goal was to master techniques applicable to a vocation.

The goal

chosen next most often was to develop a broad and general outlook, and a
familiarity with a variety of subjects.

1

This second goal received less

than half as many nominations as the first.

Only an eighth of the

enter··ing freshmen chose as their primary goal the acquisition of critical
and constructive thinking skills.

Thus the entering freshmen are seen

in their primary goal orientation as vocational and practical, rather
than intellectual or scholarly.
College objectives.

Freshmen, in all cases, endorsed the

objectives of the Introductory Year Program as very important or important.

The highest endorsement was given to the first objective of the

Program which relates to developing each student fully, encouraging his
independence, emphasizing the student's self direction and self instruction.

A very high endorsement was also given to the second objective

which emphasizes critical thinking and inquiry.
When the freshmen were asked the degree to which the I

&I

faculty members emphasized these objectives, two-thirds responded that
the first objective was not emphasized at all, nearly three-fourths
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indicated that this was also true of the second objective.

Freshmen

reported that faculty members tended to emphasize the objectives which
centered on fostering international and intercultural perspectives, and
developing commitment and leadership, evaluation and judgment.
It. would appear that while freshmen agree with the objectives of
the Introductory Year Program, the faculty is not viewed as emphasizing
~~~+~-----these-obje~t-ives-as-un-i-ver-s-a-l-l-y-as-they-ape-end0l"Sad~by-thB-students.-----

Further, the objectives that the students primarily view as important
relate to self development, while faculty emphasis, perceived by students,
seems broader and more academic in emphasis than the students V/Ou.ld
appear to endorse.

This fact may help explain the lack of intellectual

growth by high and middle I DC 1evel students.

The re 1evant hypotheses

tested for the effects of a facilitative teaching style vrithin a con··
s i stent and deve 1opmenta 11y--ori en ted 1earning en vi l"onment.

\·Jhct:1er' or

not the faculty emphasis was inconsistent with the objectives of the
Progra.m, the students, nevertheless, did not see the efforts of faculty
members to be in terms ·of their· individual developm!;!rit.
Classroom objectives.
the data presented in Table 34:

Three important points are evident from
(1) Effectiveness of presentation and

faculty-student relations appear to be the discriminators of outstanding
and poor teachers.

These were the first and second choices respectively

of classroom objectives chosen by students which characterize both
outstanding and poor teachers.

These findings are consistent with the

research of Eble (1969), Flanders (1969), and Gage (1972).

(2) The

objectives relating to interest of subject matter and development. of
intellectual skills were chosen secondarily .after the two objectives
mentioned above, while (3) integration of thematic linking

was shown
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not to be important in determining either outstanding or poor teachers.
Expectations regarding campus life.

Freshmen reported at the end

of their school year that they found more than they expected in diversity,
warmth, and friendliness of students.

They also found more tolerance for

divergent views and access to cultura 1 offerings than they expected.
They found less than they expected in the seriousness

1~ith

which studies

are taken, inte11ectual commitment of most students, avaiTatli-ltty-of-----quiet for study, and interest in learning for its own sake.

The only

two areas in which more than half of the respondents indicated that they
had found about what they expected were in ( 1) academic standards, and
(2) warmth and friendliness of students.
It would appear that these last two areas are pivotal points in
characterizing freshmen expectancies regarding campus life.

Regarding

·academic standards, it was reported by over half of the freshmen that
they found what they anticipated; yet over half of the students found
less intellectual commitment, less interest in learning for its own sake,
and less seriousness with which studies are taken; and only 4% reported
that they found more seriousness \'lith which studies are taken than they
anticipated.

It would appear that students upon entrance had a fairly

good idea of the academic standards of the University, but that after
matriculation, student compliance with these standards was found to be
less than they expected.
Regarding the expectations of finding fellow students who were
warm and friendly, fewer than one out of seven freshmen reported that
they found less of this quality than they expected.

However, 40%

reported that they found more diversity among students than they
expected; one third said that they found more tolerance for, and
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-

-

-

openmindedness regarding divergent views-, dress, and behavior, than they

.....

expected.
Thus it would appear that students upon entrance had a fairly
good idea of the warmth and friendliness characterizing the University,
but found more diversity among students and more tolerance for diversity
than they expected.

Student gain in intellectual disposition was not shown to be
related to either teacher orientation or student satisfaction
classes.

1~ith

There were significant differences found in IDC gain among:

h·igh IDC students, whose posttest scores decreased on this measure;

I

middle IDC students, whose posttest scores also decreased; and low IDC
students whose posttest scores increased.

The Intv·oductory Year

P~'ogram

appears to facilitate gain in intellectual disposition for those-initially
low on the measure, but this effect cannot be sho\vn to result from a
particular. teacher effect or from measures of class satisfa-ction.
Significant differences were found between identified task. and
relationship-oriented teachers in class evaluation ratings.

It was sug-

gested that the relationship-or·iented teacher (h·igh LPC leader) is able
to provide a faci 1 i tati ve environment for students 1<1ith a wide variance
in disposition toward learning.
Movement among Vocational, Collegiate, Academic, and Nonconformist
subculture orientations was shown to take place during the first year of
college.
- ------------------------

It could not be demonstrated however, that there was a signifi-

cant shift in the percentage of students choosing the various subcultures
in fall and in spring. Thus the Collegiate subculture orientation
remained the dominant choice of freshmen after one year at the University.
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The main area in which the University is both perceived as unique
and in which student expectations are met

is in the area of community.

Freshmen reported that their primary goal orientation is vocational and
practical.

However, they endorsed all of the objectives of the

Introductory Year Program, particularly emphasizing the full development
of each student.

According to student perception, though, few of the

faculty emphasized the Introductory Year Program

oi:JJFcttves-rela-ted-te~~~~~

student se lf-deve 1opment, cri ti ca 1 thinking and inquiry.
emphasis appeared to them to be broader
students would appear to endorse.

The faculty

and more academic than the

Exce 11 ent teachers and poor teachers

were chosen by students primarily on the basis of effectiveness of presentation and faculty-student relations.
--

have little to do

1~ith

Thematic linking was shown to

their choice.

Students found the acade;rd c standards at ti1e Uni vers Hy to be
about what they expected.

Student comp 1i ance with these standards was

found to be less than expected.
ness on the campus was met.

The expectancy of warmtn an-d--Triendl i-

However, it would appear that students were

surprised to find as much diversity among students
for diversity

and as much tole1·ance

as they found at the University of the Pacific.

It would appear that the finding that the Introductory Year
Program has not brought about significant gain in IDC level can be
partially explained by the lack of intellectual interest of the students
who matriculate.

The level at which the Program focuses may be too low

in that the only students who were challenged enough to show growth were
those with low initial intellectual dispositions.

This effect in itself

is worthwhi 1e, but may be at the expense of the students who are in
greater need of challenge to gain in intellectual orientation.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
···

..

(1)

The appropriateness of the Fiedler LPC Test for use with

college classroom teachers was demonstrated; it is therefore recommended
that future studies be designed which include the LPG Test as a categorical variable.
(2)

Future studies should replicate this study using a task-

situation variable in an effort to determine if this variable can affect
leadership effect·iveness in a college classroom.
(3)

Future investigators should replicate this study con-elating

teacher orientation, as determined by the LPG Test, with classroom
observations of characteristics of teaching style.
(4}

Future investigators should replicate this study correlating

classroom observations of characteristics of teaching style with st:.;dent
perceptions of effectiveness.
(5}

...

Future investigators should replicate this study CO!'relating

student and teacher perceptions of the degree to which the class has met
the objectives of the Introductory Year Program.
(6)

Future investigators should replicate this study utilizing

an in-service program for teachers in an effort to measure IDC gain of
students who have been taught by teachers trained in providing a facilitative and developmentally powerful classroom environment.
(7)

The results of this study suggest that future investigators

should focus on the authoritarian characteristics of the low IDC students,
since this characteristic is not sufficiently identified within the
determination of
(8}
-

---

roc

level.

Tlris study should be replicated at the end of the senior year

of the population to test the effects of the college experience upon
students over four years.
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App!;!ndix A
Fiedler Least Preferred Coworker Test

..

Look at t11e words nt both ends o£ t11e Une before you put in }'OUr "'X".
Please remember that there are no right or wrong answers. Work rapid!)';
you• first onswcr is likely to be the best. Ple:lse do not omit nny ite!ll!l,

__: ~.NAMl"J

-

-

F_~ple differ in the ways they think about thme with whom t!icy worK:c·-il------1-and-marl:-e::u:h-item-ooly-onee·~-------------

--

'lfhis may be impmt:mt in working with others. Jllcase give your imme~
iatc, first rcaclion to the items on the following two pages.

-

lPC

claw arc pairs of words wllich are opposite in me;1ning, such as "'Very
cil.t" and ":\ot ncat.".You m: :~~~J to describe s~mcone with whom you
vc worked by pbcmg: :m X m one of the e1ght spaces on the line

Think of the person tL'ith u:hom you can work least well. He may be
someone you work with now, ot he m_ay be someone you la1eW in the past.

E

'
l

_ tween tl1e two words.

l

-----if.· escribing,
ach spacr: represents hnw well the ndjcctive fits
as if it were wriltcn:
ery neot ,

8

He does not h;~vc to be the person you. like Ic:lSt well, but should be tl1e
person with \vhom you had the most difficulty in getting a job done.
Describe this person as he appears to you.

the person you are

,__ , __ , __ , __ , __,__,__, Not neat
7

5

0

4

3

2

Pl~asant

1

Friendly

Very Quite Some· Slightly Slightly Some· Quite Very
neat 11eat what llCnt llntiJy what untiJy untidy
.neat
untidy

Rejecting

E..XA~[PLF.: I_f you were to describe the person with whom you t'lrc
oble to work least \\:en, t'lncl you ordinari!}' think of hint as being quite

~!cat, you would put an "X" in the second space from the words Very !\'cat,

r·thi..

.X

'_4_,_3_,_2-'l-'
.
.

Tense

Not neot

Distant

Very Quite Some· Sli::;htly Sli~htly Some· Quite Verv
neat 11ent wl1at nen.t untidy what untiJy untidy
neat
untidy
-

Cold

you ordin~rily think of the person with whom ;·ou cnn work least well
hdng only oligl.lly :'"'·you ~~"ld,put yom "X" as followso
.

ery neat :

1

l

8

.

:__:
7

0

Supporth·e

-::s _ _ , __,__,__: Not n~~t
4

3

2

Boring

1

Very Quite SomC:. Sli~ht!y Sli!!htly So:m·: Quito Very
_Deal neat wl1o.t. neat untidy wh.1t uatidyuntidy
neat
,
uotidy

·

you wou]d think of him as being very untidy, you would use the space
X

Efficient

rrcst tl1c words Not Neat.

•1ery neat

Gloomy

:8:_7_,_6_:s-1-4_:_3_,_2_,_1_: Not neat
Very Quite Some•
neat n'!ilt whilt
. neat

Sli_~htly

neat

Sli,t;htlr Smn<:· Quite Very
uulid)' wh.1l ur.tidyuntidy
untidy
.

Open
.'
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7
7

---·__
. __
• -:
4
2
1
3

__ __ ---· __.__,
6

5

6

5

--·_. ,

-·

8

'!OR

-~/cry neot:_8_,_7_:_6_,_5_·

--·
8

--·

4

3

2

1

Unple;~sant

Unfriendly

Appendix B
Description of Omnibus Personality Inventory Scales*
1. Thinking Introversion (TI)--43 items: Persons scoring high
on this measure are characterized by a liking for reflective thought and
academic activities. They express interests in a broad range of ideas
found in a variety of areas, such as literature, art, and philosophy.
Their thinking is less dominated by immediate conditions and situations,
or by commonly accepted ideas, than that of thinking extroverts (low
scorers). Most extroverts show a preference for overt action and tend
to evaluate ideas on the basis of their practical, immediate application,
or to entirely reject or avoid dealing with ideas and abstractions.
2. Theoretical Orientation (T0)--33 items: This scale measures
an ·interest in, or orientation to, a more restricted range of ideas than
is true of TI. High scot·ers indicate a preference for dea 1i ng with
theoretical concerns and problems and fer using the scientific method in
thinking; many are also exhibiting an interest in science and ·in scientific activities. High scorers are generally logical, ana·l_vtical, and
criti ca 1 in their approach to prob 1ems and s i tua ti •.Jns.
3. Estheticism ( Es) --24 items: High scorer·s endorse statements
indicating .d·iverse interests in artistic matters and activities and a
high level of sensitivity and response to esthetic stimulation. The content of the statements in this scale extends beyond painting, sculpture,
and music, and includes interests in literature and dramatics.

4·. Complexity (Co)--32 items: This measure reflects an experimenta 1 and fl exi b1e orientation rather than a fixed way of viewing and
orgam Zl ng phenomena. High scorers are to 1erant of ambiguities and
uncertainties; they are fond of novel situations and ideas. Most persons
high on this dimension prefer to dea 1 w'ith comp 1exity, as opposed to
simplicity, and very h·igh scorers are disposed to seek out and to enjoy
diversity and ambiguity.
5. Autonomy (Au)--43 items: The characteristic measured by'this
scale is composed of liberal, non-authoritarian thinking and a need for
independence. High scorers show a tendency to be independent of
authority as traditionally imposed through soci a 1 institutions. They
oppose infringements on the rights of i ndi vi dua 1s and are to 1erant of
viewpoints other than their own; they tend to be rea 1i sti c, i nte 11 ectually

*from Heist and Yonge, 1968, pp. 4-5.
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and po 1 i ti ca lly 1 i bera 1 , and much 1ess j udgmenta 1 than 1ow scorers.
6. Religious Orientation (R0)--26 items: High scorers are
skeptical of conventional religious beliefs and practices and tend to
reject most of them, especially those that are orthodox or fundamentalistic in nature. Persons scoring around the mean are manifesting a
moderate view of religious beliefs and practices; low scorers are
manifesting a strong commitment to Judaic-Christian beliefs and tend to
·•
be conservative in general and frequently rejecting of other viewpoints.
f
(The direction of scoring on this scale, with religious orientation
------1] _ _ _ _---+if'n'-'dl._,·c--'a'-:t:";e"'d--'<b.)l low scores, was based chiefly on the correlation between
these items and the first four scales, ~1hich measure a general i!lfel-------lectual disposition.)
·

l

7. Social Extroversion (SE)--40 items: This measure reflects
a preferred style of relating to people in a social context. High
scorers display a strong interest in being with people, and they seek
social activities and gain satisfaction from them. The social introvert
(low scorer) tends to withdraw from social contacts and responsibilities.

I

J

8. Impulse Expression (IE)--59 items: This scale assesses a
general readiness to express impulses and to seek gratification either
in conscious thought or in overt action. High scorers have an active
imag·ination, value sensual reactions and feelings; ver·y high scorers
have frequent fee 1 i ngs of rebe n ion and aggression.
9. Personal Integration (PI)--55 items: The high scorer admits
to few attitudes and behaviors that charucterize socia"l"ly alienated or
emotionally disturbed persons. Lov1 scorers often intcntiona1"1y avoid
others and experience feelings of hostility and aggression along with
feeling of isolation, loneliness, and rejection.
10. Anxiety Level (AL)--20 items: High scorers deny that they
have feelings or symptoms of anxiety, and do not admit to being nervous
or worried. Low scorers describe themselves as tense and high-strung.
They may experience some difficulty in adjusting to their social environment, and they tend to have a poor opinion of themselves. (Note the
direction of scoring on this sea 1e: a high score indicates a 1ow
anxiety level, and vice versa.)
11. Altruism (AM)--36 items: The high scorer
person and trusting and ethical in his relations with
strong concern for the feelings and welfare of people
scorers tend not to consider the feelings and welfare
view people from an impersonal, distant perspective.

is an affiliative
others. He has a
he meets. Low
of others and often

12. Practical Outlook (P0)--30 items: The high scorer on this
measure is interested in practical, applied activities and tends to value
material possessions and concrete accomplishments. The criter-ion most
often used to evaluate ideas and things is one of immediate utility.
Authoritarianism, conservatism, and non-intellectual interests are very
frequent personality components of persons scoring above the average.
13.

Masculinity-Femininity (MF)--56 items:

This scale assesses
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some of the differences in attitudes and interests between college men
and women. High scorers (masculine) deny interests in esthetic matters,
and they admit to few adjustment problems, feelings of anxiety, or personal inadequacies. They also tend to be somewhat less socially inclined
than 'low scorers and more interested in scientific matters. Low scorers
(feminine), besides having stronger esthetic and social inclinations,
a1so admit to greater sens i ti vi ty and emoti ona 1ity.
14. Besponse Bias (RB)--28 items: This measure, composed chiefly
of items seemingly unrelated to the concept, represents an approach to
assessing the student's test-taking attitude. High scorers are responding
-_-_-_-_-~ _ _ _ ____:in a manner similifr'lo a group ofstUclents wno were explTcftly asJ<ea~to=-:.:'-"----make a good impression by their responses to these items. Low scorers, on
the contrary, may be trying to make a bad impression or are indicating a
1ow state of we 11 ·-being or fee 1i ng of depression.

--

_·

Appendix C
Definiti ens of Intellectual Di sposi ti on Categories*
--

Category

Definition

1.

Broad intrinsic interests with strong
literary and esthetic perspectives.

2.

Intrinsic interests oriented toward dealing
with concepts and abstractions.

3.

Intellectuality emphasizing problem-solving
and rational thinking.

4.

Intellectuality tempered by an achievement
orientaUon and a discipl·inary focus.

5.

'Interest in academic ma.tters and
but as a means toward an end.

uchievem~:nt,

6.

Attenuated learn·ing orientution with vocational and practical emvhascs.

7.

Nonintellectual with no interest in ideas
or literary and esthetic matters.

8.

Anti-intellectual, but not uninterested
in
tangibles and learning the 11 practical. 11

*as summarized by Wilson, 1972.
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Appendix D
Criteria for Determining Intellectual Disposition Category (IDC)
Based on Standard Scores*
,_

COLUMN A

COLUMN B

COLUMN C

TI or TO
is:

If all
criteria
in Column
B are met,
assign
student to
IDC:

1
--

--

--

--

--

TI+TO+Es+Co
4
is:

-

- -

TI and TO

are:

Au or RO
is:

- - -- -

COLUMN D
If one or
more
criteria
in Column
B are not
met,
assign
student to
IDC:

~

j
- -- -------

--

above 59

above
69 -----above 59
-----

62-64

above 54

above 64

above 54

58-61
54-57

above 49

above 59

above 49 '

above 54

above 44

4

above 49

above 44

5

6

below 55

6

5

48-53
-

---

--

--

r--------I

above 64

42-47

below 55

1

-

-

2

2

3
-------

l

_L_ __

4

5
--+-------I

38-41

below 46

7

6

below 38

below 41

8

7

DIRECTIONS--To determine a student's IDC, locate the average of his
standard scores on TI, TO, Es, and Co in Column A. Then, reading to the
right, se~his scores meet all of the criteria in Column B. If they
do, assign the roc from ColumnC. If one ot· more of the criteria in
Column B are not met; assign the roc from Column D.*from Heist and Yonge, 1968, p. 59.
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Appendix E

FRESHMAN ORIENTATION 1972-73
Name

------------------------~

Please answer the following five questions:

__
I. Which of the foll01ving is most in line with your educational
----_+j1----,p-1-an-s---f-or--t-h-e-rre-xt-f-ew-ye-a-rs-?'-------------------~---____ Leave col lege before completing four years
Transfer to another college or university before graduating
---Remain on this campus and graduate
2.

Which of the following objectives do you hope to garn rn college?
Place a
"1" next to th~ most important object;ve
"2" next to the second most important
To master certain techniques applicable to my vouation or
field of special interest.
To acquire and use the ski lis and habits involved in critical
and. constructive thinking
To attain a satisfactory emotional and social adjttstment
"To develop a broad general outlook and familiarity with a
variety of subjects
Tri acquire knowledge and attitudes basic to a satisfying
family life

l

j.

3.

.

~·

.....

Do you see this college as having some special quality that
distinguishes it from ~ther col leges and universities?
·_ _Not great I y d i ffer·ent from other co I I eges
____ It has a special distinguishing quality
If Yes, would you note briefly what you think this special
quality rs:
.

4.

Which of these statements comes closer to your own view?
__·_Students sou I d be given very great· freedom in chaos i ng their
subjects of study and in choosing their own areas of interest
within those subjects.
_ _There is a body of knowledge to be learned, and the faculty
is more competent than the student to direct the student's
course of study through required courses, prerequisites, and
the I ike.
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On cvcpy co I I ogc oP un i veps i ty camp LIS students hoI d a variety
of attitJdcs about their own purposes and goals whi lc at col leg<l
Such an attitude might be thougl1t of as a personal philosophy
of higher education.
The following paragraphs aPe dcscPiptive
statements of four sucl1 •personal phi losopl1ies" which there is 1
reason to believe are quite pPevalent on AmePican col lege campus
As you read the four statements, attempt to determine how close
each comes to your own philosophy of higher education.

P/l!LOSOPJlY A: This philosophy cmrhasizcs education

PHILOSOPHY C: This philosophy holds that besides occ\1-

essentially as prcp;u:ttion for an. occup~tional future.
Socin1 or purely intdlcctu.:tl phases of campus life arc
. relatively less important, alth0ugh certr~in!y not ignored.
Conccra with extracurricular activities and co!!~gc tnldi~
tlons is relatively smnll. PC'rsons holding this philos:orhy
are usually quite committed to particu!or fields of study
and are in college primarily to obtain training for carct'rs
in their chosen fields.

paticnal training and/or scholarly tndc:wor an imporwnt
pnrt of collcg<: fife exists outside the classroom, labor<~ tory,
and library. Extracurricular_ acti\'itics, living~group func·
tions, athletics, social life, rewarding friendships, and loyalty
to college traditions· are important clements in one's <:"ollcgc
experience and nc;;:-cssory to the cultivation of the wen~
rounded person. Thus, while not c;-;cluding acade-mic
activities, this philoSl'phy emphasizes the import;::~nce ot
the extracurricular side of co!lt:g(: life.

PHl(._DSOPlJY B: This philosophy, while it doe::; not ignore
career prcp<uation, assigns greatest importwcc to scho!<"!rly
pursuit of knowk..:lgt.: and undcrstnnding wherever th('
pur~uit m~~y Je~d. This philosophy ent;.1i!s serious invo:ve~
ment in c:omse work or indc:pcndent study beyond th·J
'minimum required. Social life and organized cxtracucricttbr
activities are relatively unimportant. Thus, while other
ll.Spccts or college life are not to bl! forsaken, this philosophy
attaches g;e3.tcst importance to interest in ideas, pursuit of
·k:nm'<·lcdgc, and cultivation of the intellect.

Pl!ll.OSOP!lJ" D: This is ~l philo.">ophy h~'h~ by the !.ttH.knt
\Vho either consciously rcjcr:ts commonly held v~:.!ut: oli:'nt.'l~
tions in fJYOr of 1..,1~ 0\\ il, o1· \~·hu l1as nc,t rc~tliy dcc1'G.:d
what is to be valn~ci a.nd is in a scm~~ sc.-.rching for n'c;~n::'g
in life. Thcr<:: is oft~r. Jeep irwol\cmcnt with ideas and ~tt
forms both in the cl.:tssroom and in: sources (often hig!~lv
original and iridividualistic) in the wider sodcty. 'rhcrt: is
little interest in business or ·profcs.Sion-ll careers: in f<~ct,
there may be a definite r~jcction of this kind of .:tspiration.
Many facets of the col!r:gc~organized extr<"Lcurrkubr
activities, a[hletics, traditions, the college administration-·
arc ignored or viewed with disdain. In short, this philos.::>phy
may emphasize individualistic interests and style-s, concern
for personal idcntiiy, and oftrn contempt for many aspects
or organized society,
'

Rank these four statements accoPding to the accuracy with which
each portrays youP own point of Ylew.
Most accurate (i.e., of the four statements, this one
the best description of my point of view)
____Second most accurate
_ThiPd most accuPate
_Least accurate

Thank you for responding.

IS

'~

-··-
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Appendix F
ASSOCIATED STUDENT SELF-STUDY PROJECT
COLLEGE OF THE PACIFIC
Evaluation of I

&I

1972-73
To give you an opportunity to comment on your experience in
·~·
the I & I Program and to provide an opportunity for your instructors
· to judge how well the general objectives of the program are being
~met, the Director of the I & I Program asks you to respond frankly
----j----o:t:-;o;:-;t"'neroTI o1v 1 ng statements. Student eva I uat ion may serve as
valuable "feedback" for improving the instruction in the program
and for making the program as worthwhile as possible.
An Associated Student Self-Study Research Grant has allowed us
to study the Program in depth this year. Please be assured that
while we ask for your social security number and the name of
specific courses, this is only for classification purposes. Different teachino methods~ bein{ evaluated for their efficacy
with specific types of students ~ measured .!:?.z :t;he Om!J_LI;>_~. £'~
sonaliiz Inventory).
The Director of the I & I Program~wi I I receive tl1e conclusions of this report and alI of the free responses, but the
researcher for the Associated Students (Michael Bouchard, School
of Education) wi I I be the only individual with access to the
identity of specific respondents to the study.
We would like you to evaluate separately the two sections
of each of the linked courses that you are taking. You are
asked to evaluate at this time the course section meeting at
this hour .
.~IRECTIONS: On the computer sheet provided please evaluate
this class, as a section, on the. twenty items. Mark the letter
closest to y~r-opinion, "5" is best, "1" is worst. Mark only
ONE of the items after each question. Use a No. 2 penci I to
mark the sheets.
Indicate your name and soc i a I security number
1n the space provided.
On a separate sheet of paper you may comment on any feature
of the I & I Program which you think should be changed. Comment
on any feature of the program you have found beneficial. DO NOT
SIGN YOUR NAME to this paper, but write the name of the linked
course in which you are enrol led.
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NEVER
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

-1
-~-

6;
7.

ALWAYS

The objectives of thematic linking were made
clear by the instructor within this course;

1 2 3 4

The instructor, when it was appropriate, related
the course materials to other areas of knowledge.

1 2

The instructor demonstrated a broad, accurate,
and up-to-date knowledge of his subject.

1 2 3 4 5

I was ab I e to integrate the perspectives of both
disciplines within this class.

1 2

Outside assignments rewarded independent and
cpeative work.

1 2 3 4 5

Tb_e_themattcally-1 inked course provided
significant educational exper1ences.

1 2 3 4 5

~

:J

3 4 5

3 4 5

The instructor gave close personal attention and
recognition to assignments (examination, term
papers, themes, notebooks).

1 2

Exams tested for discovery and understanding of
6oncepts and values, not f6r information only.

1 2 3 4

The instructor was sensitive t.o the r-esponse of
the class, encouraged student participation, and
welcomed questions and discussions.

1 2 3 4 5

10.

Student responsibilities were clearly defined.

1 2

3 4 5

11.

The methods of i nstt·uct ion, in genera I, were
appropriate for the subject matter.

1 2

3
3
3
3

8.
9.

3 4 5

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

The text and reading assignments were stimulating. 1 2

15.

The instructor put the students' personal development above all else.
1 2 3 4 5

16.

I learned a great deal about the interrelationship
(integration) of fact~ and ideas.
1 2 3 4

The contents of the course were inherent I y interesting. 1 2

20.

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

5

17. The instructor was avai labie to students and
18.
19.

I
I

s

12.
13.
14.

The i nstructoP va I ued oP i gina I student contP i buti ons. 1 2

I
I

interested in them as individuals.

1 2 3 4 5

The material of the couPse was wei I organized.

1 2 3 4

The instructor gave the student a chance to think
and learn independently and creatively.

1 2 3 4

5

5
The course was organized to arouse student interest. 1 2 3 4 5

I
I
-I
_____
-I
F-='

--

-I
==---------

I

Appendix G
Spring Interview Format For Interviewers
Name of Student_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(Greet the student and enter his/her name at the top of this page.
Ask:)
When you first came on to campus, you were asked 1~hi ch of four phil osophies of education came closest to your own philosophy of higher educatirul~-~
Could you please answer this question again.
CIRCLE ONE:
(Hand the student Item 1.
·····

A B C D

Circle response:)

(Ask:)
Which philosophy do you feel is dominant on this campus?

A B C D
(Ask:)
You were also asked if you see this college as having so:nc special quality
that d·ist·inguishes it from other co"lleges and universit-ies, d·ict the co·l1ege meet your expectations?
(Use the following grid for responses according to the 1-i sting be 1ow, but
do not suggest responses. This is a free-response question.)
How did it or did it not?

Q.!lJ

DID NOT

1._
2._
3._
4._
5._
6._
7._
8._
9._

1.1-------l

10 . .__

---- -----

----

2 'f-------l
3 '1--------l
4 'f-------l
5 '1-------l

6 'f-------l
7 'f-------l
8 'f-------l
9 •f-------l
10 •.___ _,

(1) Small, Friendly (2) Personal, Individual Attention (3) Casual,
Liberal Atmosphere (4) Academic Excellence and Innovation (5) Diversity
of Opportunities (6) Diversity of Students (7) Opportunity for Involvement (8) Special Programs (I & I, 4-1-4) (9) Specialties (Pharmacy,
Engineering) (10) Other
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(Hand the student Item 2.

Ask:)

Which of these statements comes c1oser to your own view?

A B
(Ask the following question relating to Item 2.)

l

-l

Which view has been the dominant view of the I & I Faculty
your experience?

t~embers,

in

A B
(Ask the student to think of the best teacher that he/she had in the
Program.)
(Ask:)
Why was this teacher outstanding?
(This is a free-response question. Please circle the student's response
if it fa 1"1 s under one of the items in the grid be 1 ow. Otherwise
indicate "Other".)
A Interesting Subject/Discussion
B Effective Presentation
C Integration of Linking
D Development of Intellectual Skills
E Faculty-student Relations
Other
(Ask:)
Did you have poor teachers within the Program? Why were they poor?
A
B
C
D
E

Interesting Subject/Discussion
Effective Presentation
Integration of Linking
Development of Intellectual Skills
Faculty-student Relations
Other

(State:)
Here ·is a list of objectives for a college program.
these objectives as important to you?
------- - ----------------

·-

--------------

Would you endorse

184
(Hand the student Item 3.
student's response.)

Complete the following grid according to the

·.···

_Es, very much

yes

somewhat

no

1.

-

2.
3.
4.
5.
--~----I( AsK:)

Which objectives did your teachers within the I & I Program emphasize?
(Complete the following grid relating to the objectives detailed in
Item 3.)
very much
.

1.

2.
3.

4.

'']
----+-

somewhat

5. \.___ ___,__

"'OT

t----1j

----·.

l _ ._ _ _ _

(State:)
Last questions:
in ....

Did you find on this campus more or less than you expected
L

1 Amount of studying required
2 Intellectual commitment of most students
3 Genuine interest in learning for its own sake
4 Involvement in or concern with social/political issues
5 Academic standards
6 To 1erance for or openm·i ndedness concerning divergent
views, dress, behavior
7 Access to cultural offerings
8 Diversity among students in views, attitudes
9 Seriousness with which studies are taken
10 Memory work required in classes
11 Warmth and friendliness of students
12 Availability of quiet or privacy for study

E t1

1

'
t

.

lC
_I_

lt

(Mark the above grid according to indicated student response.
answer leave blank.)

If no
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Item 1

On every col lege or university campus students hold a variety
of attitudes about their own purposes and goals while at col lege.
Such an attitude might be thought of as a persona I phi I osophy
of higher education.
The following par·agr<Jphs ar·e descript-ive
~
statements of four such "persona I phi I osoph i es" which ther-e is
_ -j.
reason to believe are quite prevalent on American col lege campuses.
----+----As_y_o_u_~ean_th_e_Eo.ur:'_s_t_a±_eme_n±_s_,_a±±_e_mp±_t_o_d_e_t_e_t:'m_i_n_e_ho_w_c_l_o_s_e_ __
each comes to your 01vn phi I osophy of higher education.

I'HILOSOPUY A: This philosophy emphasizes education

Pll/LOSOPJIY C: This phdosophy holds that besides occu-

essentially as prcpar::ltion for an. occupntion:1l future.
Sod:1l or purely intcl!cclual ph:1scs of c;unrus life arc
relatively less imporL:tnt, although certainly not ignored .
. Concern with cxtr<!curricu!ar <tctivitics and college traditions is relatively sm:1.\l. Persons holding this philosophy
are tiSu:11ly quite committed to p~uticul11r fields of study
and arc in college primarily to obtain training for careers

pationnl training and/or scholarly rmkavor an irnpcrtant
part
college life e.xists outside the classroom, laboratory,
and libr<~ry. Extr.:lcurricular activities, living-r,roup functions, athletics, social life, rewarding fri~~n.jships. ::;nd !oyJ.Tty
to college traditions· are important dcnKnts -in one's c·ol!rcc
eXperience ~nd nec-essary to tilt~ cu!tivat"ion of thr. wellrounded person. Thus, while not cxch!ding ac-:\dcmic
activities, this phi!OSL'phy c.mphasizcs the import3flCC of
the cxtracurrkular side of colkgc life.

in their chosen fields.

.•
Pl/ILOSOPllY B: This philosophy, while it docs not ignore
career prcpnration, assigns greatest importJncc to scholarly
pursuit of knowkd~·.c and understanding wherever the
pur~uit m~y l~:.d. Tl:is p!li]c:;ophy entai]s serious involvi:·
rnent in course work or indcp~ndcnt sludy beyond th·;:!
'minimum rcquirl'd. Soci:lllifc J nd or~anin~d cxt.racurricubr
activities are relatively unimportant. Thus, while other
aspeC'tS of COllege life O.rt: not to be for!>akcn, this philosophy
~naches r;rea•est importan~c to interest in ideas, pursuit of
'knOwledge. and cultivation of the intellect.

or

Pllll.OSOPIIY D: This is a philosophy h.:-ld by the stud(.'nt
wl1o either CoilSdously f{'jccts commonly held V:J.luc Oi"i~nta
tions in f~vor of his own, or who bas not rc:!lly dcc:dcd
what is to be vah1cd and is in a scn;:;f.! searching far mc••.niq~
in life. There is often Jeep invo!\"cmcnt with ideas -and art
forms both in the cb.ssroom and in~ sources (often hi[!hly
odginal and individuaHstic) in tho::: wider society. There is
little interest in business or profession:~.! careers; in f<1ct,.
there may be a definite rejection of this kind of aspira!k1n.
Many facets
the colkgc-organizcd extr:tcurricubr
activities, athk·tics, traditions, the college administrationare ignored or vic\','ed \vith disdJ.in. In short, this phi!us:::~phy
may emphasize individualistic int~.:rests <J.nd styles, concern
for personal identity, and often contempt for many aspects
organized society.

or

or
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Item 2

A

Students ~hould be given very great freedom in choos!ng their
subjects of study and in chaos i ng their 0\-111 <li'Cus of i ntcrest
within these subjects.

B

There is <• body of kn01vledge to be learned, and th~ fa~ulty
is more competent than the student to direct the student's
course of st11dy through required course,, prerequisites, and
the I ike.

· · ..... .

Item 3

1.

To develop each student fully; to personalize his instruction and his program; to encourage his independence; to invite him to share in

learnin~

and the direct-

ion of learning; to make him self-directive and selfinstruct i've.
2.

To develop critical

thin~ing;

to e11Courage analysis

and synthesis; to emphasize inquiry.
3.

To foster international, intercultural perspectives.

4.

To develop in each student commitn1ent and leadership,
evaluation and judgement.

5.

To offer each student a diversity of educational
experiences, philosophies, and teaching styles and,

....

also, the freedom to shape these into programs to meet
his needs.

